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ANNEX I 

PLENARY* OF THE GENEVA DIPLO~ATIC CONFERENCE ON THE 

REVISION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONv~NTION FOR 

THE PROTECTION OF NEW VARIETIES OF PL&~TS 

President: Mr. H. SKOV (Denmark) 

Vice-Presidents: Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) 

Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) 

Secretary General: Dr. H. MAST (UPOV) 

FIRST ~lEETING 

~1onday, October 9, 1978, 

morning 

Welcome Address by the President of the Council of UPOV 

1.1 Mr. H. SKOV, as President of the Council of UPOV, said how privileged and 

pleased he was to welcome the Delegates to the Conference and to the beautiful 

city of Geneva. This Conference to revise the International Convention was be-

ing held on the 150th anniversary of the birth of Henri Dunant, a great son of 

Geneva and the founder of the Red Cross. The aims of Henri Dunant had been ex-

elusively humanitarian whereas those of the International Convention had a more 

economic aspect. Mr. Skov expressed the view that it was nevertheless perfect-

ly justifiable to use the expression "city of Henri Dunant" to describe the 

* NOTE: In these minutes of the Plenary 

(i) "UPOV" means the International Union for the Protection of New Vari-

eties of Plants; 

(ii) unless otherwise indicated, "President" means Mr. H. SKOV (Denmark) 

(iii) "Convention" means the International Convention for the Protection 

of New Varieties of Plants of December 2, 1961, and the Additional 

Act of November 10, 1972 

(iv) "Draft" means the draft revised text of the Convention as appearing 

in document. DC/3; 

(v) unless otherwise :.ndicated, the Article numbers used are those used in 

the Draft. 
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meeting place of a Diplomatic Conference which would concern itself with ~~e pro-

tection of new varieties of plants. He was sure that plant breeders were able to 

contribute to the alleviation of the malnutrition, h~~ger or starvation from which 

more than half of the world's population suffered. He instanced the development 

of new varieties of wheat which had changed Mexico from a wheat-importing to a 

wheat-exporting country, of new varieties of potato which were resistant, for ex-

ample to wart disease or nematodes, of new varieties of maize which were more 

cold-tolerant, and of new varieties of cereals with an improved protein content. 

Much, however, remained to be done. Breeders might eventually develop plants, other 

than leguminous plants such as peas and clovers, which were capable of fixing ni-

trogen in the soil. If this dream could be achieved it would reduce the demand 

for artificial fertilizers whose manufacture was so costly in terms of energy. 

Mr. Skov noted that plant breeders 'N'ere not alone in their work, being supported 

first by those responsible for seed certification, for seed testing and for gene 

banks, and secondly by all the researchers in plant and soil sciences whose find-

ings were, in many cases, a precondition for the effective use of new varieties 

of plants. 

1.2 Mr. Skov stated that daily work had begun in Geneva following the entry into 

force of the Convention in 1968. At first there had been four member States, a 

little luter six, and now there were ten. It had quickly become apparent that, in 

order to widen the membership of UPOV, talks had to be initiated with other States. 

A meeting of member and non-member States had been held in 1974. The discussions 

had shown that it might be desirable to make some minor changes in the Convention. 

The Council of UPOV had therefore established a Committee for the Interpretation 

and Revision of the Convention which had met six times under his chairmanship. He 

expressed his appreciation of the goodwill and spirit of cooperation shown by all 

who had taken part in those meetings. The Committee had submitted a draft 

to the Council of UPOV in December, 1977, and this draft*, after a few amendments 

had been made, had been transmitted to all States and organizations invited to this 

Diplomatic Conference. 

* Document DC/3 of January 30, 1978 - "Draft Revised Convention" 
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1.3 Mr. Skov, having again welcomed the Delegates to the Conference and to the 

city of Henri Dunant, invited Dr. A. Bogsch, Secretary-General of UPOV, to pre-

side over the introductory business of the Conference. 

2.1 Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) invited delegates to consider do-

cument DC/1, the Provisional Agenda. He noted that item 1 of the agenda: "Wel-

come Address by the President of the Council of UPOV," had just taken place. 

2.2 Dr. Bogsch said that the next item was: "Opening of the Conference by the 

Secretary-General of UPOV." He declared open the Diplomatic Conference. 

2.3 Item 3 provided for the "Adoption of the Rules of Procedure" which were set 

out in document DC/2. Dr. Bogsch explained that a further document, DC/13, con-

taining proposals to amend Rule 14 would have to be considered. He then called 

the individual Rules in sequence. 

3. Ru..te.o to 4 we,'!.e a.dopted a..o a.ppea.Jt-i.ng -i.n document VC/Z, w-i.thou.,t d-i.<.c.u..o.o-i.on. 

W. GFELLER (Switzerland) questioned the reference to "Beobachterdelega

tion" in the German text of Rule 5, whereas the title referred to "Beobachteror-

4. Br. 

ganisationen." 

5. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) confirmed that the text should be 

aligned with the title of the Rule in question. 

6. Su.bje.c.t to the a.mendme.nt Jte.6eJtJte.d to -i.n pa.Jta.gJta.ph.o 4 a.nd 5, Ru..te. 5 wa..o a.dop-

ted a..o a.ppea.Jt-i.ng -i.n doc.u.me.nt VC/Z. 

1. Ru.le.o 6 to 13 we.Jte. a.dopted a..o a.ppe.a.Jt-i.ng -i.n doc.u.me.nt VC/Z, w-i.thou.t d-i..oc.u..o.o-i.on. 

8. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) introduced document DC/13 which 

contained his Delegation's proposal for the amendment of Rule 14(1) and (2). It 

was the view of his Delegation that the wording of that Rule, which established 

the membership of the Steering Committee, was rather too narrowly drawn, and that 

the wording should be slightly widened to allow the Chairmen of any working groups 

which were created to participate in the work of the Steering Committee at least 

while the respective working group remained active. His delegation also considered 
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that the Vice-Presidents of the Conference should be members of the Steering Com-

mittee ex officio. 

9. Subjec~ ~a ~he ~eplacemen~ a6 pa~ag~aph' I I) and (2) by the p~apa,al can-

ta~ned ~n dacumen~ VC/i3, Rule 14 wa4 adap~ed a' appea~~ng ~n dacumen~ VC/2. 

ZO. Rule4 15 to 47 we~e adop~ed a4 appea~~ng ~n documen~ VC/2, w~~hou~ d~'cu'-

4~on. 

11. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) asked, with reference to Rule 48, that representatives 

of the observer organizations be authorized to participate in meetings of working 

groups, in particular with regard to Article 5, Article 7 and Article 13 of the 

Convention. Highly technical questions were likely to come up in such meetings 

and if the observer organizations were able to comment immediately on such ques-

tions this would undoubtedly dispense with the need for lengthy interventions in 

the Plenary, the work of which might otherwise be delayed thereby. 

12. Dr. C.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) said that ASSINSEL wished to support the request 

made by the representative of CIOPORA. 

13. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) advised the Conference that to meet 

such a request would amount to a change in the Rules and that a proposal to that 

effect would have to be made by one of the member or observer delegations. 

14. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he had a certain un-

derstanding for the wish of the observer organizations to take an active part in 

the work of the Conference. He ~~ought, however, that such participation could be 

assured by intensive discussion of most of the articles in the Plenary. He fav-

ored the adoption of Rule 48 on the understanding that the matter of participation 

by the observer organizations should perhaps be rediscussed later in the proceedings. 

15. Subjec~ to ~he unde~4~and~ng 4~a~ed by ~he Velega~~on o1 ~he Fede~al Republ~c 

a6 Ge~many and men~~oned in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph, Rule 41 wa4 adop~ed a4 appea~-

~ng in document VC/2. 

16. Rule' 49 and 50 we~e adapted a4 appea~~ng ~n dacumen~ VC/2, w~thou~ d~'cu46ion. 

) 
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li. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that the next item of the Pro-

visional Agenda, item 4, was: "Election of the President of the Conference." He 

invited proposals in this respect. 

18. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) proposed that the Chairman of 

the Committee of Experts on the Interpretation and Revision of the Convention, who 

was also President of the Council of UPOV, be elected President of the Conference. 

19. Hr. p. IV'. HURPHY (United Kingdom) said that he wished to support the proposal 

of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany that Mr. Skov be elected Pre-

sident of the Conference. 

20. Hr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he also >vished to support the proposal of 

the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. He stressed that Mr. Skov, 

having participated in the Paris Conference of 1961, was in the best position to 

guide the discussions of the Conference. 

21. r-1r. S . .r-1EJEG5?.RD (Sweden), Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) and 

:.tr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) each supported the proposal of the Federal Repub-

lie of Germany. 

22. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV), noting that there were no other pro-

posals and no objections, said that it was a great pleasure and honor to declare 

that Mr. Skov, Head of the Delegation of Denmark, had been unanimously elected 

President of the Conference. He congratulated Mr. Skov and invited him to take 

the Presidential Chair. 

23.1 The PRESIDENT thanked the Conference for the confidence shown in him and undeL-

took to do his u~~ost to ensure, with the help of all present, a successful outcome 

to the proceedings. 

23.2 The President said that the next item on the Provisional Agenda, item 5, was: 

"Adoption of the Agenda," namely document DC/1. He invited delegates to adopt the 

Agenda with the reservation that item 7: "Consideration of the First Report of the 

Credentials Committee" would have to be taken at some later stage in the proceedings. 

wa6 adopted a6 appea~~ng ~n document VC/1. 
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25.1 The PRESIDENT said that the first part of the next item of the Agenda, item 

6(i), was: "Election of the Vice-Presidents of the Conference." He wished to pro-

pose that Dr. Beringer from the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany and 

Mr. Murphy from the Delegation of the United Kingdom be elected Vice-Presidents of 

the Conference. 

25.2 The President, noting that there were no other proposals and no objections, 

congratulated Dr. Beringer and Mr. Murphy on their unanimous election as Vice-

Presidents of the Conference. 

26. The PRESIDENT then asked for proposals in respect of item 6(ii) of the Agenda: 

"Election of the Members of the Credentials Committee." He advised the Conference 

that Rule 11 provided that the Credentials Committee should consist of five members 

elected from among the ~~ember Delegations. 

27. Mr. w. GFELLER (Switzerland) proposed Mr. Jeanrenaud from his Delegation. 

28. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) proposed Dr. Graeve from his 

Delegation. 

29. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) proposed Mr. Parry from his Delegation. 

30. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) proposed Mr. Avrarn from his Delegation. 

31. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) proposed Mr. Marx from his Delegation. 

32. The PRESIDENT, noting that there were no other proposals and no objections, 

congratulated Mr. Jeanrenaud, Dr. Graeve, Mr. Parry, Mr. Avram and Mr. Marx on 

their unanimous election as members of the Credentials Committee. 

33. The PRESIDENT then asked for proposals in respect of item 6(iii) of the Agenda: 

"Election of the Members of the Drafting Committee." 

34. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary General of UPOV) reminded the Conference of the need 

for extreme care in selecting the five member delegations and two observer delega-

tions required, in accordance with Rule 12(2), to serve in the Drafting Committee, 

to ensure a proper representation for each of the three Conference languages. He 

therefore proposed that the election be postponed to allow the necessary consideration 

to be given to proposals for membership. 

,) 
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35. The plt.opo.6a.t o6 .the Se.c.lr.e.ta.Jty-Gen.e.Jt.a.t o6 UPOV .tha..t 6u1t.the1t. c.on-6-ideJta..t.i.on a6 

.<..tem 6(-i..i..i.) o6 .the Agenda. .6hautd be de6eJt.Jt.ed, a.6 men.tianed in. .the pltec.eding pa.lta-

glta.ph, wa.-6 a.dop.te.d. 

36. A-6 6olte.6een in. pa.Jta.glt.a.ph 23 a.bove. c.on.6.ide.Jta..t.i.on o6 .<..tem 7 o6 .the. Agenda. wa.4 

de6e.Jt.Jt.ed. 

37. The PRESIDENT said that he wished, before embarking on item 8 of the Agenda, 

to invite any delegations or observer organizations wishing to make a general 

statement to do so. 

General Statements 

38.1 Dr. C.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) said that ASSINSEL appreciated having been in-

vi ted to the Conference in which those engaged practically. in plant breeding had a 

great interest. ASSINSEL had commented in writing* on the Draft Revised Convention 

contained in document DC/3 and he could therefore be brief. The comments submitted 

had been based on several years' experience. ASSINSEL had been very pleased to 

note the growth in interest in plant variety protection and the fact that the basis 

of the Conference was to increase the number of member States of UPOV. This was 

ASSINSEL's most important wish. It therefore considered that the Conference should 

principally concern itself with revising the Convention in such a way that the maxi-

mum number of States could adhere thereto, and especially those States which had so 

far seen difficulties in doing this because their national legislation was not in 

complete conformity with the Convention. ASSINSEL had noted with satisfaction that 

the Council of UPOV had largely been guided by such considerations in the Draft Re-

vised Convention. Dr. Buchting said that he had in mind, for example, the Council's 

interpretation of Article 7** and the new transitional provisions proposed in Arti-

cles 34A and 36A. ASSINSEL sincerely hoped that such provisions would enable further 

States, such as the United States of America and Canada, to become member States of 

UPOV. 

* Annex III to document DC/7 of July 3, 1978. 

** Page 18 of Annex I to document DC/3. 
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38.2 The speaker went on to say that on points of detail ASSINSEL had restricted 

itself to a few expressions of opinion which the Conference would find in the 

written comments*. ASSINSEL considered that the regulation of certain details had 

to be left to national legislation. If the Convention was to achieve its interna-

tional vocation it must provide at least some opportunity for regulating national 

peculiarities. 

38.3 The speaker expressed his gratitude for the consideration shown by Dr. Beringer, 

during the adoption of Rule 48, for the request made by the observer organization 

that they should be allowed to participate in specific working groups. ASSINSEL 

wished to underline that request in the belief that its practical experience should 

be brought to bear in such discussions. 

38.4 Dr. BUchting concluded by expressing the wish that the outcome of the Conference 

would be a complete success and that a much larger number of States would be present 

at the next Diplomatic Conference. 

39.1 Dr. E. FREIHERR VON PECHMANN (AIPPI) said that he wished to express the grati-

tude of his organization, the International Association for the Protection of Indus-

trial Property, at having been invited to the Conference. The AIPPI, which had been 

in existence for almost one hundred years and which had more than three thousand 

members from all over the world, was particularly dedicated to the promotion and 

strengthening of the protection of intellectual achievements beneficial to mankind. 

His organization had therefore welcomed the creation of a special title of protection 

to provide for the needs of plant breeders. No one could contest the fact that pro-

gress was best promoted by strong legal protection of inventive achievements. The 

personal initiative and risk capital necessary for making purely technical inventions 

or for breeding new varieties of plants would only be forthcoming if effective protec-

tion was available for the results of such work. Consequently AIPPI was committed to 

ensuring that protection was available for the end product of plant breeding programs. 

* Annex III to document DC/7 of July 3, 1978. 
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It was a grave injustice for the breeder if his right in a new variety could be 

circumvented by importing the end product from States where plant variety protec-

tion was unobtainable or non-existent. With regard to ornamental plants, such as 

roses and carnations, the situation had already become unbearable. In its Resol-

ution* AIPPI had drawn a parallel with process protection in the field of chemical 

and pharmaceutical patents where it had long been recognized that it was essential 

if effective protection was to be afforded to extend protection to the end product. 

39.2 The speaker said that he also wished to draw attention to a second problem 

which was of concern to his organization. Members of AIPPI particularly involved 

with plant variety protection had noted that the question of variety denominations 

frequently caused problems in the practical application of that protection. For 

this reason it supported the aim of breeders' organizations that variety denomina-

tions should be regulated in the most simple and neutral way possible. It also 

advocated that it should be possible to add a fancy trade mark to a· variet;( denomi-

nation. Whereas the latter characterized the product as the "generic name" the 

former could serve to indicate the specific firm from which the product originated, 

thus assuming a warranty function for the quality of the product as occurred for 

other trade products. In the pharmaceutical field, for example, it had been re-

cognized that it was necessary to allow, in addition to the chemical denomination 

for the active ingredient, for protection of the producer of the actual product by 

means of a trade mark for that product. 

39.3 Dr. Freiher von Pechmann concluded by wishing a successful outcome to the con-

ference. He hoped that the Conference would always bear in mind in its discussions, 

which he understood might not be in camera, that it wished to improve what was a 

framework for legislation created for the protection of plant breeders, having to 

be applied in everyday practice in the simplest manner possible whilst guaranteeing 

a fair balance between the interests of all parties concerned. 

* Annex II to document DC/7 of July 3, 1978. 
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40. Dr. Z. SZILVASSY (Hungary) congratulated the President on his election. He was 

certain that the President's extraordinary knowledge, international experience and 

personal abilities would guarantee the successful conduct of the Conference. The 

Delegation of the Hungarian People's Republic was interested in that success. In 

his country increasingly valuable results had been achieved in the selection of 

plant varieties and in the breeding of animals. It had therefore been essential 

to introduce legislation to provide protection for the practical achievements of 

Hungarian breeders. Legislation providing patent protection for new varieties of 

plants and animal breeds had been enacted in his country about a decade ago. Of-

ficial classification of new varieties of plants and animal breeds had been prac-

ticed for some time and the regulations governing that work were currently being 

brought up to date. Experience gained at the international level regarding the 

examination of new varieties of plants and animal breeds was being taken into ac-

count and it was hoped that it would be possible, as international cooperation in-

creased, for Hungary to accept the results of examinations performed by the compe-

tent authorities of other States and for other States to accept the results of ex-

aminations performed by the Hungarian authorities. 

41. The speaker went on to say that the new regulations would also develop the rna-

terial and moral recognition of the right of the breeder. It was felt that the ap-

plication of national legislation would lead to participation by the Hungarian 

People's Republic in the international cooperation inherent in the Convention to be 

revised by the Diplomatic Conference. At various UPOV meetings the Hungarian Dele-

gation had declared that the Hungarian Government was considering the possibility 

of accession but that some of the provisions of the Convention were seriously af-

fecting its decision in the matter. The Hungarian Delegation had therefore pro-

posed, during sessions both of the UPOV Council and of the Committee of Experts 

which had prepared the Diplomatic Conference, the introduction of amendments which 

would permit Hungary to accede without having to change its national legislation in 

a major way. The fact that the essence of the amendments proposed had been accepted 

by the Committee of Experts and had been included in the Draft to be discussed by 

the Conference had been noted with great pleasure. His Delegation particularly ap-

preciated Article 34A which, if adopted, would allow its national legislation to 

provide, for the same genus or species, both of the forms of protection mentioned 

in the Convention. It had also greatly appreciated the possibility provided in 

Article 6(1) {b) (i) to introduce the so-called "period of grace" of one year. The 

adoption of those and other amendments sought by the Hungarian People's Republic 

) 
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would in all probability lead to a situation in which its Government would find no 

difficulty in acceding to the Convention. 

42. The speaker concluded by expressing the sincere appreciation of the Hungarian 

Delegation to the main bodies of UPOV and to its Committee of Experts for having 

prepared, under the guidance of the President, such excellent material as a basis 

for the work of the Diplomatic Conference. His Delegation was delighted to be able 

to participate in an observer capacity and was convinced that the outcome would be 

successful. It hoped that it would be possible for it to express its opinion in 

more detail in the course of the work. 

43. Mr. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) extended the warmest appreciation of 

the United States Delegation and of its Government to the member States of UPOV for 

their invitation to the Conference which was of great importance. He also thanked 

the member States and the Secretariat for the courtesy and cooperation extended to 

his Delegation at past UPOV meetings. 

44. The speaker said that his Delegation had given the most careful consideration 

to the provisions of the Convention. It could not imagine a more important objec-

tive than the promotion of plant breeding to which the Convention made a signifi-

cant contribution. The fact that the Convention simultaneously protected the pub-

lie interest was just as important. During the past few years the United States 

Delegation had offered suggestions for modifying the Convention in ways which it 

believed would enhance the attractiveness of the Convention to non-member States 

without detracting from its vitality. Many problems had been settled during the 

preparatory meetings. His Delegation would offer suggestions for the possible sol-

ution of the few complex and significant problems which nevertheless remained. It 

felt confident that these would be resolved given the spirit of cooperation which 

had prevailed in the past. 

45. In conclusion Mr. Schlosser said that he was sure that the member States, the 

observer States and the international organizations assembled at the Conference 

shared as a common objective the creation of a worldwide Union. 
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46. Mr. R. KORDES (CIOPORA) expressed the appreciation of his organization at 

having been invited to the Conference. CIOPORA welcomed the aim of widening the 

membership of UPOV which, for the breeders, would increase the opportunities to 

obtain protection. Both Dr. Blichting, the President of ASSINSEL,and Dr. von 

Pechrnann had referred extensively to the problems of the breeder and he had there-

fore noted with thanks the positive reaction of the President of the German Fed-

eral Varieties Office, Dr. Baringer, regarding the possibilities for collaboration. 

47. The speaker concluded by stating that as far as the course of the Conference 

was concerned CIOPORA would just say at the outset that tolerance was necessary 

if progress was to be made with the aim in sight. 

48. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) declared in the name of the 

German Delegation that although the ten years which had passed since the entry in-

to force of the International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of 

Plants might seem a relatively short period by comparison with the other Conven-

tions in the field of industrial property it should nevertheless be possible to 

draw up a balance sheet of what had so far been achieved. Already at this stage 

a decision would be taken which would be of lasting importance for the further de-

velopment of the Union which, without doubt, had developed in a most remarkable way 

during the years since its establishment. The Secretaries-General, the Vice 

Secretaries-General and the other officers of the Secretariat had played an impor-

tant part in this, showing the energy and the wealth of ideas which were needed in 

abundance especially by a young, rapidly expanding organization. It was a very 

pleasant duty for him, as the representative of the Government of the Federal Re-

public of Germany, to thank them all for the work done. 

49. The speaker said that in the past ten years UPOV had above all shown itself to 

have great practical capabilities. In harmonizing the different opinions of the 

member States it had been necessary to resolve several practical questions. The 

successful intensification of cooperation at the technical level would have been irn-

possible without the foundation stone of the mutually agreed Guidelines for the Con-

duct of Tests for Distinctness, Homogeneity and Stability. In that area, in parti-

cular, the Union and the Technical Working Parties set up by it had done pioneer 

work, the importance of which could not be overestimated and the influence of which 

stretched way beyond the present member States. Expressing every respect for that 
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excellent work Dr. Beringer said that it seemed that the time had come for the 

Union to give greater attention to other problems. This had been evident, for 

example, in the discussions which had taken place regarding Article 13 during 

the preparation of the Conference--discussions which would surely be continued 

by the Conference itself. Another example was the recent discussions concerning 

the relationship between plant variety protection and competition law. He saw as 

a further new task for the Union a public relations exercise to explain the bene-

fits arising from plant variety protection. The degree to which technological devel-

opment had been fostered by the protection of industrial property by means of pa-

tents was well-known, as were the many economic values flowing from such protection. 

Many countries, however, still hesitated to apply this practical experience to the 

field of plant variety protection. One of the main aims of the Union, if it was 

not to eventually stagnate, must be to counteract that attitude of hesitation. The 

revision of the Convention which was about to begin would have to take those points 

into account. New regulations would have to be prepared in such a way that in ef-

fecting the necessary harmonization of rights no unnecessary obstacles were erected 

for States wishing to join the Union. 

50. Dr. Beringer expressed the hope of his Government that it would therefore be 

possible to arrive at the necessary compromises, including compromises between those 

member States which wished the protection system to be extended and those whose spe-

cial requirements might put into question what had so far been achieved. But it was 

not only the regulations to be decided by the Conference which were important for 

the further development of the Union. In the recent past the importance of having 

a clear definition of the responsibilities of the various bodies of the Union had 

shown itself. His Delegation hoped that the changes provided for would not influ-

ence the principles which had already proved their value. In the light of all 

those considerations the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany held the view 

that the Conference was particularly important. It was convinced that the spirit of 

confidence and openness which had characterized the preparatory work of the Committee 

of Experts on the Interpretation and Revision of the Convention would also determine 

in a decisive manner the course of the Conference. The Delegation of the Federal Re-

public of Germany would do its utmost to help to bring it to a successful conclusion. 
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51. Dr. D. BORINGER (European Economic Community) said that, as a representative 

of a country which was not only one of the founder members of the Union but which 

also currently presided over the Council of the European Communities, he wished to 

make a declaration on behalf of the European Economic Community which was partici-

pating in the Conference as an observer. The Community welcomed the work already 

accomplished within the framework of UPOV. It expressed its satisfaction at the 

holding of the Conference and supported its aims. It supported the preparation of 

a revised text of the Convention which, on the one hand, would contain some clari-

fications and which, on the other hand, would include changes which would ensure 

that the Convention functioned well and which would permit additional States to par-

ticipate. Dr. Beringer assured the Conference that the member States of the Com-

munity which were represented and the representatives of the Community who were pre-

sent would do their best to contribute to a successful conclusion to its work. They 

would continually bear in mind the rules binding the member States of the Community 

regarding the free movement of goods and the rules governing competition, and also 

the provisions regarding trade in seeds and planting material. The Community wished 

the Conference a fruitful course and success in its work. 

52. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) congrdttilated the rresident on his election. He said 

that he would like to report on the latest developments in the protection of new 

varieties of plants in Japan where the necessity for such protection had been re-

cognized for some time. Japan had been represented as an observer at sessions of 

the Council of UPOV and of the Committee of Experts on the Interpretation and Re-

vision of the Convention and had shown a deep interest in developments in other 

countries and in the progress of the revision of the Convention. At these meetings 

the Japanese Delegation had reported on its Government's preparations to establish 

a system for the protection of new varieties of plants. A Government Bill--The 

Seeds and Seedlings Bill--had finally been adopted at the 84th plenary session of 

the Diet in June 1978. The Japanese Government was making preparations to bring 

the Seeds and Seedlings Law into force by the end of the year and he was therefore 

pleased to say that Japan was ready to participate in a positive manner as an ob

server in the discussions on the revision of the Convention. The speaker concluded 

by stating that it was his Delegation's sincere hope and conviction that the expert 

guidance of the President would help in bringing the Conference to a successful 

conclusion, whatever difficulti3~: might be encountered. 
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53. Mr. v. DESPREZ (FIS) expressed the gratitude of the International Federation 

of the Seed Trade for having been invited to participate as an observer in the 

work of the Conference. Since it seemed that the Federation probably would not 

have an opportunity to participate in the committees or working groups establi-

shed to treat specific matters, which were nevertheless basic to the future of 

its members, he asked the Conference to refer back to the Federation's written 

comments which were contained in Annex IV to document DC/7. 

54. Mr. Desprez went on to say that the aim of the Conference was clearly to fa-

cilitate the admission of further member States. As a worldwide Federation with 

50 member States the International Federation of the Seed Trade was certainly very 

much in favor of that aim but it wished just as strongly that the Conference should 

not weaken the Convention too much and above all that its nature should not be 

chang~d. He felt that he could subscribe to the views expressed on this question 

by Dr. Baringer on behalf of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

His Federation could not, however, fully subscribe to the views expressed by 

Dr. Baringer as a representative of the European Economic Community. He did 

not believe that the aim was to create a second Convention within the Conven-

tion which would really change the nature of the Convention. Although the aim 

of the Conference was clearly to facilitate the admission of future member 

States there were equally good grounds for taking the opportunity to correct 

those provisions which gave rise to difficulties in their application. The 

speaker said that he did not wish to expand on the various matters dealt with 

in the Federation's written comments which were available to the Conference. 

55. The speaker said that the Conference might be surprised that the International 

Chamber of Commerce represented at this gathering by the FIS, should be suggesting 

solutions which were frequently very close to those put forward by ASSINSEL or by 

other plant breeders' organizations. The seed trade-had undergone a significant 

change several years earlier when it had recognized that contractual production was 

replacing the gathering of seed in the wild and that the ecotypes were generally 

being outyielded by varieties. The breeding of new varieties of plants was the 

source of 50 percent of the progress seen in agriculture in the last 50 years. For 

their part plant breeders had recognized that the international seed trade was in-

dispensable as a channel for popularizing their new varieties with and distributing 

them to the final consumer. Varieties were becoming more and more sophisticated. 
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New techniques such as androgenesis, meristem culture, cell fusion and cloning 

were being applied. The international and national trade had need of a strong 

technical structure which it had found in the technical services of the breeders. 

The trade fulfilled its responsibilities by multiplying stocks of varieties and 

by ensuring that the demands of consumers were met at reasonable prices which 

were guaranteed by the intense competition between varieties. 

56. The speaker concluded by saying that in its written comments his Federation 

had drawn the attention of UPOV to some very specific matters. He hoped that the 

message of the FIS would be heard since it would be paradoxical to see UPOV whose 

task was at all events the protection of new varieties of plants, refuse to take 

account of certain proposals put forward by breeders and the trade, those propo-

sals having been generously accepted by the consumers who had recognized the bene-

fit for them. 

57. Mr. R. TROOST {AIPH), speaking in the name of the International Association 

of Horticultural Producers and particularly of producers of ornamental plants, ex-

pressed appreciation at the large number of countries represented at the Conference. 

The high level of attendance proved that the preliminary studies devoted to the re-

vision of the Convention had been favorably received, especially in those countries 

not so far cooperating under that Convention. He also saw the extension of the 

number of countries in which plant breeders' rights could be granted as an impor-

tant development for the large group of horticultural producers in that it might 

stimulate breeders to create new and better propagating material for commercial 

production. It would also provide a broader financial basis for the activities of 

breeders and should thus contain the costs incurred by individual producers. Fin-

ally it was of the greatest interest for the breeders of new varieties themselves. 

58. The speaker referred to his Association's letters commenting on the Draft, 

and reproduced in Annex I to document DC/7 and in document DC/10. Both letters 

made reference to the protection of the final product, in particular of ornamental 

plants, and made it clear that horticultural producers were not against such pro-

tection in cases where the breeder would not otherNise be adequately compensated. 

At first his Association had considered it advisable that provision should now be 

made in the text of the Convention itself, in Article 5, subject to the inclusion 

of two guarantees: first that royalties should not be charged on both the propa-

) 
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gating material and the final product; secondly that the breeder should not be al-

lowed to impose on the producer a requirement to label each ornamental plant. Sub-

sequently it had taken the view that the extension of the number of countries in 

which plant breeders' rights could be granted was of the utmost importance and that 

to amend Article 5, for instance by making protection of the final product manda-

tory for ornamental plants, might adversely inf~uence the possibility of extending 

the number of participating countries. The two guarantees which he had mentioned 

previously would still be necessary where the final product was protected under na-

tional legislation. The thought that the revision of the Convention might maximise 

the opportunities to obtain protection had also inspired his Association's wish that 

Article 3 should refer only to the principle of national treatment, which, addition-

ally, seemed more in keeping with other Conventions in the field of industrial or 

intellectual property. 

59. Mr. Troost said that he would like to add a few words about variety denomina-

tions and trademarks. For his Association this was a question of two separate 

fields of law. For the sake of clarity it might be better to refrain from refer-

ring to or making rules for trademark rights in the Convention. Furthermore as far 

as denominations were concerned the most restrained wording should be used in the 

Convention which should not impose any obligations on the breeders of new varieties 

in this respect even should the breeder wish to use the same indication as deno-

mination and trademark. 

60. Finally the speaker endorsed earlier remarks concerning the Rules of Procedure 

on the basis of which participation in the Conference by the Observer organizations 

would be rather limited. He hoped that the Conference would be a great success. 

61. Mr. R. LOPEZ DE HARO (Spain) congratulated the President on his election and on the 

qualities demonstrated by him as Chairman of the Committee of Experts which had pro-

posed the Draft text for consideration by the Conference. Delegations from Spain 

had participated closely and wi.th great interest in that preparatory work. As a re-

sult work in his country on legislation to prepare for the protection of new vari-

eties of plants had been facilitated to such a degree that he wished to take advan-

tage of that moment to announce to the Conference that Spain had begun the process 

of applying to accede to the Convention. In view of this it could be said that 

Spain had a very special interest in the work of the Conference in which his Delega-
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tion would participate to its best effect in order that there should be a sue-

cessful outcome. His Delegation favored a study in depth which would enable the 

Conference to adopt a new Convention, based on the Draft, with the qualifications 

and modifications necessary to allow further States to participate in the Union. 

Finally the speaker congratulated the Secretariat and the President personally on 

the preparatory work and said that his Delegation looked for a successful outcome 

to the Conference, leading to the final objective of a universal Union. 

62. Mr. W. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that the Government of Canada very much ap-

preciated the opportunity to participate in the Diplomatic Conference as an obser-

ver. The Conference happened to be taking place at a particularly important time 

from the Canadian point of view in that a Plant Breeders' Rights Bill had just 

been drafted for presentation to the Canadian Parliament in the session due to be-

gin later that month. In drafting the Bill an attempt had been made to conform 

with the Convention. Although some difficulties had been posed by the existing 

Convention it was believed that these would be overcome by the revisions which it 

was hoped the Conference would make. 

63. Mr. Bradnock went on to say that it was the intention that Canada would apply 

for membership of the Union once the Canadian Law was in force. He also wished 

to note Canada's great appreciation of the work done by the pioneers who establi-

shed the Convention and set up the Union, developing along the way a wealth of ex-

pertise and knowledge which his country had been able to draw on and benefit from. 

Canada looked forward to becoming a member of the Union and to making its contri-

bution. 

64. Mr. J. FRISCH (Luxembourg) wished first to thank UPOV for its invitation to 

the Diplomatic Conference which had been accepted with pleasure. The Grand Duchy 

of Luxembourg had not yet signed the Convention but its government circles were 

fully aware of the necessity of UPOV for the country and they were convinced that 

sooner or later a solution would have to be found enabling Luxembourg to become 

a member of UPOV. A small country like his, however, came up against numerous 

problems and there were two which were currently causing some preoccupation. 

First there was the administrative and technical problem. The administrative 

and technical work involved in protecting new varieties of plant.s was too impor-

tant to just be entrusted to an existing section of the Ministry. A special sec-

tion would therefore be needed. Secondly there were the financial burdens com-

prising on the one hand participation in the common expenses of UPOV and, on the 
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other hand, the costs incurred in examining new varieties the subject of applica-

tions for protection. The major countries in UPOV could recover that expenditure 

by way of fees payable by breeders applying for protection of their varieties. 

For a small country like the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg such fees would be out of 

all proportion to the income which a breeder might count on receiving from his va-

riety. As a result the probability of his country's being able to recover costs 

by way of fees was slight. 

65. The speaker said that the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg would have to solve its 

difficulties either by way of a bilateral agreement concluded with a member State 

of UPOV to the effect that varieties protected in that member State were automati-

cally protected in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, or by way of a plant breeders' 

right established at the level of the European Economic Community, in which case 

the ideal solution would be that varieties protected in one member State of that 

Community should be automatically protected in its nine member States. These were 

the only solutions available to his country and it was on this basis that those 

responsible in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg in the matter of the protection of 

new varieties of plants hoped to find an answer to the question of Luxembourg's 

accession to UPOV. Mr. Frisch thanked UPOV for the efforts made on behalf of 

small countries, especially the proposal under Article 26 to reduce the contribu-

tion towards the common expenses and also the encouragement, under Article 29 and 

30, of international cooperation in the examination of new varieties. He conclu-

ded by wishing complete success to the Conference. 

66. Mr. F. SCHNEIDER (International Commission for the Nomenclature of Cultivated 

Plants of the International Union for Biological Sciences) said that the aims of 

the Commission he represented were the composing and editing of rules for the no-

menclature of cultivated plants. Those rules were laid down in the International 

Code for Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants, issued for the first time in 1953 and 

most recently revised in 1969. The nomenclature of botanical and cultivated plants 

had been the subject of international discussion since the days of Linnaeus and 

Miller which meant since the second half of the 18th century. One might therefore 

say that he was representing a group of botanists with 200 years' experience con-

cerning plant names. He very much appreciated being invited to attend the Confer-

ence and having an opportunity to put forward in UPOV circles his Commission's 

ideas and opinions on the nomenclature of cultivated plants. His Commission nat-

urally had a special interest in all matters connected with Article 13 and he 
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hoped to participate in the discussions on that Article. He was certain that the 

decisions of the Conference would have an important influence on the International 

Code for Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants. Although he was less certain he hoped 

that the reverse would also be so. 

67. Dr. R. M. MOORE (Australia) thanked the Union for having invited him to attend 

the Conference. The Australian Government was preparing plant variety protection 

legislation and had established a working group to draft regulations. A scheme 

had been prepared, based on internationally accepted criteria for novelty, uniform-

ity and stability, to provide for the protection of plant varieties developed by 

sexual or asexual methods as a result of controlled breeding programs or of induced 

mutations. The scheme would enable a person who had developed a new variety to ap-

ply for the grant of a right confirming his sole ownership of that variety. Such 

rights would allow the holder to levy and collect royalties from persons selling 

or using new varieties registered under the scheme. At a meeting in August, 1978, 

the Australian Agricultural Council had agreed that the Minister for Primary 

Industry in the Australian Government should take early action to introduce suit-

able Commonwealth legislation. It was anticipated that such legislation would be 

prepared for submission to Parliament in spring 1979, that being autumn 1979 in 

Australia. 

68. Dr. A. BEN SAAD (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) expressed the gratitude of the Delega-

tion of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya at having been invited by 

UPOV to attend the Diplomatic Conference in which it had a great interest. It 

hoped that there would be a successful outcome to the Conference. His country sup-

ported international meetings and Unions and hoped to see UPOV fulfilling its com-

mitments and its constructive role for the benefit of the international community 

It regretted, however, the fact that the Republic o{ South Africa, which practised 

racial discrimination, was a member of the Union, and moreover that the Republic of 

South Africa had been elected to serve in the Credentials Committee. This would 

seriously affect the desire of many countries, including the Socialist People's 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, which would like to join the Union but which could not do 

so under those circumstances. The speaker concluded by saying that his Country 

would maintain its firm stand against racial discrimination. Although the Confer-

ence was technical in nature it was nevertheless a Diplomatic Conference and it 

should observe all Resolutions voted by the United Nations Organization and by the 

World Community. 
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69. The PRESIDENT suggested that discussion of Articles 1 and 2 should be deferred 

pending the distribution of two proposals which were in the course of being repro-

duced. Since many questions had been raised concerning Article 13, entitled De-

nomination of Varieties of Plants, he invited observer delegations and organizations 

to express their general views on that Article. 

70. Dr. C.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) said that the plant breeders who were grouped in 

ASSINSEL were most anxious to put forward their observations on Article 13. In 

their view that Article was not fundamental to plant variety protection legislation. 

It had been more debated and had been a greater hindrance to the actual management 

of plant variety protection than any other provision in the Convention. Long and 

difficult discussions had taken place on several occasions but so far it had not 

been possible to find a satisfactory solution. The Guidelines for Variety Denomina-

tions, as adopted by the Council of UPOV on October 12, 1973, had aggravated rather 

than improved the situation. In brief ASSINSEL believed that it would be sufficient 

to provide that the breeder had to submit a denomination for his variety, which de-

nomination must not mislead or cause confusion, that the same denomination should be 

submitted in the different member States and that there should be coordination be-

tween the member States in this matter. Dr. Blichting said that ASSINSEL believed 

that its proposal agreed, in essence, with a proposal made by the Secretary-General 

of UPOV during the preparations for the Diplomatic Conference, whereby a clear se-

paration was made between variety denominations and trademarks. ASSINSEL was advised 

that plant variety protection law and trademark law were two distinct fields and it 

wished particularly to support the elimination from Article 13 of all references to 

trademarks. In case the Conference could not, however, agree to adopt that approach 

he wished to comment briefly on the alternative proposal for Article 13, submitted 

by the Administrative and Legal Committee of UPOV and reproduced in document DC/4. 

ASSINSEL welcomed the recognition given in paragraph (4) (a) of that proposal to its 
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l011g-standing wish that breeders should not be required to renounce their rights 

to relevant trademarks when submitting variety denominations but only to refrain 

from asserting such trademark rights. In that paragraph three alternatives had 

been suggested regarding territorial effect. ASSINSEL would favor alternative 2, 

namely limiting the effect to the State in which the breeder had submitted the 

variety denomination. 

71. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that CIOPORA could subscribe in a general way to 

the views just expressed by Dr. Buchting. Mr. Rayon wondered whether there would 

be a further opportunity to discuss Article 13 and the other articles in the 

Draft in greater detail rather than by way of general statements. It had been pre-

cisely for that reason that he had asked earlier that the observer organizations be 

permitted to take part in the working groups and Committees which would be establi-

shed to discuss certain points in the Draft. 

72. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (FIS) declared that the International Federation of the 

Seed Trade also agreed with the statement made by Dr. Buchting and supported 

Mr. Rayon's desire for more detailed discussion. Should the Conference not be 

able to follow the point of view expressed by those representatives with regard 

to the alternative proposal for Article 13 reproduced in document DC/4 then his 

Federation would wish it to be noted that the Convention should not be restrictive 

in matters in which it was not applicable. 

73. Mr. R. TROOST (AIPH) said that his Association believed it would be wise to 

delete from Article 13 all references to trademarks. In principle it was against 

any reference to trademarks in the Convention because the protection and regula-

tion of breeders' rights was an entirely different field of law from trademark law. 

It proposed that paragraphs (4) and (8) (b) should be deleted from the alternative 

proposal for Article 13 reproduced in document DC/4. 
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74. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that he would make only 

rather general comments at that stage. After much deliberation his Delegation had 

concluded that Article 13 was not really needed for the protection of breeders and 

felt, furthermore, that the protection of the public could be left to other laws 

and provisions such as unfair competition laws, marketing laws and various aspects 

of consumer protection legislation in individual countries. Should the Conference 

not be prepared to delete Article 13, then his Delegation thought it would be im-

proved if references to trademarks were eliminated, as had been done in a proposal 

made by the Secretary-General of UPOV during the preparations for the Conference. 

Finally his Delegation had prepared a proposal which had yet to be reproduced and 

distributed. It would revert to this proposal when the Conference came to discuss 

Article 13 in detail. 

75. Dr. E. FREIHERR VON PECHMANN (AIPPI) said that his Association supported the 

view that references to trademarks should be eliminated and would welcome the dele-

tion of paragraphs (4) and (8) (b) from the proposal for Article 13 reproduced in 

document DC/4. Should the Conference not be able to adopt this solution then his 

Association would support alternative 2 in paragraph (4) (a) of that document. 

76. Mr. R. E. L. GRAEBER (European Economic Community) said that Article 13 had a 

bearing on the law of the European Economic Community. He had thought that this 

Article in particular would be discussed in a working group and that, as previously 

mentioned, the Community might be represented in that group by consultants or experts. 

He would therefore reserve his comments for presentation at that stage. 

77. Mr. W. A. J. LENHARDT (Canada) referred to earlier statements regarding the 

absence of any particular connection between plant breeders' rights and trademarks. 

The connection was simply that in both cases a State offered certain rights in or-

der to encourage certain benefits. At some stage it would be necessary to discuss 

whether breeders should have access to only one or to both of those rights. 

Mr. Lenhardt said that he wished to comment on one other point. He had noticed in 

the documentation for the Conference some references specifically to trademark law 

and others, particularly in document DC/4, to rights which could hamper the free 

use of the variety denomination. He thought discussion might better hinge on the 

wording used in document DC/4 since any reference to trademark law, in view of the 

complexity of that subject, might just lead to a morass of confusion. 
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78. The PRESIDENT said that, having heard a number of general remarks on 

Article 13, he would suggest to the Conference ~~at a working group on variety 

denominations should be established to consider that Article and the related 

Articles 36 and 36A. 

79. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that he presumed that 

such a group's terms of reference would extend to considering the deletion of 

the Article. He wondered if the membership of such a group would correspond 

exactly to the membership of the Plenary in that everyone had a pressing inter-

est in the matter of variety denominations. 

80. The PRESIDENT felt that it would be open to the working group to discuss 

all possibilities. He reminded the Conference that it would be for the group 

to decide, howeve~, and not for him as President. Regarding the membership of 

the group he believed that the problem which it had to tackle could best be 

dealt with by a number of experts. The President invited delegates from member 

States to comment on his suggestion that a working group on variety denominations 

should be established. 

81. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation 

favored the establishment of a working group. He asked if the President intended 

to close the debate on that subject for the time being and to reopen the debate 

in the Plenary only after the group had presented the results of its work. 

82. The PRESIDENT said in reply that it was for the Conference to decide on pro-

cedure. In reaching a decision the Conference would also have to discuss 

Dr. B~ringer's earlier remarks about cooperation with the observer organizations. 

He just wished to know whether the Conference wanted to establish the working 

group which he understood the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany to 

favor. 

) 
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83. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) supported the proposal to establish a working 

group to discuss Article 13 and related matters concerning variety denominations. 

84. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) also supported the proposal. He would like the re-

presentative of the International Commission for the Nomenclature of cultivated 

Plants to be a member of that group since he believed that sight of the very purpose 

of the variety denomination was occasionally somewhat lost. That purpose was rather 

special, being a matter of agricultural nomenclature rather than of industrial pro

perty as was sometimes imagined. 

85. Mr. R. KAMPF (Switzerland) said that his Delegation believed that the difficult 

problem of the relation between variety denominations and trademarks was more likely 

to be resolved in a working group than in the Conference meeting in Plenary. It felt, 

however, that the questions posed by the Delegations of the United States of America 

and of the Federal Republic of Germany regarding the tasks and composition of such a 

working group were really justified. He would prefer those questions to be answered 

before finally declaring his Delegation's view on the establishment of the working 

group. 

86. The PRESIDENT proposed that the meeting be adjourned for a quarter of an hour 

and that the Heads of Delegations of member States meet in the adjoining room to con-

sider the composition of the working group. 

87. The p~opo4al o6 zhe P~e4~dent that the meet~ng be adjou~ned, a4 ment~oned ~n the 

p~eced~ng pa~ag~aph, wa4 adopted. 

(Adjou~nmentl 

88.1 The PRESIDENT said that the Heads of Delegations of member States had concluded 

that the Rules of Procedure prevented Observer Organizations from participating in the 

Working Group on Article 13. They would, however, welcome a discussion before the 

group started its work. He expected that discussion would take place the next morn-

ing. The working group would then be askad to make proposals on the basis of that dis-
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cussion, which proposals would then be discussed in the Plenary. The working 

group would comprise representatives from Member Delegations plus volunteers 

from among the Observer Delegations and it would sit in parallel with the Ple-

nary. 

88.2 The President said that the composition of the Drafting Committee had al-

so been discussed during the adjournment. The Rules of Procedure provided for 

seven members, five being from member States and two from non-member States. 

In view of the three official languages of the Union it was proposed that France, 

the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom each be asked to provide 

a member, and that the Netherlands and Sweden also each be asked to provide a 

member, thus making five members from the member States. 

89. The~e being no o~he~ p~opoa~La ~nd no objection6 ~he p~opo6~L ~h~~ F~~nce, 

~he Fede~~t RepubLic o6 Ge~m~ny, the Ne~he~Land6, Sweden ~nd ~he Uni~ed Kingdom 

e~ch be ~aked to p~ovide ~ membe~ o6 ~he V~~6~ing Commi~~ee, ~6 men~ioned in 

~he p~eceding p~~~g~~ph, W~6 adop~ed. 

90. The PRESIDENT said that it was further proposed that Hungary and the United 

States of America be invited as non-member States to provide the remaining two 

members of the Drafting Committee. 

91. Mr. M. LAM (Senegal) proposed that a member from an African State be added 

to the Drafting Committee. 

92. The PP.ESIDENT dre~-1 attention to the fact that paragraph ( 2) of Rule 12 of 

the Rules of Procedure provided for only two members from non-member States. 

It would therefore be necessary to choose from the three States proposed, name-

ly from Hungary, the United States of America and one African State. 

) 
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93. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) suggested that the meeting should 

adjourn for half an hour to allow the Heads of Delegations of member States and 

of Hungary, Senegal and the United States of America to meet in ~he adjoining 

room to elect the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Credentials Committee, of the 

Drafting Committee and of the Working Group on Article 13, and to consider the 

composition of the Drafting Committee. 

94. The 4ugge4~ion o6 ~he Sec~e~~~y-Gene~~l o6 UPOV th~~ the mee~ing be adjou~ned, 

(Adjou~nmen~) 

95. The PRESIDENT said that before announcing the decisions reached during the ad-

journment he would like to repeat his earlier statement about the Working Group on 

Article 13. In accordance with the Rules of Procedure it would comprise represen-

tatives of Member and Observer Delegations only. Further discussion with the Obser-

ver Organizations would take place in the Plenary the next day. The working group 

would then be asked to make proposals on the basis of that discussion, which propo-

sals would then be carefully discussed in the Plenary. He understood that the Rules 

of Procedure permitted the working group to seek the help of experts if this was 

considered necessary. 

96. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) asked whether it would be possible to determine the times 

at which the question of variety denominations would be discussed in the Plenary. 

Since it seemed that the Observer Organizations were prevented from participating in 

the Working Group on Article 13 they could only make their observations in the Plenary. 

Unless times were fixed it would be difficult for them to ensure the presence of ex-

pert representatives and he sought the understanding of the Conference in this matter. 

97. The PRESIDENT confirmed that there would be a discussion the next day before 

the working group met. It was possible that the proposals of the working group 
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would be available for further discussion on Monday, October 16, but to ensure 

that there was sufficient time for them to be processed, reproduced and studied 

be proposed that the second discussion should be scheduled for Tuesday, 17, 

October. 

98. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the President had 

expressly mentioned that the Rules of Procedure provided that working groups 

could call on experts to assist them. If the working group on Article 13 saw 

the need to hear experts it would be a pity if some or all of the expert repre-

sentatives of the Observer Organizations were not present. 

99. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that if the Observer Organizations could be 

heard in the working group as experts then that was quite another matter. 

100. The PRESIDENT said that he felt that the timetable he had just set out 

should be maintained and that representatives of the Observer Organizations 

should be asked to reconsider any plans which they might have to leave Geneva. 

101. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) wished to confirm that what 

had been said regarding experts from the Observer Organizations would naturally 

apply equally to representatives of both the European Economic Community and 

the Commission of the European Communities. 

102.1. The PRESIDENT agreed. He said that he would now like to inform the Con-

ference about other developments which had taken place during the recent ad-

journment. 

102.2. The Credentials Committee had held its first meeting and had elected a 

Chairman from the Federal Republic of Germany and two Vice-Chairmen from France 

and from the United Kingdom. 

) 
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102.3. The Heads of Delegations of member States had considered the composi-

tion of the Drafting Committee and had decided unanimously to propose a small 

00. J''(l 
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drafting change in paragraph 2 of Rule 12 of the Rules of Procedure to increase 

the number of members to eight, five being Member Delegations and three, instead 

of two, being Observer Delegations. Believing the change to be small and ea-

sily understood the President considered it could go forward without being pre-

sented in writing. 

103. Mr. A. SUNESEN (Denmark) proposed that in the first line of paragraph (2) 

of Rule 12 the word "seven" should be changed to "eight" and that in the second 

line the word "two" should be changed to "three." 

104. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) supported the amendment proposed by the Delega-

tion of uenamrk. 

!05. The amendment to pa~ag~aph (2) o6 Rule 12 o6 the Rule~ o6 P~ocedu~e. a~ 

mentioned in pa~ag~aph 103 above, wa4 adopted. 

106. The PRESIDENT went on to inform the Conference that the Drafting Committee 

had held its first meeting and had elected Mr. B. Laclaviere (France) as Chair-

man and two Vice-Chairmen from the Federal Republic of Germany and from the 

United Kingdom. He now wished to invite proposals for the three Observer Dele-

gation members of the Drafting Committee. 

107. Mr. P. w. MURPHY (United Kingdom) proposed that Hungary, Senegal and the 

United States of America be elected members of the Drafting Committee. 

108. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) supported the proposal made 

by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 
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I09. The~e be~ng no a~he~ p~apa~al~ and no abjec~~an~. ~he p~apa~al ~ha~ Hunga~q. 

Senegal and the Un~ted Sta~e~ a6 Ame~~ca be elec~ed membe~~ a6 ~he V~a6~~ng Cam-

m~~~ee, a~ men~~aned ~n pa~ag~aph 107 above, wa~ adap~ed. 

110. The PRESIDENT also informed the Conference that the Working Group on Arti-

cle 13 had held its first meeting, had elected Mr. W. Gfeller (Switzerland) as 

Chairman and had invited the Delegations of Italy and of the Netherlands to 

each nominate one of the two Vice-Chairmen required. 

A~~~cle 1: Pu~pa~e a6 ~he Canven~~an; Can~~~~u~~an a6 a Un~an; Sea~ a6 the Un~on 

111. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 1 and invited the Delegation 

of the Netherlands to introduce its proposed amendments which had been reproduced 

in document DC/14. 

112. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation's proposal, _which 

was based on the Draft as reproduced in document DC/3, was designed to put the 

various paragraphs of Article 1 into an order which was more in line with that 

generally found in international treaties. He wished to make two small correc-

tions to the proposal. In Article lA(c) the refere:tce to "Article 11" should be 

changed to "Article 6" and in Article lA(f) the reference to "Article 24" should 

be changed to "Article 30." 

113. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) enquired whether the proposal sub-

mitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands contained any substantive changes. 

At first sight it appeared to him to be a drafting proposal which presented ideas 

already included in various articles of the Convention, albeit in a more logical 

form. 

-'\ 
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114. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) confirmed that his Delegation's proposal was 

a drafting proposal. 

115. The PRESIDENT said that although there appeared to be no substantive changes 

he thought it would be helpful for delegates to have an opportunity to study the 

document. 

116. I~ w~~ dec~ded ~o de6e~ d~~cu~~~on on A~~~cle 1 ~o ~!low deleg~~e~ ~n oppo~

tun~~Y to ~tudy documen~ VC/ 14. (Con~~nued ~~ 193) 

A~~~cle Z: Fo~m~ o6 P~o~ec~~on; V~~~e~~e~ 

117. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 2(2), which defined the word 

"variety," and invited the Delegation of the United Kingdom to introduce its pro-

posed amendments which had been reproduced in the first part of document DC/15. 

118. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation had proposed two 

changes in the wording of Article 2(2). First of all the Draft referred to "any 

assemblage of plants which is capable of cultivation." That did not quite corres-

pond to the wording of the International Code of Nomenclature which stated that 

the word "variety" was applicable to "an assemblage of cultivated plants." The 

two expressions were thought to mean the same thing and it was therefore sugges-

ted that the recognized wording of the International Code be used. Secondly the 

Draft stated that for the purposes of the Convention the word "variety" was ap-

plicable to "any assemblage of plants ••• which satisfies the requirements of sub-

paragraphs (c) and (d) of paragraph (1) of Article 6." Turning to Article 6 one 

found that there was a further condition attaching to varieties, namely that of 

distinctness. It seemed illogical not to mention that in the definition of the 

word "variety" and it was therefore suggested that a reference to subparagraph 

(a) of paragraph (1) of Article 6 be included. 
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119. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that he would like to begin by considering 

the second of the two changes proposed by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 

The Delegation of the Netherlands was in favor of the inclusion of a reference to 

subparagraph (a) of paragraph (1) of Article 6. 

120. The PRESIDENT asked whether delegates were ready to discuss that question or 

whether they required more time to consider document DC/15. 

121. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he would have wished for time to think 

about at least the first part of that proposal since his Delegation had so far 

been unable to find an equivalent in French for the word "assemblage." 

122. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation would 

also ask for time to consider the proposal. First, it wished to consider whether 

it was really correct to add a reference to Article 6(1) (a) at this point. It 

was not quite sure whether the inclusion of a reference to distinctness was es-

sential or just desirable. Secondly his Delegation wished to consider the pro-

posal to replace the words "any assemblage of plants which is capable of cultiva-

tion" by the words "an assemblage of cultivated plants." For the moment it would 

like to propose that the wording of the Draft be retained. One must bear in mind 

the abstract meaning of "variety." A variety for which protection was granted 

was, for example, represented by its seed and by the seed sample deposited and 

there was no condition in the present text of the Convention which obliged a 

breeder to actually cultivate a variety. 

123. Mr. F. SCHNEIDER (International Commission for the Nomenclature of Cultiva-

ted Plants) said that he had taken part in 1969 in ~~e formulation of the Interna-

tional Code of Nomenclature. He wished to say that the scope of the word "culti-

vate" was considered to be much wider than that of the German word "anbauen" which 

meant "to grow." "Cultivation" included, for instance, propagation or special 

treatments of breeders. 

) 
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124. Mr. w. A. J. LENHARDT (Canada) said that his Delegation would also like a 

little more time to think about the proposal of the United Kingdom. 

125. Dr. H. MAST (Secretary General of the Conference), at the invitation of the 

President, gave an interpretation of the effect of adopting the proposal of the 

United Kingdom to include a reference to Article 6(1) (a) in the definition of 

"variety" given in Article 2(2). The effect would be that a variety which was 

distinguishable only by one or more unimportant characteristics would not be con-

sidered a variety. Such a variety was already excluded from protection in that 

Article 6(1) (a) provided that for a variety to benefit from protection it "must 

be clearly distinguishable by one or more important characteristics from any 

other variety .•. " A reference to that rule in Article 2 ( 2) would mean that such 

a variety would also be excluded from recognition as a variety in the sense of 

"any other variety" mentioned in Article 6(1) (a). For the purposes of the Con-

vention such a variety would not be "any other variety"; it would not be a vari-

ety at all. Dr. Mast thought that it was for that reason that the drafters of 

the Convention had not referred to Article 6(1) (a) in Article 2(2). 

126. Dr. R. M. MOORE (Australia) said that the various definitions of "variety" 

which had been put forward appeared to encompass hybrids. According to those de-

finitions a variety had to satisfy the conditions of Article 6(1) (c) and (d). It 

had to be homogeneous and stable. Hybrids were not stable in reproduction and he 

therefore questioned their inclusion. 

127. The PRESIDENT referred to the wording of Article 6(1) (d) which said that "a 

variety ... must remain true to its description .•• ,where the breeder has defined 

a particular cycle of reproduction or multiplication, at the end of each cycle." 

In view of this wording he believed hybrids were included under the definition of 

"variety." 

128. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) said that the stability of the variety could not 

be confirmed in the final product, for example in the hybrid maize. Generally 

one was forced to go back to the parents if one wished to confirm stability in 
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such a case. In his view the final product could not be said to be stable be-

cause segregation occured when it was multiplied. Therefore the definition of 

"variety" could not apply to such hybrids. 

129. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the philosophy of 

the Convention was that a variety which could be cultivated and which, inter 

alia, satisfied the provisions of Article 6 (1) (c) and (d) could benefit from 

protection. Hybrid varieties of maize, sorghum or other species could fulfil 

those requirements provided they were duly produced each year. The Delegation 

of Morocco was correct in saying that the best way to test hybrid varieties was 

to test their hereditary components. He believed, however, that this was a 

technical question which need not influence the text. With respect to hybrid 

varieties his Delegation could adhere to the present text which was not affec-

ted with regard to hybrids as such by the proposals in the Draft or in document 

DC/15. 

130. The PRESIDENT said that it would be necessary to revert to Article 2(2) 

sinca several delegations had expressed a wish to give further consideration to 

it. 

131. It wa4 dec~ded to de6e~ d~4CU44~on on A~t~cle 2(2) unt~l the d~4CU44~on on 

A~t~cle 13, ~e6e~~ed to ~n pa~ag~aph 97 above, had been completed. (Cont~nued 

at 212) 
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A~t~~!e 13: Venom~nat~on o6 Va~~et~e~ o6 Plant~ 

132. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 13. 

133. Dr. c.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) said that he had already mentioned in his gene-

ral remarks on Article 13 that plant breeders were very unhappy with the Guide-

lines for Variety Denominations which im~osed quite unnecessary restrictions and 

which would hinder cooperation among the member States of the Union, since they 

were not fully applied in the Federal Republic of Germany while in other countries, 

they had become partially or fully effective. He proposed that the Guidelines for 

Variety Denominations should be dispensed with and that a limited set of basic 

principles should be agreed within the text of the Convention. 

134. Dr. E. FREIHERR VON PECHMANN (AIPPI) said that he wished only to complete 

what Dr. Bfichting had said by noting that the German Federal Patent Court had 

declared that Article 3 of the Guidelines for Variety Denominations, according to 

which the denomination had to consist of one to three words with or without a pre-

existing meaning, had no effect for the Federal Republic of Germany since that re-

quirement was not in accordance with the Convention. He therefore wished to sup-

port the proposal of ASSINSEL that the Guidelines for Variety Denominations should 

be abolished. 

135. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) wondered whether it was right 

to discuss the Guidelines for Variety Denominations in the Conference. He wished, 

however, to clarify the remarks made by the two previous speakers. First, the 

Guidelines were still applied by the Federal Varieties Office in its daily work as 

a Recommendation. Secondly, the reason for not applying Article 3 of those Guide-

lines was that the Federal Parliament, when last amending the Law on the Protec-
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tion of Plant Varieties, had considered that Article 13 of the Convention did not 

exclude the use of a combination of letters and figures or of a combination of 

words and figures as a variety denomination. Thirdly, the decision of the Federal 

Patent Court had not been to favor such combinations. Between the dates of the 

relevant decision of the Federal Varieties Office and of the Federal Patent Court, 

however, national law had been changed to permit such combinations. 

136.1. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that the various opinions expressed on Arti-

cle 13 appeared to be based mainly on two different concepts of the purpose of the 

variety denomination. 

136.2. The trade organizations did not believe that the denomination existed for 

the use of the general public. Indeed, paragraph (7) of that Article related on-

ly to tha sale of "reproductive or vegetative propagating material" of a variety. 

It therefore appeared to refer only to relations between professionals or members 

of the trade. Consequently it was the view of CIOPORA that the function of the 

denomination should be limited to identifying the nature of the variety and to 

distinguishing it from other varieties of the same species. It should function 

as a kind of patronymic of the variety. 

136.3. Conversely CIOPORA believed that it was the function of the trademark to 

present the variety to the general public. It was well-known that the advertising 

function and the indication of quality fulfilled by the trademark with regard to 

a given product were tending to supplant its traditional function as a guarantee 

of origin. For instance the members of the public were interested neither in the 

scientific denomination of a medecine nor in the laboratory which manufactured it, 

but solely in the trademark which served as a commercial reference for evaluating 

its qualities. The same was true for the person who purchased a rose variety un-

der a well-known trademark. Mr. Royon said that he did not understand why orna-

mental plant varieties had to be subjected to different treatment than other pro-

ducts. One seemed to be confronted with two radically different doctrines as to the 

respective roles of the denomination and the trademark. 

\ 
j 
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136.4. According to the first doctrine a plant variety should be identified by 

one generic denomination only, preferably having a commercial value and rendering 

practically useless the concurrent use of any registered trademark other than a 

firm's brand name. Mr. Royon thought that this was the reason why paragraph (1) of 

Article 13 required that each variety be given a denomination, whereas it would 

have been equally possible to reference each plant patent or special title of pro-

tection by a simple number. He also thought that certain national legislation and 

international regulations had been introduced for the same reason. He wished only 

to refer to Section SA of the United Kingdom Plant Varieties and Seeds Act to the 

Danish Order on the Naming of New Plant Varieties of August 5, 1970 and, of course, 

to the Guidelines for Variety Denominations already referred to by Dr. BUchting and 

Dr. von Pechmann. 

136.5. According to the second and contrary doctrine, which was supported by the 

members of the trade, whether breeders or users, the obligation to give a denomina-

tion to each variety should not lead to the imposition of unreasonable and unjusti-

fied restrictions as to the manner in which denominations had to be formed or as to 

the concurrent use of trademarks. Breeders of ornamental plants and of fruit trees 

had both been using a system of code denominations for twenty years. Allowances 

should be made for that recognized system in which each denomination was a code de-

signation, formed according to precise rules and enabling the breeder and the coun-

try of origin to be indicated, thereby constituting an additional means of identifi-

cation of the variety. Such denominations avoided costly research and the danger of 

overlapping inherent in fancy appellations, and, in the opinion of CIOPORA, totally 

met the requirements of Article 13 as presently drafted. The system was such that 

the code denomination was the unique, compulsory and final patronymic of the vari-

ety even if the variety had a very short commercial life. Such denominations did 

not give rise to problems of pronunciation or translation, could be used anywhere 

in the world--in Europe, in an Arabic-speaking country or in China--and were suit-

able for processing by computers. Also since they played no fundamental role in 

marketing there was no risk of their encroaching on the field of trademarks. In 

many instances breeders conducted commercial trials before deciding whether to mar-

ket a variety. By using a code denomination they could avoid the risk of wasting 

the publicity potential of a fancy appellation. Where cowmercial trials were sue-

cessful they could always add a fancy trademark to the code denomination when mar-

keting the variety to the general public. 
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136.6. Mr. Rayon felt it was important to consider those two doctrines. He did 

not wish to say which was the right one but thought one should always consider 

what was happening in other fields of industry and commerce. The commercial pos-

sibilities of breeders should not be unreasonably limited. In summary CIOPORA 

thought that denominations and trademarks had different purposes. They could co-

exist without clashing provided the authorities responsible for implementing the 

provisions of the Convention refrained from giving the denomination a role which 

encroached on the role of and limited the use of the trademark. A policy of such 

encroachment and limitation would indeed be discriminatory and contrary to the 

law. 

137.1. The PRESIDENT noted that paragraph (7) of Article 13, which had been quo-

ted in part by Mr. Rayon, referred to sales of reproductive or vegetative propa-

gating material by "any person." In his view "any person" included persons sel-

ling to the general public and was not limited to persons selling only to profes-

sionals or members of the trade. 

137.2. The President invited the Delegation of the United States of America to 

introduce its proposal for a complete redrafting of Article 13, which had been re-

produced in document DC/12. 

138.1. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that before introd~-

cing his Delegation's proposal he wished to be sure that the Conference would not 

overlook what he had said earlier about the possibility of discussing whether Ar-

ticle 13 was even needed in a Convention for the protection of varieties of plants. 

138.2. Mr. Schlosser said that the proposal reproduced in document DC/12 incor-

porated a number of provisions from a proposal made by the Secretary-General of 

UPOV during the preparations for the Conference and a number from document DC/4. 

\ 

\ 
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138.3. Paragraph (1), which appeared not to be in any way controversial, was 

taken from document DC/4. 

138.4. The first thing which would strike everyone regarding paragraph (2) was 

the absence of any reference to the frequently discussed prohibition of denomina-

tions consisting solely of numbers. His Delegation had a number of reasons for 

omitting that prohibition. He would return to them in detail when that matter was 

discussed. The final sentence of the equivalent paragraph in document DC/4 ended 

with the words "of the same botanical species or of a closely related species." 

His Delegation was not quite sure what was meant and thought there might be some 

ambiguity. It believed the purpose of the entire Article was to identify variety 

denominations both to consumers and to the trade, and it had therefore redrafted 

that final sentence. It looked forward to discussion to determine the best word-

ing. 

////// 

13~.-s. Paragraph ( 3) described the role of an examining office in registering or 

rejecting a proposed variety denomination. In the United States of America those 

matters would involve two offices--the Patent and Trademark Office and the Plant 

Variety Protection Office. For the former it would be necessary to establish a new 

procedure since it had never concerned itself with the registration of variety de-

nominations. Mr. Schlosser said that the Patent and Trademark Office would be wil-

ling to undertake that obligation to the extent permitted by its resources. The 

work would be done by members of the patent examining staff who certainly would not 

lay claim to any great expertise. They might acquire expertise but it would be 

based on whatever documentation could be reasonably obtained. In other words deci-

sions would not be perfect in every case but would be the best which could be ach-

ieved. Decisions regarding the possibility of confusion about the identity of the 

breeders would raise matters of a trademark nature. He wished to emphasize that in 

the United States of America not all trademarks were registered. The staff respon-

sible would not even know about conflicts between variety denominations and unregis-

tered trademarks. 
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138.6. In paragraph (4) (a) his Delegation had selected Alternative 2 from the 

three alternatives given in document DC/4, believing that the use of a variety 

denomination in a given country would make that denomination the common name for 

the variety in that country but that it should not have extra-territorial effect. 

Mr. Schlosser said that, in particular, it should not have extra-territorial ef-

feet, in the judgement of his Delegation, in countries where protection under a 

breeders' rights law was not available. The idea contained in paragraph 8(b) in 

document DC/4 that the use of a variety denomination made it generic and destroyed 

trademark rights was a difficult one for his Delegation to follow. It thought it 

to be a matter for each country to decide exactly what made a name generic. 

138.7. Paragraph (4) (b) was a general provision requiring member States to assure 

the protection of prior rights of third parties, but not fixing the way in which 

that protection was to be assured. Mr. Schlosser said it would be assured in dif-

ferent ways in different countries. It might be by way of an administrative pro-

cedure in one country and by way of a judicial procedure in another. The sole con-

cern of his Delegation was that the trademark rights of third parties were protec-

ted. 

138.8. Paragraph (5) required the same denomination to be used in all the member 

States. That was a very salutary principle. It might necessitate a slight modi-

fication of United States law or administrative procedures. If sQ this would be 

willingly undertaken. There was, however, a difficulty with the text in document 

DC/4 which called for the registration of a translation when the denomination pro-

posed was found to be unsuitable. A translation might not be a good name for bus-

iness purposes to describe a variety. If a member State found a proposed denomi-

nation unsuitable then it should not tell the breeder what name it would register. 

It should let the breeder decide. 

138.9. Mr. Schlosser said that paragraph (6), which called for the exchange of 

information among member States, was couched in quite broad terms. His Delegation 

thought, however, that this did not in any way detract from its importance or its 

implications. The equivalent paragraph in document DC/4 contained one sentence 

--~ 
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which had been omitted from his Delegation's proposal. 

the receiving of objections from competent authorities. 

That sentence referred to 

The proposal of the 

United States of America was silent on this point. It neither prohibited such ob-

jections nor required any special steps to be taken if such objections were re-

ceived. Objections received by the United States of America would certainly be 

considered, provided they were timely. 

138.10. Mr. Schlosser said that paragraph (7) was drafted in a more flexible way 

than equivalent paragraphs in other proposals. The compulsory nature of the rele-

vant provision in document DC/4 had presented his Delegation with a difficulty 

with regard to plant varieties protected in the United States of America by pa-

tents. The patent laws did not deal with the naming of products or plants protec-

ted under a patent. That was a matter in his country for unfair competition laws, 

for consumer protection laws, perhaps even for trademark laws, but not for patent 

laws. The Patent Office was not a regulatory agency. It could not compel the use 

of names to describe patented products. There was, however, no cause for alarm 

since it was the conventional trade practice in his country to designate varieties 

by name when they were offered for sale. If the requirement to use the variety de-

nomination remained absolutely compulsory it could be particularly troublesome for 

the Patent Office where a patent had expired whether the variety was being marketed 

by the former owner of that patent or by a competitor. It was simply beyond the 

scope of the patent laws to compel the use of the variety denomination at that time. 

Consequently paragraph (7) was worded in such a way that each member State would be 

required to demand the use of the denomination if such were not the usual practice 

of breeders in that State. 

138.11. Mr. Schlosser said that his Delegation had not included in its proposal 

an equivalent to paragraph (8) in document DC/4. That paragraph had been felt not 

to be really necessary. 

138.12. Paragraph (8) in his Delegation's proposal was a reflection of paragraph 

(9) in document DC/4. The latter paragraph contained two phrases in square 

brackets. The first of those optional phrases had been retained. Mr. Schlosser 
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said that he understood that the purpose of that phrase was to simplify the record-

keeping of examining offices and to keep proprietary indications out of their re-

cords. The phrase had been included but he had to point out that its purpose could 

be achieved by administrative regulations. The second optional phrase seemed to in-

fer, if not demand, regulation of the use of variety denominations. It had there-

fore been omitted. It was a matter for national decision and again one of consumer 

protection, marketing or unfair trade practices law. In his Delegation's view it 

was not inherently a matter for the Convention. 

139. Dr. c.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) said that the proposal of the United States of 

America had much to commend it; in particular it presupposed that variety denomi-

nations could not be the subject of trademarks. That strict separation seemed to 

ASSINSEL to be one of the cardinal prerequisites for a clear settlement of matters 

relating to variety denominations. Dr. Blichting said that he wished to stress that 

it had not been easy for breeders to come to that point of view but the experiences 

of the last ten years had convinced them that they should accept a strict separa-

tion. 

140. Dr. E. FREIHERR VON PECHMANN (AIPPI) supported what had been said by the pre-

vious speaker. The proposal of the United States of America represented a consi-

derable step forward. The Convention was a framework for legislation. As such, in 

his view, it should be as clear and as simple as possible. The original Convention, 

and especially Article 13, had been endowed with some very precise provisions which 

had given rise to difficulties in ~~e member States. A particular case in point was 

the connection made in the wording of Article 13 between variety denominations and 

trademark law. If those provisions could be simplified the application of legisla-

tion in individual States should be made easier. Dr. von Pechmann felt that the pro-

posal contained in document DC/12 probably had a bearing on the possible accession of 

the United States of America to the Convention which AIPPI would very much welcome. 

He therefore urged the Conference to accept that proposal. 

J 
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141. Mr. TROOST (AIPH) associated himself with the views expressed by the previous 

two speakers. He wished, however, to ask two questions. First, why had the Dele-

gation of the United States of America formulated a new text for Article 13--which 

was certainly much better than the existing text--when it held the view that the 

Article might be unnecessary in any case. His Association favored deletion of 

Article 13. Secondly it seemed that a proposal had been made by the Secretary-

General of UPOV. He wondered whether it would be helpful if representatives of 

the Observer Organizations could study that proposal. 

142. The PRESIDENT advised Mr. Troost that that proposal had been withdrawn and was 

not before the Conference. 

143.1. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that if he had been con-

vinced that he could have persuaded the Conference to delete Article 13, he would 

have stopped at that point. He thought that the Article could be deleted quite 

safely but recognized that others disagreed with him. 

143.2. Mr. Schlosser, noting the President's statement that the proposal of the 

Secretary-General of UPOV was not before the Conference, asked whether there was a 

procedure for presenting it to the Conference. 

144. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) advised that only Government Delega-

tions could propose amendments. The problems he had tried to resolve were mainly 

those which had just been mentioned by the Observer Organizations. He had system-

atically omitted the word trademark from his proposal and had stated in an explana-

tory note that such omission did not affect the freedom of a country to do whatever 

it wished to do in its trademark law. The philosophy behind his proposal had been 

that with regard to the accession of new States, in particular, and in view of the 

fact that parts of Article 13 had caused great difficulties in existing member 

States, it was extremely unlikely that one could achieve ratification of the Conven-

tion by the United States of America if that country had to modify its trademark law. 

He was convinced that the basic aims of Article 13 could be achieved without interfer-

ing with trademark law. 
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145. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that CIOPORA wished to associate itself with the 

comments of its fellow organizations and to express its support for the proposal 

of the Delegation of the United States of America. Equally it would like to pay 

tribute to the proposal formerly made by the Secretary-General of UPOV in that it 

fully met the philosophical considerations which he had put forward earlier on be-

half of CIOPORA. 

146. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he would have prefer-

red not to speak about the relation between variety denominations and trademarks 

for the moment. Different solutions to that question were possible, either within 

the Convention or possibly outside it. He just wished to investigate what was the 

real aim of the Convention. The present text and the Draft both required that a 

balance should be struck between the interest of the breeder, on the one side, and 

the interest of the public on the other side. By the public he meant, in particu-

lar, the multiplier of seed and planting material, the consumer of that seed and 

planting material and all the interested parties. Dr. Beringer thought that the 

proposal of the Delegation of the United States of America was very constructive 

but it seemed to be designed to change the present balance slightly, to the disad-

vantage of the public. Paragraph (2) of that proposal omitted the requirement that 

the variety denomination could not consist solely of figures. He feared that if 

such a provision was not perpetuated in the revised text of the Convention it 

would be very difficult for member States to preserve the function of the variety 

denomination. Breeders might endeavor in future in all member States to increase 

the proportion of proposed variety denominations which consisted solely of figures. 

Everyone who was acquainted with the plant breeding sector and with the variety and 

seed trade knew that this would cause great insecurity among farmers, gardeners and 

foresters. In his view that insecurity would be increased by the fact that the 

trademark which would appear alongside the variety denomination would be strongly 

imprinted on the public consciousness. The trademark was primarily intended to 

characterize the products of a particular business. Therefore the same trademark 

could be used for several varieties. Dr. Beringer thought that very careful ac-

count of that fact would have to be taken in subsequent discussions regarding any 

wish to deviate from the present balance of interest between the breeder and the 

other interested parties. 
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147.1. Mr. W. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that he would like to refer back to the 

Draft and to follow on from Dr. Boringer's line of thought regarding the omission 

from the proposal of the United States of A."iierica of the words "may not consist 

solely of figures." Those words were included in the first sentence of Article 

13(2) in the Draft, but under Article 36(A) (1) that rule did not apply to States 

in which the practice of admitting variety denominations consisting solely of fig-

ures was already established. There would ~~erefore be the possibility of two 

classes of member States; one class in which number denominations might be used 

and another class in which they might not be used. In that case there could be 

some very real problems when varieties were to be moved from a State in the former 

class to a State in the latter class. Some years earlier in Canada, with future 
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accession to the Convention in mind, the use of variety denominations which did not 

comply with the UPOV Guidelines for Variety Denominations had been prohibited. 

That action had had some quite marked effects in trade between Canada and its 

nearest neighbour which was not applying the same rules to its varieties. For many 

varieties coming from the United States of America into Canada a change o~ name had 

been necessary. That requirement could be extremely complicated and very impracti-

cal, particularly when the ultimate destination of a seed lot was unknown at the 

time of labelling or when surplus seed was returned across the border. The ideal 

situation was to do away with the need for synonyms. Mr. Bradnock shared some of 

Dr. Boringer's reservations about numbers and he felt that the same reservations ap-

plied to combinations of numbers and letters. In essence those kinds of denomina-

tions were relatively minor and it was the trademark which created the impression in 

the eye of the consumer. He had tried that philosophy on Canadian farmers. They 

had pointed out to him that many agricultural requirements, such as machinery, were 

identified by numbers or combinations of numbers and letters and that they had no 

difficulty in determining which sort of tractor they wished to purchase. In this 

respect the people he had been trying to protect had not shared his fears. 

147.2. Mr. Bradnock felt that the proposed Article 36A would create a lot of com-

plications for Canada in that it wo~ld result in two classes of member States. He 

thought that if it were adopted Canada would have to establish the practice of us-

ing variety denominations consisting solely of figures before applying for member-

ship of the Union. It would then be able to act in the same way in this respect as 
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its nearest neighbour. Mr. Bradnock thought that the ideal solution would be to 

leave the regulation of denominations to domestic legislation so that any country 

which was really concerned about the use of numbers as denominations could make 

its own decision in that matter. 

148. Dr. c.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) said that he wished to emphasize what the pre-

vious speaker had stated regarding the progressive nature of the modern farmer. 

He wished to add that in his opinion the way in which plant breeders used variety 

denominations was not that unreasonable because it was important to them that 

their variety denominations should be as widely accepted as possible. Following 

the introduction of the Varieties Protection Law, breeders in the Federal Republic 

of Germany had departed from established practice with some hesitation at first. 

For the major agricultural crops, such as cereals and sugar-beet, however, breeders 

had since moved over to short names because they were rapidly accepted. Dr. 

Blichting believed that breeders would think very hard about which plant species 

were suited to being designated by denominations composed of figures or combina-

tions of figures and letters. He thought that only a small percentage would be 

so suited and that one should therefore not be too worried about that matter. 

149. The PRESIDENT said that although Dr. Blichting might be correct he had seen 

many denominations for varieties of sugar beet which were very difficult for far-

mers to remember. 

150. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that he wished to point 

out certain incongruities which would occur if the phrase "it may not consist 

solely of figures" were retained. Dr. Baringer had very properly stated that the 

need of consumers to know what they were getting should be kept very much in mind. 

There might, however, be times when numbers would be more meaningful to them than 

other kinds of denominations. For example, a variety denomination in Swedish, 

Japanese or Arabic or in the Cyrillic alphabet, which was encouraged by the Conven-

tion, would be unintelligible to an American. A number designation would make a 

great deal of sense to him, if not perfect sense. Mr. Schlosser therefore thought 

that the retention of the phrase in question might create more confusion than would 

its deletion. 

) 
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151. Mr. w. A. J. LENHARDT (Canada) wished to comment on paragraph (5) in the 

proposal of the Delegation of the United States of America. The last sentence 

of the equivalent paragraph in the Draft said "In this case, it may require the 

breeder to submit a translation ••• or another suitable denomination." In the 

proposal introduced by Mr. Schlosser the reference to "a translation" had been 

eliminated apparently on the basis that any translation of an unacceptable de-

nomination also had to be unacceptable. Mr. Lenhardt believed that it might 

00 

sometimes make perfect sense to submit a translation; if, for example, a denomi-

nation in English happened to be a profanity in Swedish, but the Swedish trans-

1ation of it was not. If the proposal in document DC/12 meant that translations 

would be prohibited then he suggested that the Conference should retain the 

wording in the Draft. 

152. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that a translation 

would sometimes constitute a perfectly suitable variety denomination. The 

breeder would know that and would be willing to use it. At other times trans-

lation might result in an absolutely terrible denomination which totally lacked 

consumer appeal. In that case there was no reason to prevent the breeder from 

developing and using a more appealing denomination. Mr. Schlosser believed that 

his Delegation's proposal allowed what Mr. Lenhardt was seeking but still gave 

the breeder the right to exercise his discretion. 

153. Mr. R. KAMPF (Switzerland) said that he wished to revert to a general 

question. Observer Organizations had been united in pointing out that the main 

advantage of the proposal of the United States of America was that it broke the 

connection made in the Convention between variety denominations and trademarks. 

His Delegation was in favor of that aim and wondered, therefore, whether the om-

ission of the sentence "the denomination of the variety shall be regarded as the 

generic name of that variety," which was irl' paragraph ( 8) (b) of the present text 

of Article 13, should not be seen as a loss. Mr. Kampf said that he would be in-

terested to hear the views of the interested circles about the exclusion of that 

sentence from the revised text. He suggested that the distinction between variety 

denominations and trademarks might be made clearer by its inclusion. 
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154. Dr. c.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) said that he was delighted by the understanding 

shown by the Delegation of Switzerland foftheopinion of the Observer Organizations. 

Not being a lawyer he had to restrict his comments on Mr. Kampf's final sentence 

but he thought that the inclusion expressis verbis of that statement taken from para-

graph (8) (b) of the present text of Article 13 would be excessive. The Convention 

should not affect States outside the Union but he feared that such would be the conse-

quence. 

155. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that he would be against the in-

elusion of any phrase to the effect that the denomination of a variety was its gene-

ric name because he would not want to force certain countries, by a fiat of the Con-

vention, to have to change their trademark laws. Trademark laws contained rules 

about generic names which were also normally dealt with extensively in court decisions. 

In most countries, the variety denomination would probably be regarded as a generic 

name. 

156.1. Dr. E. FREIHERR VON PECHMANN (AIPPI) said that the notion of a "generic 

name," at least for the Federal Republic of Germany, was defined in jurisprudence 

and not in legislation. A trademark could become a "generic name" and thereafter 

it lost its function as a trademark. It was not possible to determine clearly at 

the outset whether something was a "generic name" or a trademark. That question 

should not be regualted in the Convention which was an outline for legislation. 

At most, if it were considered necessary, a provision should be included requiring 

that the variety be designated with a denomination. 

156.2. Dr. von Pechmann said that he wished to revert to Dr. Baringer's statement 

that the designation of a variety should be so easy to understand and to recognize 

that no confusion could occur in the trade. Dr. Baringer had seen in the proposal 

• of the Delegation of the United States of America a deterioration of the consumers' 

position in that respect. Dr. von Pechmann believed figures were used to desig

nate varieties in the United States of America and he therefore wished to ask the 

Delegation of that country whether, in its experience, consumers were unable to 

distinguish sufficiently between varieties so designated. 

) 
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157. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) said that, in his experience, 

the use of numbers had caused no problems. They had been used consistently to 

identify varieties of maize, sorghum, soya beans and wheat, indicating maturity 

dates and other characteristics of the different varieties. Mr. Skidmore, who 
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had practical experience of selling to farmers, could perhaps shed further light 

on the matter. 

158. Mr. R. w. SKIDMORE (ASSINSEL) felt that Dr. Beringer's fears were totally 

unfounded. In some forty years of experience in the seed industry he had not 

had any difficulty with number designations; in fact such designations in the 

United States of America were generally very descriptive of the product, and 

especially of its maturity date. In his view farmers had more difficulty remem-

bering names than numbers. 

159. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he did not wish to 

make a fetish of the question of numbers or figures but that, as far as he knew, 

seeds were sold in the country bordering on Canada not under a number alone but 

always or largely under a number combined with another sign, generally a word 

sign or a brand name. Therefore the question for the consumer was not whether 

he could get used to numbers; he was faced with a combination of a word and 

several letters or figures. That was the first point. Secondly one had to stop 

and look at the policy which one wished to pursue in respect of plant breeders' 

rights. If he accepted that a variety might be identified solely by figures and 

that a trademark might be added to such a variety denomination, then he would 

be opening the way for a policy under which it would no longer be important which 

variety the consumer really bought. It would be the trademark of the firm in-

traducing the seed or planting material into trade which would guarantee the con-

sumer that he was getting a good variety. Dr. Beringer did not wish to judge 

whether that would be a positive or negative step but felt it must be taken into 

account when the Conference considered the balance of interests it wanted to pro-

vide in the revised Convention. Thirdly the question of figures should not be 

looked at in isolation. It should be considered with the other proposals which 

had been made, especially that of the Delegation of the United States of America. 

The Conference would have to consider whether it wished to reduce the importance 

of the variety denomination and whether it should do so having regard to the con-

sumer. 
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160. Dr. c.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) referred to an earlier statement he had made 

and to the President's comment about the names of sugar beet varieties. He be-

lieved there were as many as fifty or sixty varieties in the EEC Variety List and 

he had to agree that it was difficult to distinguish which variety was concerned, 

let alone the breeder responsible. It was the fact that the breeder was required 

to choose or create a name for the variety denomination which caused the problem. 

It had become necessary to have denominations composed of five, six or seven syl-

lables in order to be able to distinguish them from other denominations formed in 

the same way. In earlier representations ASSINSEL had spoken of using a different 

system and had mentioned by way of example a series such as BMW 503, BMW 507 and 

BMW 508. He believed that a system of that kind was used to designate plant vari-

eties in the United States of America. In that way the variety denomination con-

tained both a reference to the name of the breeder responsible, in easily recogni-

zable form, and, by means of the figures, a specific distinction between varieties. 

Dr. BUchting genuinely regretted that the Plant Varieties Offices maintained the 

view that denominations such as KWS 1001 and KWS 1002 for plant varieties were in-

sufficient and unacceptable. He held a completely different opinion. 

161. Mr. R. KAMPF (Switzerland) said that he would like to take advantage again of 

the presence of the Observer Organizations to clarify a question which the Working 

Group on variety Denominations would have to try to resolve. Paragraph (2) of the 

proposal of the United States of America said that a denomination "must enable the 

variety to be identified." The present text of Article 13 laid down that a denomi-

nation consisting solely of figures could not fulfill that requirement. He wonder-

ed whether without such express rule it would not be left to the competent off~ce or 

court to decide whether, under certain circumstances and in certain areas of agri-

~ulture, such a denomination could enable the variety to be identified. He would 

welcome views on that question. 

162. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that he interpreted the proposnl 

of the Delegation of the United States of America to mean that the Convention would 

allow anynational office or court to determine, according to the circumstances, that 

a denomination consisting solely of figures was not acceptable. 

) 
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163. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of &~erica) said that he would like to 

confirm the interpretation given by the Secretary-General of UPOV • 

• 
164. The PRESIDENT closed the discussion on figure demominations and invited 

comment on the remainder of the proposal of the Delegation of the United States 

of America on a paragraph by paragraph basis. 

165. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) sought the opinion of the 

Observer Organizations on the omission of the words "of the same or a closely 

related botanical species" from paragraph (2) of the proposal. He believed that 

in this respect the proposed text was more demanding than either the Draft or 

the present text. 

166. Dr. c.-E. BOCHTING (ASSINSEL) said that if he had understood the proposal 

correctly it was based on leaving individual states to fix more restrictive pro-

visions and confined itself to the general principle. 

167. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that he agreed with 

Dr. Beringer that the proposal was in fact stricter, and he therefore found some 

difficulty with Dr. Blichting's comment. Dr. Bogsch asked the Delegation of the 

United States of America why it had excluded that qualification. 

168. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) thought that it had been taken 

out because the concept of a closely related species had been found to be some-

what confusing. It had not been clear whether it was based on botanical nomen-

clature or common usage. His Delegation had felt that the point could be dealt 

with by individual States when regulating the problem of confusing or misleading 

nomenclature. 

169. Mr. w. A. J. LENHARDT (Canada) commented on paragraph (4) (a) of the proposal 

and noted that the proposal excluded paragraph (8) (b) of the alternative proposal 

contained in document DC/4. In his view paragraph (4) (a) prevented anyone who 

owned a trademark and who had that trademark registered as a variety denomination 

from continuing to assert his right to it. Paragraph (8) (b) in document DC/4 
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prevented anyone who owned a variety denomination from having it registered as 

a trademark. If that paragraph was to be excluded from the proposal then he 

suggested that paragraph (4) (a) should have the words "or receive or assert such 

a right at any future time," or a similar phrase, added to it. 

170. Mr. P. w. MURPHY (United Kingdom) said that he did not wish to pose a ques-

tion in relation to paragraph (4) (a) but to make a statement which was not de-

signed to be unhelpful. The concept of a breeder being able to register a right 

but not being able thereafter to assert that right was found by the trademark 

authorities of the United Kingdom to be slightly objectionable. He ~~ought, how-

ever, that the problem could be overcome, and that the point raised by the Dele-

gate of Canada could be dealt with at ~~e same time, if the Conference adopted, 

instead of paragraph (4) (a), the wording proposed by the Secretary-General of 

UPOV at the meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Revision of the Convention. 

Mr. Murphy thought that his Delegation would wish to put forward that wording to 

the Working Group on Article 13 as an improvement on the present text. 

171. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that he would like to comment 

on the remarks made by the Delegate of Canada. If a variety denomination was con-

sidered to be a generic name, as it would be in most countries under present 

trademark laws, then an existing trademark would be annulled and the registration 

of a future trademark would be prevented. 

172. Mr. w. A. J. LENHARDT (Canada) said that if the Conference was really con-

vinced that variety denominations should not be the subject matter of trademarks 

at all then it should provide that variety denominations were to be deemed to be 

generic, as was provided in paragraph (8) (b) in document DC/4. If that were not 

done then it would always be possible that a court would decide otherwise, thus 

leaving open the possibility that variety denominations might, at some point, 

become the subject matter of trademarks. 

j 
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173. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that the Delegate of Canada 

was right, but asked what the real objective was. He believed it was that the vari

ety denomination should be freely usable in connection with the variety even if it 

maintained its trademark character in some countries. Such was the essence 

of the proposal he had made at the meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee and which had 

been referred to by the Delegate of the United Kingdom. He felt that those dele-

gates who had not been at that meeting should now be made aware of that proposal 

which had been "that each member State shall provide the necessary measures to 

ensure that any possible rights of the breeder in the word or sign which is regi-

stered as a variety denomination shall not hamper the use of that denomination in 

connection with the marketing or other use of the variety protected in that State." 

Delegates would note that the wording left it to individual countries to decide 

how they would "provide the necessary measures." Members of UPOV could find the 

wording in Annex IV to the internal document RC/ad hoc/11. 

174. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) expressed the support of his Delegation for 

the wording read out by the Secretary-General of UPOV. His Delegation had con-

eluded that that wording was the best solution. 

175.1. The PRESIDENT said that he would just like to add that the wording read 

out by the Secretary-General of UPOV was designed to replace only paragraph (4) (a) 

of the version of Article 13 appearing in document DC/4 and that it did not take 

into account the question of paragraph (8) (b) of that version. 

175.2. The President asked the Delegation of the United States of America whether 

the differences between paragraph (4) (b) of its proposal and the comparative para-

graph in document DC/4 were entirely of a drafting nature. 

176. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) confirmed that his Delegation 

had not intended to introduce any substantive changes into paragraph (4) (b); 
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177. The PRESIDENT, noting that paragraph (5) of the proposal had already been dis-

cussed, invited comment on paragraph (6) which related to the exchange by member 

States of information concerning variety denominations. 

178. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) asked the Delegation of the United 

States of America whether the words "informed of matters concerning variety denomi-

nations" meant the communication of each denomination registered or whether they 

meant, in addition, the communication of matters such as legal provisions. 

179. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) replied that his Delegation 

did not think that the competent authorities of member States would be interested 

in receiving regulations or technical legal information. The intention was to 

provide information about the registration of variety denominations. 

180. Mr. R. K~~F (Switzerland) said that there were always difficulties in the 

Swiss Parliament with ratification of Conventions containing provisions in the 

form of recommendations. There was, however, nothing against the addition of a 

recommendation. His comment was probably applicable both to the words "are en-

couraged to" in paragraph (6) of the proposal and to the words "shall endeavour 

to" in paragraph (7), and he would like to revert to this question in the Working 

Group on Article 13. 

181. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) wondered if he might ask the Delegation of 

the United States of America if it could in fact replace the words "are encouraged 

to" in paragraph (6) by a somewhat stronger wording which did not impose a binding 

legal obligation on its country but which was a little more specific. 

182. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) thought his Delegation could 

agree to something stronger provided it did not have to tell the Conference at 

that moment what the words might be. 

) 
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183. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that one might look for 

a solution by providing that the Union, rather than member States, should es-

tablish mechanisms for the communication of denominations. 

184. The PRESIDENT, noting the comment already made by the Delegation of Switz-

erland, invited further comment on paragraph (7) of the proposal. 

185. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) wondered whether paragraph (7) 

might be deleted. The principle expressed in that paragraph was very desirable 

but one might question the correctness of including it in a Convention on the 

protection of plant breeders' rights. Even if the Convention were completely 

silent on the matter, the principle would probably still be enacted by each 

country in its national law. In hisview, it related more to the seed trade and 

to consumer protection than to the protection of the private rights of a breeder. 

186. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that CIOPORA wished to strongly support the 

remarks of the Secretary-General of UPOV. 

187. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that his Delegation 

would welcome the deletion of paragraph (7). 

188. The PRESIDENT noted that the proposal contained no provision to match para-

graph (8) of document DC/4. Since there were no statements or questions at that 

stage he invited comment on paragraph (8) of the proposal which more or less 

corresponded to paragraph (9) of document DC/4. 

189. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) asked ·the Delegation of the United States 

of America whether there was any significance in the substitution of the word 

"associate" for the word "add." 
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190. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) said that his Delegation felt 

that the substitution was significant in that the word "add" implied that the 

indication became part of the variety denomination whereas the word "associate" 

meant that the indication could be used with the variety denomination. 

191. Mr. D. M. R. OBST (European Economic Community) sought clarification of the 

effect of paragraph (8) with respect to legal prescriptions regarding the naming 

of seeds and planting material in trade. 

192.1. The PRESIDENT said in response that he understood Mr. Obst to be refer~ 

ring to rules governing the official labelling of seeds and planting material. 

He believed that there was agreement among the member States of UPOV that the 

official label could not contain private names or trademarks but only the regis-

tered variety denomination. 

192.2. The President closed the discussion on Article 13 and, in particular, on 

the proposal of the United States of America contained in document DC/12. 

', 
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193. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 1(1) and asked the delega-

tion of the Netherlands whether it wished to add to its earlier introduction of 

its proposal which was contained in document DC/14. 

194. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) confirmed that there was no intention in the 

proposal of his Delegation to make substantive changes. 

195. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he did not think that the proposal was 

merely a matter of drafting. He believed that it was a matter of much greater im-

portance. He admitted that he had, at first sight, found the proposal of the De-

legation of the Netherlands to be totally compelling, and he had been preparing to 

make some complementary proposals. But on reflection, and having talked with a 

number of delegates, he had realized that the proposal was some fifteen years too 

late. Everyone knew what was meant by "the Union" and "a breeder." He had never 

heard of a plant breeder's right being attacked because the meaning of "the Union" 

or of "a breeder" was not known. More seriously, people had been conversant with 

the Convention for some fifteen years and, in particular, a certain number of 

States had studied it and were preparing to perhaps accede to it at some stage. 

If one was now going to say that Article 1 comprised Article 20 and parts of Ar-

ticle 30(2) and so on, then the Convention would become difficult to recognize 

for those who had been applying it for some fifteen years. Mr. Laclaviere was 

therefore very afraid that the proposal would lead to confusion. For his part he 

would wish that the present text should not be modified when it did not reveal 

major disadvantages, and that the present order should be kept even if it were not 

satisfactory. 
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196. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that he considered that the proposal of the 

Netherlands simplified the drafting but he thought that the Conference should de-

fer detailed examination of Article 1, pending its examination of the remainder 

of the Convention. Then, at the end, it might examine whether the wording of 

that Article was coherent or whether it was in need of modification. 

197. Mr. A. SUNESEN (Denmark) said that his Delegation supported the opinion ex-

pressed by the Delegation of Belgium. It thought that the proposal of the 

Netherlands had perhaps been made at a late stage and that the Conference should 

try to establish whether it was necessary to change the wording of Article 1. 

198. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that the Conference should not be af-

raid of trying to improve the drafting of the Convention it was revising, if that 

were possible. 

199. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he did not know whe-

ther the Conference could limit its discussion of the proposal to Article 1 in 

isolation. He had the impression that the Delegation of the Netherlands had 

worked through the whole of the Convention very thoroughly and that it would come 

forward with a wealth of editorial proposals. However good that might be for the 

individual case, he, like Mr. Laclaviere, was a little apprehensive that material 

changes might be concealed, quite unintentionally, in the editorial proposals. 

At the least the Conference would- have imposed upon it a difficult and time-con-

suming task and the same would be true, in particular, for the Drafting Committee. 

200. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) said that he agreed entirely with 

Dr. Baringer's statement. He thought that the Conference had to be very careful 

in dealing with drafting amendments in the revision of the Convention. 

) 
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201. Mr. w. GFELLER (Switzerland) said that his Delegation wished to endorse 

Mr. Fikkert's statement. It thought that the Conference should have the courage 

to make improvements in so far as they could be seen as such. 

202. Mr. G. CUROTTI (Italy) supported the view expressed by Dr. Baringer. 

203. Mr. J. F. VAN WYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation would very much 

like to support the idea of introducing a paragraph giving definitions. Perhaps 

more could be added later to make the text even more simple. 

204. Mr. S. MEJEGRRD (Sweden) said that his Delegation thought that the proposal 

of the Netherlands was a very good one, but that, as Dr. Baringer had said, the 

Conference should be very careful in this respect. His Delegation thought it 

would be sensible not to make any amendment which did not involve a change of 

substance. It therefore supported the view expressed by Dr. Baringer. 

205. The PRESIDENT concluded that three member States favored the introduction of 

the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands, contained in document DC/14, 

and that the remaining seven member States were somewhat reluctant or at least 

wished to be very careful. He thought that a decision should not be made on the 

drafting at that stage and proposed that only the substance should be considered 

for the time being. He asked whether anyone was against the substance of Arti-

clel(l). 

'Z06. k·,.t.<.cte 1 ( 1) wa-! adop.ted a-6 appeM . .<.ng .i.n .the. D-'taj.t. 

207. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on paragraphs (2) and (3) of Article 1. 
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208. P~~~g~~ph~ (Zl ~nd (3) o6 A~t~cle 1 we~e ~dopted a~ ~ppe~~~ng ~» the v~~6t, 

209. It w~~ dec~ded th~t the dec~~~o»4 ~e6e~~ed to ~» p~~~g~~ph~ 206 ~nd 208 

~bove ~em~~ned 4ubject to ~ dec~4~on on the d~~6t~ng p~opo&~l cont~~ned ~n docu-

ment VC/14. (Cont~nued ~t 870) 

A~t~cle 2: Fo~m& o6 P~otect~on; V~~~et~e~ (Cont~nued 6~om 131) 

210. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 2(1). 

Zll. A~t~cle 2(1) w~~ ~dopted ~~ ~ppe~~~ng ~»the v~~6t, w~thout d~¢CU~4~on. 

212. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 2(2) and asked the Dele-

gation of the United Kingdom whether it wished to say more about its proposal 

which was contained in document DC/15. 

213. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) said that the purpose of the proposal was 

to clarify the somewhat ambiguous wording, in the English text at least, in the 

Draft. The earlier discussion had shown that different meanings had indeed been 

given to Article 2(2). It had been evident, for instance, that the word "culti-

vated" in English meant something different from what was stated in the German 

text. It had also been evident that there was some confusion whether more than 

one kind of variety existed. For the purposes of the Convention he would person-

ally favor that there should be only one kind of variety, being the variety one 

was trying to protect. After reflection he had come to the conclusion that per-

haps the wisest course was simply to delete Article 2(2) and he so proposed. 

\ 
_./ 
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214. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) thought that the present wording was, after all, 

no worse than every other wording which had been proposed. He would tend to ag-

ree with Mr. Kelly's conclusion that Article 2(2) was perhaps not necessary. He 

thought, nevertheless, that one really had to bear in mind that the word "vari-

ety" as it was used, without being defined in the Convention, had a meaning for 

everyone present. What was not absolutely certain was that the meaning was re-

ally the same for everyone. There had been no difficulties so far and he would 

therefore agree with Mr. Kelly that the paragraph, which was probably not indis-

pensable, should be deleted. In considering whether a definite interpretation 

of the word "variety" might emerge he found himself thinking, in particular, 

about strains of cultivated mushrooms. Mr. Bustarret wondered if they were re-

lly varieties for the purposes of the Convention if it did not clearly say that 

they were. He feared that there was a slightly narrow translation of the word 

"variete" which was applied only to cultivated plants whereas, in the spirit of 

the authors of the Convention it had been thought that it could have a wider sig-

nificance, for example to 'varieties' of cultivated mushrooms. He believed that 

to be a minor difficulty and rather than replace that paragraph by the paragraph 

proposed, with its "assemblage" or "ensemble de plantes" which, although drawn 

from the Code of Nomenclature, did not signify very much, he wondered whether it 

would not be as well to simply delete paragraph (2). He therefore supported the 

opinion of Mr. Kelly. 

215. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) said that he would like to propose a definition 

which would give a slightly wider meaning. His new definition would be "For the 

purposes of this Convention the word "variety" is applicable to any plant mater-

ial which is distinct, homogeneous and stable." It could be applied to both self-

fertile and cross-fertile plants. He had replaced the words "assemblage of 

plants" by "plant material" because the idea of an assemblage gave the impression 

of something heterogeneous. The words "capable of cultivation" had been deleted 

because varieties which were already cultivated might otherwise be excluded from 

being considered as varieties. The word "distinct" had been added because dis-

tinctness was an important characteristic. Detailed definitions of homogeneity 

and stability were not included. 
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216. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) asked whether the Delegation of the United Kingdom 

had withdrawn its proposal or whether it was still open for discussion. 

217. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) confirmed that he had proposed the deletion 

of Article 2(2) but, if that were not carried, then the proposal in document DC/15 

would be open for discussion again. 

218. The PRESIDENT invited comments on and objections to the proposal of the Dele-

gation of the United Kingdom to delete Article 2(2), which proposal had been sup-

ported by the Delegation of France. 

219. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (ASSINSEL) thought that it was desirable from a legal 

point of view to have a definition of "variety." He wondered whether the experts 

present could meet to see if they could formulate a satisfactory definition. 

220. The PRESIDENT advised that the matter had been on the agenda at each of the 

six sessions of the Committee of Experts on the Interpretation and Revision of 

the Convention, and at sessions of other bodies of UPOV, but a satisfactory defi-

nition had not been found. 

221. Dr. E. FREIHERR VON PECHMANN (AIPPI) said that the question of defining what 

should be eligible for protection had been under discussion in the field of patents 

for more than one hundred years, without result. Everybody was thankful that no 

result had been achieved because new developments and everything which would arise 

in the future could be combined under the broad concept. Perhaps it would really 

be sufficient in the Convention to mention the "plant variety" just in paragraph 

(1) of Article 1, thus catching everjthing which should be protected. It might be 

left to jurisprudence to interpret whether mushrooms or the like were covered, 

rather than seeking now a definition which might be too narrow and which, one day, 

would need to be altered again. 

J 
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222. r~ wa~ d~cid~d ~o omi~ pa~ag~aph (2) o 0 A~~icle 2. 

223. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 2(3). 

224. Mr. M. LAM (Senegal) said that he just wished to draw attention to the form 

of words used because the paragraph, as drafted, implied that "genus" and "spe-

cies" were of equivalent value, whereas for him the genus was made up of species. 

He believed that there was a slight difference of meaning between the two words. 

225. The PRESIDENT confirmed that there was a great difference. A genus could 

comprise several species which could comprise sub-species and sub-species could 

comprise varieties. Paragraph (3) had been very carefully drafted. 

226. Mr. F. SCHNEIDER (International Commission for the Nomenclature of Cultiva-

ted Plants) noted that an orchid hybrid, which was a hybrid between genera, was 

neither within a genus nor within a species. He wondered whether it might not 

be better to refer only to "species." The inclusion of "genus" suggested that 

the authors of the Convention had wanted to exclude the family or the class. 

National lists of species protected included several families. For example, con-

ifers were protected in the United Kingdom and orchids were protected in the 

Netherlands. It might be better to refer only to "species" in the general sense. 

The fact that "genus" had been added suggested that other botanical taxa were ex-

eluded. 

227. The PRESIDENT said that efforts had been made to find a single word which 

would suffice. There was one word in the English language and that was the word 

"kind" which was used in the United States Plant Variety Protection Act of 1970. 

It had proved impossible to translate that word into other languages and, after 

'long deliberations, the Committee of Experts had concluded that the words "genus" 

and "species," which were used elsewhere in the Convention, were the most suit-

able. 
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228. A~z~c!e 2(3) W~4 ~dopzed ~4 ~ppe~~~ng ~n zhe v~~6~-

229. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 3(1). 

230. A~z~c!e 3(7) w~4 ~dopted ~4 ~ppe~~~ng ~n the d~~6t, w~thout d~4cu44~on. 

231. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 3(2). 

232. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) noted that it would be necessary, in the 

English text, to replace the word "headquarters" by the words "registered office." 

233. Subjecz to zhe d~~6t~ng ~mendment ~e6e~~ed zo ~n the ~bove p~~~g~~ph, A~z~

cte 3(2) W~4 ~dopted ~4 ~ppe~~~ng ~n the V~~6t. 

234. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 3(3), noting that it corres-

ponded to the first part of Article 4(4) in the present text of the Convention. 

235. Mr. R. TROOST (AIPH) said that his Association was opposed to paragraph (3), 

believing that it would be better, with the extension of the Convention in mind, 

to keep purely and simply to the principle of national treatment, as was done 

in other conventions in the field of industrial property. 

236. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that his Organization wished to support 

Mr. Troost's intervention, believing that it was in the interest of breeders to be 

able to benefit from protection in the greatest possible number of States. In its 
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opinion adoption of the principle of assimilation of nationals of the Union might 

be the on1y way to encourage the development of collaboration and to establish 

uniform rights for nationals of the member States of the Union. CIOPORA there-

fore wished that Article 3(3) be rejected. 

237. Dr. E. FREIHERR VON PECHMANN (AIPPI) said that his Association wished to add 

its support for the principle of national treatment. It had defended that prin-

ciple, especially in connection with ~he Convention of the Paris Union, ever since 

that Convention had come into existence, and he therefore wished to stress that 

it naturally adopted the same attitude with regard to the Convention under discus-

sion. 

238. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) declared that adoption of the 

principle of national treatment would cause a problem for the Plant Variety Pro-

taction Office. Section 43 of the Plant Variety Protection Act contained reci-

procity limits and he felt that it would not be possible to make the necessary 

change in that Act. 

239. The PRESIDENT asked whether any delegation, having heard the wishes of AIPH, 

CIOPORA and AIPPI, and having heard the declaration of the Delegation of the 

United States of America, wished to make a proposal. 

Z40. A~ticle 3(3) wa4 adopted a4 appea~i~g i~ the V~a6t. 

A~t~cte 4: Bota~~cat Ge~e~a a~d Spec~e4 Wh~ch Mu4t o~ May be P~otected 

241. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on paragraphs (1) and (2) of Article 4. 

Z4Z. Pa~ag~aph4 (il a~d (Zl o6 A~ticle 4 we~e adopted a4 appea~i~g ~~the V~a6t, 
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243. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 4(3) and sought comments on 

subparagraph (a) . 

244. Mr. J. E. VELDHUYZEN VAN ZANTEN (ASSINSEL) said that it could be seen from 

Annex III to document DC/7 that ASSINSEL would like the words "of its main crops" 

to be added at the end of subparagraph (a) . The purpose of adding those words 

would be to oblige States acceding to the Convention to apply its provisions ini-

tially to at least five genera or species of their main crops. 

245. Mr. M. LAM (Senegal) said that he wished to draw attention to the fact that 

in some countries the range of crops grown was very l~mited. Such countries pos-

sessed several groups of varieties for a given species rather than numerous spe-

cies. Mr. Lam wished to know what possibilities such countries would have to be-

come members of the Union. He took as an example Senegal where the peanut was 

the dominant crop plant. 

246.1. The PRESIDENT confirmed that Article 4(4), if adopted, would mean that the 

Council could relieve States which possessed only a few cultivated species from 

the obligation to afford protection to the minimum numbers of genera or species 

referred to in Article 4(3). 

246.2. The President said that the Committee of Experts had considered very care-

fully the wish of ASSINSEL and of other organizations that the words "of its main 

crops," or similar words, should be added to Article 4{3) (a). It had found, how-

ever, that the obligation could not be enforced because it would be up to the 

States themselves to decide what were their main crops. The Committee had pre-

pared a draft Recommendation which went further than the wishes expressed by 

ASSINSEL and their organizations. It would recommend that each member State 

should use its best endeavours to ensure that the genera and species eligible for 

protection under its national law comprised as far as possible those genera and 

species which were of major economic importance in that State. It would recommend 

further that each State intending to become a member of the Union should choose 
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the genera and species to which as a minimum the Convention had to be applied at 

the time of its entry into force in the territory of that State from genera and 

species of major economic importance in that State. 

247. Mr. J. E. VELDHUYZEN VANZANTEN (ASSINSEL) said he was unable to comment on 

the legal difficulties referred to by the President but he thought his Association 

would be in favor of the proposed Recommendation which he hoped it would be possi-

ble to study 'later. 

248. The PRESIDENT confirmed that the draft Recommendation on Article 4 would be 

distributed. 

249. A~~icle 4(3) (a) Wa4 adop~ed a4 appea~ing in ~he v~a6~-

250. The PRESIDENT sought comments on subparagraph (b) of Article 4(3). 

251. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that his Organization thought that the provisions 

of paragraphs (3) and (4) of the proposed Article 4 were aimed essentially at 

taking account of the technical and financial difficulties which some States might 

encounter in establishing facilities for the preliminary examination of each rele-

vant species. It thought, nevertheless, that there was a risk that the minimum 

number of species which had been specified would be either too low, in view of the 

degree to which some countries were organized, or too high for other countries. 

It therefore thought that from a certain point in time after at least one member 

State was in a position to carry out the preliminary examination for a given spe-

cies, no other member State should be able to refuse to afford protection to that 

species. CIOPORA therefore suggested that subparagraph (b) (iii) should be modified 

in such a way that after a certain period of time protection had to be extended to 

every genus or species to which any member State applied the Convention and for 

which such member State was in a position to carry out the preliminary examina-

tion provided for in Article 7. 
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252. Dr. F. POPINIGIS (Brazil) said that he understood the suggestion of the 

representatives of CIOPORA to mean that States joining the Union would have to 

extend protection, after some time, to all the species which were protected in 

the other member States. He felt that such an obligation might create some pro-

blems of a technical nature. Sugar beet, for example, might be protected in 

European Countries but was not grown in Brazil. If Brazil joined the Union and 

consequently had to extend protection to sugar beet, then, just because of that 

obligation, it would have to train persons to work with sugar beet. 

253. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that the aim of the wish expressed by CIOPORA 

was to avoid the very situation which the Delegation of Brazil had instanced. 

In expressing that wish he had forgotten to underline that it should be achieved 

by means of bilateral or multilateral agreements on cooperation in examination. 

By that means a member State not protecting a given species, which was protected 

in at least one member State, should allow access to protection for that species 

in its territory, making beneficial use, naturally, of the result of the prelimi-

nary examination carried out in another member State. That other State would al-

ready have been affording protection to that species for a long time and would 

have established the means necessary to carry out the preliminary examination. 

Such an arrangement would help especially those countries which, whether for eli-

matic, financial or technical reasons, were not in a position to make the prelimi-

nary examiantion for a given species. CIOPORA could be said to be looking in the 

same direction as was the Delegation of Brazil in the reservation it had expressed. 

254. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that a careful answer 

should be given to Mr. Rayon's suggestion concerning subparagraph (b). That sug-

gestion was really very similar to the thinking of the Union but it was not, or 

was not yet, achievable. In practice if the United States of America acceded to 

the Union immediately then the following situation would exist: starting from 

the fact that rights in vegetatively propagated species were guaranteed by means 

of patents, the result was that, in essence, varieties of all vegetatively propa-

gated species could be protected in that country, and, if he had correctly under-

stood Mr. Rayon, that would automatically mean that all the other member States 

of UPOV would have to protect varieties of those vegetatively propagated species. 

\ 

J 
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That would not be practical. Dr. Baringer said that he could mention a series of 

other examples. Something like that might perhaps work in the future in a smaller 

circle of States but he believed that it was not feasible on a world-wide scale. 

255. A~tici~ 4(3) (b) Wd4 adopt~d d4 appea~ing in th~ v~a6t. 

256. The PRESIDENT sought comments on subparagraph (c) of Article 4(3) and noted 

that the reference to paragraph (3) of Article 2 would have to be replaced by a 

reference to paragraph (2) of Article 2 since the Conference had decided to de-

lete the former paragraph. 

257. Subj~ct to the d~a6ting amendm~nt ~~6~~~~d to in th~ abov~ pa~ag~aph, A~ti

cie 4(3) (c) wa4 adopted d4 app~a~ing in th~ V~a6t, without di4cu44ion. 

258. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on paragraphs {4) and {5) of Article 4. 

259. Mr. A. PARRY {United Kingdom) referred to his experience in relation to ob-

ligations which were provided for under the EEC provisions relating to the asso-

ciation of overseas countries and territories with the Community. Although this 

might not seem to be of immediate relevance to plant varieties there was a provi-

sian, in the decision setting up that regime, which was very similar to paragraphs 

{4) and {5) of Article 4. It had been thought, when that regime had been set up, 

that it would be possible to identify in advance the countries and territories 

which should benefit from what might be called, for the purposes of the Conference 

'paragraph 4 treatment' and that there would therefore be no need for retrospec-

tive 'paragraph 4 treatment.' That had not proved to be the case. It had been 

discovered in the operation of that regime that there was a need to reconsider 

the treatment envisaged at the time of ratification. The Conference might there-

fore wish to consider whether it should not provide that the facility enabling 

the Council to take account of special economic or ecological conditions should 

not apply merely to the time of ratification or accession, as provided in para-
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graph (4), but should be extended to apply, under paragraph (5), either to any 

time thereafter or possibly to a period of say five years thereafter. Mr. Parry 

thought that it could be regarded as being too inflexible to require a State to 

determine, when deciding to ratify or accede, whether it needed to avail itself 

of paragraph (4). 

260. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that he thought that the very 

facility suggested by Mr. Parry was provided for in paragraph (5). The Council 

could assist a member State which encountered special difficulties by prolonging 

indefinitely the period for compliance. 

261. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) thought that Dr. Bogsch was right in part but 

the facility enabling the Council to reduce the minimum numbers of genera or spe-

cies to which a State had to apply the provisions of the Convention, which was 

applicable under paragraph (4), was not provided for in paragraph (5). 

262. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that a State could ask at any 

time up to eight years after ratification or accession for an unlimited period 

for compliance. The Council could prolong the period indefinitely and that would 

have the same effect as reducing the minimum numbers. 

263. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he had simply wished to draw atten-

tion to the problem. He did not wish to press the matter if the Conference felt 

that there was no difficulty. 

26J. Pa~ag~aph4 (JJ and (51 o~ A~ticle J we~e adopted a4 appea~ing in the V~a1t. 

265. The PRESIDENT drew attention to the fact that paragraphs (4) and (5) of the 

present text of Article 4 were not included in that Article in the Draft. 

. \ 
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A~z~cle 5: R~ghz4 P~otected; Scope o6 P~otecz~o~ 

267. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 5 and said that the proposal 

in the Draft contained only a few drafting amendments but none of a substantive 

nature. He knew that there were wishes for some changes in Article 5 and he 

felt it might be helpful to commence with a general discussion. 

268. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (FIS) referred to the first sentence of paragraph (1) 

and, in particular to that part which read "the prior authorisation of the breeder 

shall be required for the production, for purposes of commercial marketing, of the 

reproductive or vegetative propagating material." In spite of the fact that those 

words had been discussed at length when the Convention had been drawn up, the FIS 

felt that they were not satisfactory in all circumstances. Dr. Leenders quoted, 

by way of example, the situation which could arise when peas or beans were being 

produced for canning. He had no wish to be critical of the canneries, which were 

customers of the seed trade, but it could happen that their production exceeded 

their handling capacity. In that event it was not unusual for the canneries to re-

serve the surplus production for use as seed in the following year. Taking the 

wording he had specified earlier he would say that the canneries were not producing 

peas or beans" ••• for purposes of commercial marketing of the reproductive ••• 

material" but for canning. If they found that they could not use for canning all 

the peas or beans produced then they changed the destination of the samples into 

that of use as seed in the following year. The FIS therefore thought that another 

wording, which had been considered when the Convention was being drafted, would im-

prove paragraph (1). That wording had read "the prior authorisation of the breeder 

shall be required for the production for commercial purposes of reproductive or ve-

getative propagating material." There was, of course, the question of farmers sav-

ing seed from their own harvests. It might be said that they did that for commer

cial purposes but a reasoned explanation of the wording he had suggested would show 

that it could not be said that they were producing reproductive material for commer-

cia! purposes. Mr. Leenders said that the replacement of the words "for purposes of 

commercial marketing" by the words "for commercial purposes" would help in counter-

acting certain abusive practices. 
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269. Mr. J. VELDHUYZEN VANZANTEN (ASSINSEL) said that his Association believed 

Article 5 to be the very heart of the Convention. Any amendments proposed had 

to be treated with the utmost care. It was aware of the fact that the wording 

of that Article, and especially of paragraph (1), had resulted from long and 

thoughtful discussions which would be renewed if amendments were proposed. There 

had been more than ten years' experience, however which had shown that, although 

the wording had been good, some improvements could be justified. ASSINSEL thought 

that three points were worthy of consideration. The first was the point which had 

just been raised by the representative of FIS. ASSINSEL fully supported what had 

been said. If the wording "production for commercial purposes" were used instead 

of "production for purposes of commercial marketing" then it would be clear that 

the prior authorisation of the breeder was required for any production used corn-

rnercially as reproductive or vegetative propagating material. ASSINSEL would also 

strongly recommend that a definition of non-commercial production should be made. 

Such a definition might include, for example, material remaining on the premises 

of the farmer who had produced it, material not transported over more than a few 

kilometres from the place where it was produced and material not officially au-

thorised for commercial use. 

270.1. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) wished to remind the Conference of CIOPORA's point 

of view on the scope of protection, as it appeared in the present text of Arti-

cle 5 and as CIOPORA would like it to appear in the revised text of the Convention. 

CIOPORA thought that the most urgent question was not so much to know whether the 

scope of the minimum right of the breeder, as provided for in Article 5(1), should 

be extended, but to establish whether that minimum right was not, in fact, very in-

adequate and even illusory. As stated in greater detail in Annex V to document 

DC/7 the production of cut flowers was the sole purpose, in econo~ic terms, for 

numerous species of ornamental plants, such as chrysanthemums, carnations and glass-

house roses. The breeder of varieties of such species exploited or licensed not the 

right to reproduce propagating material but the right to produce and sell cut flo-

wers. It should be noted, furthermore, that trade in cut flowers was international 

and was becoming increasingly so. There was a growing tendency for production ar-

eas to be transferred from the present member States of UPOV to non-member States, 

such as certain countries in Latin America and in Africa. Originally it had been 

wished, when the Convention had been signed in 1961, that the need to protect cut 
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flowers in a somewhat special way should be taken into account. The last sentence 

. ') 
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of Article 5(1) had been included for that reason. That sentence, if read quickly, 

could give the impression that cut flowers were protected, whereas that was not so. 

In fact the last sentence of Article 5(1) protected only propagation from the repro-

ductive parts found on the plants or on the cut flowers, whereas, to enable the 

breeder to exercise his minimum right normally, it was necessary to protect the 

plants and the cut flowers themselves. It was only in that way that the breeder 

could, on the one hand, effectively control plantings of his variety in countries 

in which he enjoyed protection and that he could, on the other hand, guarantee the 

right of peaceful enjoyment to his licensees. As things were at present, licensees 

in UPOV member States whose national legislation afforded only the minimum protec-

tion provided for in Article 5(1) were not protected in relation to imports of 

plants or cut flowers originating from non-member States. The imported plants or 

cut flowers were sold as such and were not destined to be used to propagate the va-

riety. CIOPORA had therefore expressed the wish that Article 5(1) should be revi-

sed during the Conference and had proposed, in Annex V to document DC/7, an amended 

text, under the reference 5(2), which read: "The right of the breeder of vegetative-

ly reproduced ornamental plants shall extend to plants or parts thereof which are nor-

mally marketed for purposes other than propagation." 

270.2. Mr. Royon said that he would also like to recall that several experts had 

objected, on more than one occasion, that the protection of plants or cut flowers 

might enable the breeder to obtain a succession of royalty payments at the various 

stages of the marketing of the variety. Although present and former commercial 

practices of breeders showed such an objection to be totally unjustified, CIOPORA 

had sought a way of definitively excluding it by incorporating directly into the 

text of the Convention a provision which would give official authority to the the-

ory of the exhaustion of rights, as had been done in the Luxemburg Convention on 

the Community Patent. CIOPORA had therefore suggested that a sentence should be 

added to the wording which he had just proposed under the reference 5(2), if it 

was felt that such a precaution was necessary, which might read: "The remuneration 

of that right, however, may not extend in the member States of the Union to the mar-

keting of the respective plants or parts thereof after they have been put on the 

market in one of those States by the breeder or with his express consent." 
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270.3. Mr. Rayon said that it was time to insist on the need to resolve the pro-

blem at the level of the Convention rather than leaving it to the discretion of 

member States because, as he had said earlier, it was not so much a matter of ex-

tending the scope of protection as of allowing the breeder to exercise his mini-

mum right. At previous conferences CIOPORA had taken the opportunity to give 

practical examples of fraudulent practices which could occur. The minimum right 

provided for in the Convention did not allow the breeder to exercise his right 

normally in the event of such practices, examples of which could be found in the 

reports of the meetings of the Committee of Experts on the Interpretation and Re-

vision of the Convention. 

271.1. Mr. J. E. \~LDHUYZEN VAN ZANTEN (ASSINSEL), noting the previous speaker's 

reference to the last sentence of Article 5(1), said that the second remark that 

he wished to make also concerned that sentence. It was recognized that ornamen-

tal plants or cut flowers could be used for the purposes of propagation. ASSINSEL 

believed that developments in technology would make similar possibilities avail-

able for vegetables and maybe for potatoes and for sugar-beet. Realisation of 

the day-dream of growing cauliflowers for machine harvesting, from cloned plant-

lets produced in meristem laboratories at a viable cost, for example, was not that 

distant. It therefore considered that the provision made in the Convention for 

ornamental plants should be extended to other kinds of plants and suggested that 

the final sentence of Article 5(1) should be amended to read: "The breeder's 

right shall extend to plants or parts thereof normally marketed for purposes 

other than propagation when they are used commercially as propagating material in 

the production of plants." 

271.2. Mr. van Zanten said that the third and final point which he wished to raise 

concerned another development which had not been foreseen when the Convention was 

drafted. That was the production and sale of plantlets. It was very difficult to 

control the origin of the seed used by producers of plantlets who commercialized 

their product. ASSINSEL thought that the escape of significant quantities of pro-

pagating material from the control of the breeder were against the spirit of the 

Convention. It thought that the problem could be solved by deleting the word 

"vegetative" from the second sentence of Article 5(1) which would then read: 

"Propagating material shall be deemed to include whole plants." Mr. van Zanten 
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stressed that breeders believed that royalty should not be payable more than once 

on the same material. Their reason for suggesting the amendment was to improve 

the effectiveness of their control over the use of seed of their varieties, and 

not to enable them to require a second royalty payment. Whether producers of 

plantlets purchased seed from the breeder or not the breeder could not maintain 

control if a further generation of seed was produced by them and used by them to 

produce plantlets which they subsequently commercialized. 

272. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (FIS) said that the Conference would have seen from the 

written comments made by his Organization and contained in Annex IV to document 

DC/7 that FIS fully supported what had just been said by the representative of 

ASSINSEL. 

273. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation had great sympathy 

for the deletion of the word "vegetative" and was preparing a proposal to that 

effect. 

274. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the great number of 

proposals which had just been made was somewhat confusing. If he had understood 

them correctly they were all aimed at extending the effect of protection, and in 

some cases to a rather considerable degree. One of them was aimed at saying some-

thing in the Convention about royalties. Dr. Beringer believed that they should 

all be considered calmly, proposal by proposal, to see whether any part of them 

could be taken into the revised text of the Convention. His Delegation had so far 

had the impression that the text contained in the Draft was very balanced on the 

one hand but that, on the other hand, it made it possible for member States to 

cope with practical difficulties or new technical developments by extending the ef-

feet of protection at the national level. He fully understood Mr. Rayon's remark 

that it would really be more agreeable if the Convention itself provided for uni-

form treatment of such matters by all member States. He did not know whether it 

was possible or whether it was desirable. He imagined that several member States 

could act jointly under the present text to resolve existing problems. All in all 

Dr. Beringer thought that the Conference should examine those proposals very care-
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fully and that it should examine, moreover, whether it would not be more diffi-

cult for States to accede to a Convention which, as regards the effect of protec-

tion, would go beyond or far beyond what had been proposed so far in the Draft. 

275. Mr. A. SUNESEN (Denmark), supporting what had been stated by the Delegation 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, referred to his own Delegation's written com-

ments which were contained in document DC/11. It was very satisfied with the 

wording in the Draft and doubted whether it could accept a text which gave a much 

wider protection than that wording. 

276. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) thought that his Delegation held the same 

views as the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Delegation of 

Denmark regarding the possibilities of extending the right which was already set 

out in the Convention. He felt that he should point out that if the United 

Kingdom had to extend the right in the ways which had been proposed, then new 

national legislation would be required. Not only breeders but all interested or-

ganizations would be able to come forward with their own proposals for amendments. 

As a result the right of the breeder, far from being extended, might in fact be 

li~~ted in other ways. 

277. Mr. J. E. VELDHUYZEN VAN ZANTEN (ASSINSEL) said, in response to 

Dr. Beringer's remarks, that the suggestions made by ASSINSEL were aimed not at 

the extension, or considerable extension, of the rights granted to the breeder, 

but at repairing imperfections which had shown up from use of the system during 

the previous ten years. Dr. Beringer had expressed a fear that the accession of 

further States might be discouraged. ASSINSEL thought it to be of interest to 

existing member States and to any new ones to know that the protection system was 

complete and that it functioned well. Finally, Mr. van Zanten confirmed that 

ASSINSEL had not intended that royalties should be mentioned in the text. 
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278.1. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA), replying to the comments made by the Delegations 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, of Denmark and of the United Kingdom, said 

that he wished to stress that CIOPORA was not asking that countries which were 

not yet members of UPOV should be obliged to align themselves on a 'maximum' level 

of protection, thus making it more difficult for them to accede. It was simply a 

matter of remedying a huge gap in Article 5(1). That gap, unless it was filled 

at the level of the Convention, would allow violations of the rights of breeders, 

which had occurred throughout the years since the Convention had entered into 

force, to go on occurring for years to come. To maintain the present wording of 

paragraph (1) was to say that the "minimum protection" given by it was available 

only in respect of some species, but not, for example, in respect of the ornamen-

tal species intended for the production of cut flowers or of the fruiting species 

intended for the production of fruit. For example, a supermarket, situated in a 

member State of UPOV applying the "minimum" protection, did not contravene the 

"minimum" text of the Convention since it sold the plants to amateurs; it did not 

sell plants intended for propagation but quite simply plants intended for use as 

such. Similar situations could occur in respect of the production of cut flowers 

and of fruit. 

278.2. Mr. Rayon went on to say that a breeder who obtained protection in a mem-

State of UPOV for an ornamental or a fruiting variety did so in order to be able 

to control its commercial exploitation which consisted in the production of plants, 

cut flowers or fruit. Therefore, if the huge gap in Article 5(1) was not remedied 

it would have the same effect as a flat refusal to protect certain species and 

perhaps, as the years passed, the loopholes would be more and more easily exploi-

ted. Dr. Baringer had remarked that it might be more satisfactory to deal with 

the problem at the level of national legislation. Mr. Rayon thought that such was 

not the case because, on the one hand, it seemed to him that the Conference should 

have the courage to consider the inadequacy of the legal provisions of the text of 

the Convention, and because, on the other hand, it had been seen that it was very 

difficult to get national legislation amended when there was no obligation in the 

Convention. He wished to give equal emphasis to the fact that the interest in 

having the said gap remedied was not just one of a juridical and economic nature 

in relation to importations from non-member States, but one which subsisted in the 

member States as well in relation to the breeder's control over his varieties. He 

believed that subject had been sufficiently developed by the representative of 

ASSINSEL. 
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279. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of the Netherlands to introduce its 

proposal, contained in document DC/33, to delete the word "vegetative" from the 

second sentence of Article 5(1). 

280. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that he would like to get agreement, 

for the purpose of the discussion, on the wording to be used in French to trans-

late the words "propagating material." In French a different wording was used 

depending on whether a plant was sexually reproduced or vegetatively propagated. 

such a separation did not exist in every day English and German but had been 

made in the translations of the existing text of the Convention into those lan-

guages. Mr. Duyvendak asked the Delegation of France whether it could agree, 

just for the purpose of the discussion, to use the single wording "materiel de 

reproduction." 

281. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) thought that his Delegation could not follow 

Mr. Duyvendak's proposal. In fact three words were used in French: "reproduc-

tion," when sexual reproduction was involved, which meant that seeds were the 

only propagating material; "multiplication vegetative," when cuttings, grafts 

or whole plants formed the propagating material; and "multiplication" with no 

adjective, which had a much wider meaning, encompassing everything which made 

it possible to propagate a variety. He therefore believed that, in that par-

ticular instance, the exact translation of "propagating material" was "materiel 

de multiplication." 

282. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) found what had just been said a great help. 

He therefore proposed that the French text of document DC/33 should read: "le 

materiel de multiplication comprend les plantes enti~res." The words "repro-

duction ou de" and "vegetative" should be omitted. 

) 
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283. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that the real reason for having included the 

sentence "vegetative propagating material shall be deemed to include whole plants" 

in the present text of Article 5(1) had been to take account of species for which 

whole plants were normally marketed as propagating material, and to show that the 

vegetative propagating material was not limited to cuttings, tubers and the like. 

If the word "vegetative" was taken out then the scope of the paragraph was changed, 

in that one introduced the possibility of protecting young plants which were propa-

gated to replace seeds in the propagation of a variety. 

284. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) agreed that his Delegation was proposing a 

substantive change which was in line with the discussion which had taken place 

the previous day and which had been sought by some of the Observer Organizations. 

In a species such as lettuce, which was normally reproduced sexually, someone who 

produced and sold seed of a protected variety would be caught by the scope of the 

protection but he could avoid that net by selling plantlets instead of seed. His 

country's legislation provided that in such a case plantlets which were not the 

usual propagating material, but which were used as such, fell under the scope of 

protection. Mr. Duyvendak asked whetheF the laws of other countries contained a 

similar provision. 

285. The PRESIDENT said that in Denmark a completely different system was envisa-

ged, under which plantlets would be subjected to official control when they were 

sold. The control implied a genetic control of the origin of the seed. If it was 

found that the seed used was not certified seed then the sale of the plantlets 

would be prohibited. 

286. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) confirmed that plantlets produced 

directly from seed were covered in his country by the Plant Variety Protection Act. 

287. Mr. R. GUY (Switzerland) said that his country's legislation referred to 

"materiel de multiplication" which it defined as being reproductive propagating 

material, such as seeds, or vegetative propagating material, such as plants or 

parts of plants. His Delegation felt that the legislation did extend the protec-

tion to,plantlets. It seemed evident that lettuce seed which was sold was repro-

ductive propagating material and that plantlets which were sold were vegetative 

propagating material. 
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288. Mr. S. MEJEGRRD (Sweden) said that his country's legislation gave the breeder 

a monopoly right in each generation of multiplication. There was no special pro-

vision for plantlets but the construction of the law was such that they were cov-

ered. In addition, Sweden had a similar system to that envisaged in Denmark, pro-

viding for the control of all sexually-produced material. 

289.1. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that he would like to specify that, in 

France, protection was only extended to plantlets of certain species. Protection 

was extended in the case of vegetable species where the production of plantlets 

had become a commercial matter, for the sole purpose of ensuring that the rights 

of the breeder were suitably protected. 

289.2. In response to the Delegation of Switzerland Mr. Bustarret thought that 

it could not be said that plantlets were vegetative propagating material because 

such material could only originate from the asexual organs of the plant. The term 

could not be applied to plants produced frpm seeds, at least not according to his 

way of thinking. 

289.3. If one wished to expressly extend the right of the breeder to cover plant-

lets in large-scale commercialization then that could be done by saying that "le 

materiel de multiplication," or "propagating material," included whole plants. 

290. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that his country had not so far been 

confronted with a request to protect plantlets. His country's legislation, how-

ever, protected the propagating material of a variety. Propagating material was 

defined as "any plant or any bulb," etc., including the seed of a plant. He be-

lieved it would be possible to give protection to plantlets. 

291. Mr. G. CUROTTI (Italy) said that his country's legislation protected repro-

ductive and vegetative propagating material but, in general, even plantlets were 

protected. Such was the case, for example with species of vine. 

j 
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292. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that the law of Belgium also allowed protec-

tion to be extended to plantlets. 

293. Miss E. v. THORNTON (United Kingdom) said that throughout the United 

Kingdom's law the term "reproductive material" was used. It was defined as in-

eluding whole plants and parts of plants, when used as reproductive material. 

She thought, therefore, that her Delegation could not agree to the proposal of 

0131 

the Delegation of the Netherlands. It would, of course, be for the courts to de-

cide whether a sale of plants was being effected for reproductive purposes, but 

it appeared from the law that plantlets were not included. 

294. Mr. w. BURR (Federal Republic of Germany) said that in his country the situ-

ation was similar to that in the United Kingdom. At present the legislation pro-

vided protection for whole plants and parts of plants, destined for the produc-

tion of plants, only for species whose plants were normally vegetatively propa-

gated. Therefore acceptance of the proposed amendment would be difficult for his 

Delegation as well. 

295. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) said that according to his country's new legisla-

tion, known as The Seeds and Seedlings Law, the scope of protection included not 

only plantlets of vegetatively propagated varieties but also plantlets of sexu-

ally reproduced varieties. 

296. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) said that his country had just introduced new le-

gislation which foresaw the protection of new varieties of plants. In that legis-

lation both seeds and plants were protected. The word "seed" had been defined as 

everything which was sexually reproduced, and the word "plant" as everything which 

was vegetatively propagated, whether it was a whole plant or part of a plant. 

Therefore a plantlet would be protected under his country's legislation. 

297. The PRESIDENT asked whether any delegation wished to formally support the pro-

posal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. 
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298. The p~opo~al o6 ~he Velega~ion a~ ~he Ne~he~land&, con~ained in documen~ VC/33, 

wa~ no~ p~oceeded wi~h. 

299. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of France to introduce document DC/17 Rev. 

which contained its proposal to replace the third sentence of Article 5(1) by cer-

tain new provisions. 

300.1. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that it had seemed to his Delegation that 

the wording in the Draft was slightly restrictive in that it applied only to orna-

mental plants. In fact the provision should apply to all vegetatively propagated 

plants. It should apply, in particular, to fruit trees to which no-one was cur-

rently giving attention. The breeders of those species were facing particularly 

difficult and worrying circumstances. For that reason his Delegation had thought 

that it would be interesting to change the Convention slightly in order to extend 

the relevant provision to all vegetatively propagated plants, and the first sen-

tence of its proposal was thus aimed at providing help for breeders of fruit trees 

who had no real encouragement to conduct research. 

300.2. Mr. Laclaviere went on to say that breeders had been put in an unfavorable 

position in that they had often been accused of wishing to claim royalties right up 

to the stage of the marketing of cut flowers or fruit. Such was not the case. 

Breeders had proposed the addition of the second sentence of his Delegation's pro-

posal, as a kind of safeguard, to indicate that royalties could not be demanded af-

ter the first stage of marketing and to make it clear that they had no hidden in-

tention to demand that royalties be paid at successive stages. 

301. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) wondered whether acceptance of the amendment propo-

sed by the Delegation of France would entail the deletion of Article 5(4). 

302. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he would like to ask 

the Delegation of France whether it would be correct to interpret the first sen-

tence of the proposal as meaning that any apple from a protected apple tree, that 
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any trunk produced from a protected tree, that any bottle of wine produced from 

a protected vine, and so on, fell under the effect of the protection. 

303. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) thought that although Dr. Beringer's remark was 

pertinent its force was perhaps reduced by the second sentence of his Delegation's 

proposal which indicated that royalties could never be demanded after the first 

stage of marketing. He believed that the problem which the breeders had sought 

to resolve was primarily to introduce a kind of right of control. There was no 

question of demanding royalties on apples, and even less on wine, ifwine was a 

part of a plant, which remained to be seen. What the breeder sought was to be 

able to verify that apples coming onto the market originated from apple trees on 

which royalties had been paid. It could happen that a producer obtained a few 

trees of an apple variety, if necessary by importing them. He then propagated 

them himself. That propagation was not in itself of a commercial nature because 

the producer was not going to sell the apple trees. He was, however, going to 

put onto the market large tonnages of apples which would bring absolutely no bene-

fit to the breeder. Mr. Laclavi~re believed that such was the problem for which 

a solution was being sought and that was the idea behind his Delegation's propo-

sal. 

304.1. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) wished to comment first on the question raised re-

garding Article 5(4). He thought that the amendment proposed by the Delegation of 

France, which was aimed only at vegetatively propagated plants, should not entail 

the deletion of that Article. It was quite possible that for reasons which were 

not so far evident, or for reasons resulting from the evolution of new techniques, 

such an extension of the effect of protection would be shown to be just as necess-

ary for other categories of plants. For that reason, in his opinion, Article 5(4) 

should be allowed to remain. 

304.2. Mr. Royon also wished to comment on Dr. Beringer's reference to final pro-

ducts. He thought that the proposal of the Delegation of France, as it had been 

very clearly explained by Mr. Laclavi~re, was aimed at affording the breeder a 

right of control over apples, which were parts of a plant, but certainly not over 

bottles of wine, which were not. 
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304.3. Mr. Rayon said that he would like to revert to Mr. Laclaviere's explana-

tion of the motives underlying the amendment proposed by the Delegation of France. 

As had been said the aim of the wording put forward in document DC/17. Rev., and 

of the wording suggested by CIOPORA and reproduced in Annex V to document DC/7, 

was to enable the breeder to control two kinds of situation. The first was the 

control of the commercial exploitation of a variety for which a breeder had been 

granted plant breeder's rights. Very highly developed propagation techniques now 

existed for ornamental plants, fruit trees and many vegetatively propagated plants, 

which made it possible to produce absolutely phenominal quantities of plants in a 

very small space. Plantlets had also been mentioned extensively. As an example 

one could produce tens of thousands of carnation or chrysanthemum cuttings in a 

very small part of a glasshouse. At the propagation stage it was not possible to 

distinguish the variety. The cuttings were like tiny blades of grass or small 

twigs and it was not possible to recognize the variety. Therefore the breeder 

was unable to go to the propagator and to say that is my variety because he would 

be running a very great risk if he were mistaken or if he had received, for exam-

ple, wrong information regarding a suspected infringement. The plantlets or pro-

paqating material, which were subsequently sold, were planted by a grower who 

used them to produce cut flowers or fruit. It was only at the moment where 

those cut flowers or that fruit were put onto the wholesale market, or when some 

rose-bushes were packed in polythene bags and put, for example, on a shelf in a 

supermarket, that it was possible for the breeder to check where his product was 

being sold and to control it in a sufficiently easy manner. Mr. Rayon said th~t 

he had to draw a parallel at that point with what happened in the field of pa-

tents. There, checks to establish whether infringements had occurred were also 

made at the final marketing level. It was not a question of the patent holder 

collecting his royalty at that stage. That was collected at the manufacturing 

stage from the factory licensed to produce his invention. But it was at the re-

tail level that it was possible to notice whether infringements had occurred. 

Breeders were asking for the same opportunity. They simply wanted to have the 

opportunity to control and the Convention in its present state did not give it 

to them. Mr. Rayon said that the second situation envisaged by the proposed 

amendment was as follows. In a country which afforded no more than the "minimum" 

protection, as laid down in the present text of Article 5(1), a fruit tree and 

fruit grower with a large orchard, wishing to grow a certain variety which was 

protected in that country, could ask the breeder for a licence, pay a royalty 
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on each t·ree propagated in his orchard and then receive a licence to produce and 

sell fruit. Royalties, of course, would be payable only on the propagation of 

the trees. The grower could then sell the fruit he produced. The legal and eco-

nomic relationship between the breeder and the licensed grower consisted, for the 

breeder, in the hiring out of his right, and, for the grower, in the obligation 

to pay royalties. Mr. Royon stressed that the breeder was obliged to guarantee 

the peaceful enjoyment of the licence. When the licensed grower took the·fruit to 

market he found himself competing against fruit of the same variety produced by 

growers in countries where protection did not exist. It was accepted that the 

breeder could not control the use of his variety in such countries, but it was 

not acceptable that the breeder should see fruit of his protected variety sold un-

der his very nose in the country in which he had been granted a title of protec-

tion. On the one hand his variety, which was intended for fruit production, 

was being commercially exploited and, on the other hand, he could not guarantee 

his licensees the peaceful enjoyment of their licence. In those circumstances 

the grower could tell himself that he was stupid to be honest and to accept to 

pay royalties, that he would no longer ask the breeder for a licence, that he 

would buy trees of the said variety from a country where there was no protection, 

plant them in his orchard and sell the fruit produced. In that case the grower 

had not propagated but simply purchased plants. He sold only the fruit, being 

the final product, which was not covered by the Convention in its present form. 

That was the situation which CIOPORA wished to cover. It was an important gap in 

the Convention and one should not bury one's head in the sand and not accept the 

need to put the situation right. Mr. Royon said that he could unfortunately 

point to many similar examples. It was not a matter of going beyond a reasonable 

protection but of enabling the breeder to exercise his right quite normally and 

quite reasonably in the country which had afforded protection to his variety. 

305. The PRESIDENT asked whether there was formal support for, or further comment 

on, the proposal of the Delegation of France. 

306. Mr. R. DERVAUX {Belgium) said that his Delegation seconded the proposal of 

the Delegation of France. 
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307. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) explained that the new Japanese Law, called The 

Seeds and Seedlings Law, followed the present text of Article 5(1). If the pro-

posal of the Delegation of France were accepted by the member States then Japan 

would have to amend its law accordingly. He wished the member States to be aware 

of that fact when making their decision. 

308. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he agreed with the 

Delegation of France and with Mr. Royon that the problem being.discussed was a 

very serious one, but he saw difficulties in resolving it properly within the 

Convention. He believed, however, that there was still a misunderstanding. Both 

Mr. Laclavi~re and Mr. Royon had stated convincingly that the effect of the pro-

tection provided for in Article 5(1) was less for vegetatively propagated species 

than for sexually reproduced species, and that breeders of vegetatively propag~-

ted species should therefore have the possibility of controlling the final pro-

duct. In his opinion, however, the proposal which was on the table would in no 

way facilitate control in the market, and it did not bring anything new to the 

discussion of that matter. It would always be left to the owner of the title of 

protection to find out how to discover that a product originating from propaga-

ting material of his variety had come onto the market. He supposed, however, that 

the first sentence of the proposal was to be understood to mean that the effect of 

the protection extended automatically to the final product. That would mean, in 

respect of cut roses or apples, that the breeder would be given the possibility 

of using his exclusive right in the market. So far he had not fully understood 

whether that was really the intention behind the proposal or whether the inten-

tion was only to create a tool for control. 

309. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) said that the proposal of the 

Delegation of France would present his country with a double problem in that both 

the Plant Patent Act and the Plant Variety Protection Act would have to be amen-

ded. The change which would be required in the latter Act was not feasible. It 

appeared to him that the matter was best left to national legislation. Finally, 

Mr. Leese advised that the final products of protected materials were not protec-

ted in the United States of America. 

) 
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310. Mr. W. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that, although he had a great deal of sym-

pathy for the particular problem which had been explained by the Delegation of 

France and Mr. Rayon, he had to state that if the proposed amendment were adopted, 

and if it in fact made protection of the final product compulsory, then it would 

probably prevent Canada from being able to sign the Convention. Propagating rna-

terial was subject to federal jurisdiction and could be protected but final pro-

ducts, which were subject to provincial jurisdiction, could not. 

311. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) believed that the comments made by Dr. Baringer and 

Mr. Bradnock justified his underlining the misunderstanding which seemed to be 

ever-present. If one talked of "final product" or "marketed product" it was 

quite simply because the present text of Article 5{4) of the Convention referred 

to "marketed product." But it should not be thought that the breeder received a 

kind of monopoly of the final product in trade. CIOPORA was asking for no more 

and no less than had been enjoyed for several decades by holders of patents for 

industrial products. 

312. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) felt that his Delegation could not support the 

proposal of the Delegation of France. Denmark was aware of the various problems 

which had been taken as examples. , One was that fruit trees were purchased from 

countries where those trees were not protected. He could say that Denmark had 

considered regulating that matter by introducing legislation as provided for in 

Article 5(4) of the Convention. 

313. Mr. R. ROYON {CIOPORA) regretted that he had failed to mention one important 

point which might have a bearing on what had just been said by the Delegation of 

Denmark and on an earlier remark by Dr. Baringer. It had been said that one might 

try to remedy the gaps in the Convention in another way. Dr. Baringer had even 

said that he did not see how the problem could be resolved by changing Article 5(1). 

Mr. Rayon said that he nonetheless wished to stress that the purpose of the Conven-

tion was to recognize an exclusive right of the breeder. It was not its purpose to' 

establish rules to control the marketing of plant material. That would exceed its 

purpose. Mr. Rayon believed it was up to each breeder to defend his rights but he 

had to have the means to do that. Breeders, like patent holders, brought actions 
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against infringers. Patent holders had available to them legislation to that ef-

feet which enabled them to act. Given the present wording of Article 5(1) breeders 

did not have the means of action. 

314. Mr. S. MEJEGRRD (Sweden) said that the question of extending the rights of 

breeders had been discussed recently in his country; discussions had related, in 

particular, to giving the breeder a right to claim royalties in respect of propa-

gating material produced and·used within the canning industry, and to extending 

the right to the final product. Although it was believed that the best results 

would be achieved by extending the right as much as possible, it had been found 

that the time was not opportune. Therefore his Delegation could not accept any 

amendment to the minimum scope of protection. 

315. Mr. G. CUROTTI (Italy) said that his Delegation supported the proposal of the 

Delegation of France. 

316. Miss E. v. THORNTON (United Kingdom) said that she had listened with great 

interest to what had been said about Article 5 and particularly to the persuasive 

tones of Mr. Royon. The United Kingdom had been occupied for a number of years 

with the question of extending plant breeders' rights and was perfectly willing 

to discuss and to consider it is a matter of national treatment under the terms 

of Article 5(4); it might be possible in certain sectors to come to some agree-

ment and to amend the law in the United Kingdom. Miss Thornton felt she should 

say, however, at that point, that the United Kingdom could not accept any amend-

ment to the text of Article 5 contained in the Draft. If it were amended in the 

manner proposed then it would place her Delegation in very serious difficulties 

with regard to signing the new Convention. 

317. Mr. R. GUY (Switzerland) said that his Delegation had been very impressed by 

what had been said by Mr. Royon, but it was convinced that it would be very diffi-

cult for the proposal of the Delegation of France to find acceptance in Switzerland. 

His Delegation preferred the text in the Draft, with paragraph (4) giving each State 

the possibility to manage its affairs. 

\ 
.~ 
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318. Mr. T. E. NORRIS (New Zealand) said that his country's legislation was 

essentially similar to that of the United Kingdom; his Government would therefore 

not wish to accept the amendment being proposed by the Delegation of France. 

319. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that his Delegation preferred not to ac-

cept the proposal of the Delegation of France but to seek a solution through Ar-

ticle 5(4). 

320. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that the Plant Breeder's Rights Act, 

1976, provided for the minimum scope of protection laid down in Article 5(1). 

His Delegation would like to leave the question of any extension of the scope op-

en to national discretion. 

321. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation supported the position 

adopted by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 

322. Mr. R. LOPEZ DE HARO (Spain) said that his country's legislation did not pro-

vide for the protection of the final product. Since it would be very difficult to 

introduce such a provision, his Delegation was, for the time being, against any ex-

tension of protection. 

323. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he gained the impression from the de-

bate that the proposal of his Delegation had attracted some sympathy but that, in 

its present wording, it provoked serious difficulties and States were not ready to 

accept it. Given the sympathy which the proposal had nevertheless attracted, he 

wished to ask the Conference whether it would be acceptable to form a small ad 

hoc working group to examine whether it was possible to formulate a proposal which 

the Conference could accept. 
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324. Miss E. V. THORNTON (United Kingdom) said that the proposal to establish an 

ad hoc working group placed her Delegation in some difficulty. If it was the gen-

eral wish of the Conference that a working group should be set up then the United 

Kingdom would be willing to participate, but she really could not see the possi-

bility of reaching an agreement on any wording different from that in Article 5 in 

the Draft, bearing in mind the provisions of paragraph (4) of that Article which 

left the matter open to national treatment. 

325. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he believed that some 

more documents were being prepared in relation to Article 5(1). If that were so 

would it ~ot be wiser to await those documents, have a look at them and then de-

cide whether Mr. Laclaviere's proposal to form a working group should be adopted. 

In any event he believed that the problems regarding the effect of protection were 

big enough to require that the Conference took time to consider them. Whether that 

consideration might lead, should lead or had to lead to a change in the text in the 

Draft was a completely different question. He therefore proposed that the discus-

sions on Article 5 should be interrupted pending the possible tabling of further 

documents, and should be continued later on. 

326. The PRESIDENT said that he could see that Mr. Laclaviere was in agreement. 

3Z7. 1~ wa4 dec~ded ~ha~ d~4cu44~on4 on A~~~cle 5 ~hould be ~e~umed a6~e~ any 

6u~~he~ kelevan~ documen~~ had been d~4~~~bu~ed. (Con~~nued a~ 883) 

328. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that he would like to announce, 

before the discussion moved on to Article 6, that the Delegations of South Africa 

and Italy would switch places in the Credentials Committee and the Working Group on 

Article 13. Italy would become a member of the Credentials Committee, and its place 

in the Working Group on Article 13 would be taken by South Africa. 
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329. Mrs. 0. REYES-RETANA (Mexico) said that her Delegation wished to support 

the earlier statement of the Delegation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and to in-

dicate its disagreement with the fact that a country like South Africa was nomina-

ted as a member of the Credentials Committee. It believed that the nomination of 

South Africa as a member of any Committee in the Conference did not encourage non-

member States to join UPOV. 

330. Miss R. E. SILVA Y SILVA (Peru) said that her Delegation fully supported the 

statement made by the Delegation of Mexico. 

331. Mr. S. OMAR (Iraq) declared, on behalf of the Government of the Republic of 

Iraq, that the presence of South Africa as a member would be an impediment to its 

joining UPOV. 

~ 

332. Dr. z. SZILVASSY (Hungary) said that his Delegation strongly supported the 

earlier statement of the Delegation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. 

333. Mr. B. SADRI (Iran) said that his Delegation supported the statements which 

had been made. 

334. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) said that his Delegation supported the statements 

which had been made. 

335. Mr. M. LAM (Senegal) said that his Delegation supported the statements which 

had been made. 

336. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation deemed it necess-

ary to voice its strenuous objections to the introduction of matters of a politi-

cal nature in a Conference which, although a diplomatic conference, had been con-

vened to deal with a strictly technic~l subject. There were appropriate interna

tional forums for dealing with political matters and it was suggested that such 

matters be left to those forums and not be raised at the Conference. 
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AJL.ti..c.le 6: Condi...ti..onll Requ.i..Jr.ed 6oJL PJLo.tec..ti..on 

337. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 6(1) (a). 

338. Mr. A. HEITZ (Office of the Union) advised that document DC/19, containing 

a drafting proposal submitted by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany, 

had just been distributed. The p:t:oposal was to delete the words "of a variety" 

from the phrase "the breeder of a variety" at the beginning of the first sentence 

of Article 6(1). 

339. I.t wall dec.i..ded .to Jt.e6ell doc.u.men.t VC/19 .to the 0Jt.a6.ti..ng Cammi...t.tee. 

340. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of the United Kingdom to introduce the 

proposals for amendment contained in documents DC/15 and DC/20. 

341. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation considered both 

proposals to be merely drafting amendments, designed to clarify and perhaps 

slightly shorten Article 6(1) (a). Document DC/15 concerned the opening and final 

two sentences. It was suggested that a small change in construction in the opening 

sentence, substituting "its origin" for "the origin," would allow that sentence to 

be simplified by the deletion of the words "of the initial variation from which it 

has resulted." It was further suggested that the meaning of the final two senten-

ces would be made clearer if they were combined and shortened, so that they read: 

"A variety may be defined and distinguished by any characteristic which is capable 

of precise recognition and description." That wording, by omitting the words 

"morphological or physiological," had the added advantage that it removed any pas-

sible implication that the two types of characteristic mentioned in the text in 

the Draft were to be considered as a restriction of the types of characteristic 

which could be used. In document DC/20 a relatively small drafting change in the 

second sentence was suggested. Mainly to bring that into line with the French 

and German versions, the word "a" should be deleted from the phrase "or a precise 

description." 

J 
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342. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that whilst Mr. Kelly's wording was shorter 

he thought it to be less precise than the wording of the Draft. It was not a 

matter of the artificial or natural origin of the variety but of the variation 

giving rise to the variety. A mutation could be induced or could occur naturally. 

It was from that variation that the variety was derived by a process of selection. 

Mr. Bustarret thought also that it would be regrettable to leave out the words 

"morphological or physiological." The text proposed by Mr. Kelly was certainly 

not unacceptable but it did not particularly improve the Draft. Since the Con-

ference had agreed to make only those changes that were necessary he favored main-

taining the Draft. 

343. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that his Delegation had no specific op-

inion on the proposal to substitute "its origin" for "the origin." It did, how-

ever, wish to support the proposal to delete the words "morphological or physiolo-

gical" and to combine the final two sentences. 

344. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation wished to add its sup-

port to that expressed by the Delegation of the Netherlands. 

345. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation's 

first priority with respect to the opening sentence of Article 6(1) (a) was to 

retain the wording of the Draft. If there were a majority for the proposal of 

the Delegation of the United Kingdom, however, then his Delegation would like to 

reconsider its opinion. In addition his Delegation had the impression that the 

nature of the proposed redrafting of the last two sentences was more than edi-

torial. It believed that the substance might also have been altered as a re-

sult of the replacement of the word "characteristics" by the words "any charac-

teristic." Dr. Beringer thought that the discussions in the Technical Working 

Parties, in the Technical Committee and in the Council of UPOV had so far led to 

the conclusion that it was necessary to study thoroughly which characteristics 

could be used to assess distinctness and that in all cases characteristics used 

for that purpose had to be capable of precise recognition and description. His 

Delegation was slightly hesitant in case the proposal of the Delegation of the 
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United Kingdom entailed a commitment to use "any" characteristic, no matter how 

sophisticated the methods were that were needed to identify it. Finally 

Dr. Beringer believed that his Delegation could agree to the proposal contained 

in document DC/20 since it had no effect on the German text. 

346. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) thought that the interpretation given by 

Dr. Beringer to the words "any characteristic" was possible but it seemed that 

the sophisticated methods mentioned by him were also covered by the wording of 

the Draft. Mr. Kelly believed that any characteristic could be classified as 

morphological or physiological. One could find a physiological origin for a 

chemical difference, and so on. He therefore thought that Dr. Beringer had a 

point but he was not sure that it was a major one. 

347. The PRESIDENT, considering that the Delegation of the Federal Republic of 

Germany would wish to follow the majority opinion, sought the views of the other 

delegations. 

348. Mr. R. GUY (Switzerland) said that his Delegation thought that the first 

sentence of Article 6(1) (a) in the Draft was more precise than the shorter ver-

sian proposed in document DC/15 by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. As far 

as the final sentence of that proposal was concerned he tended to agree with the 

Delegation of. the Federal Republic of Germany that it introduced a slightly dif-

ferent meaning. If the Conference agreed that all characteristics were either 

morphological or physiological then it seemed to him that there was no need to 

amend the Draft. 

349. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that when his Delegation had expressed 

support for the deletion of the words "morphological or physiological" it had not 

commented on the introduction of the word "any" which was a separate matter. It 

thought that there was no need to add that word and proposed that the text should 

revert to "by characteristics." 

) 
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350. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation accepted the alter-

ation proposed by the Delegation of the Netherlands. 

351. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that the words "morphological or physiological 

characteristics" had been used simply to indicate that there were characteristics 

other than morphological ones. Characteristics recognized by means of biochemis-

try, for example, were "physiological" in the broad sense of that word. 

352. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) asked whether any delegate thought that the 

inclusion of the words "morphological or physiological" had a restrictive effect. 

His Delegation believed that there had been no intention to be restrictive; it 

had therefore favored deleting those words. In the Code of Nomenclature of Cul-

tivated Plants, however, mention was also made of cytological and chemical charac-

teristics. The fact that those kinds of characteristics were not mentioned in the 

Convention could lead people to believe that it specifically excluded such kinds. 

The proposal of the Delegation of the United Kingdom, by omitting any reference to 

specific kinds of characteristics, made it clear that there was no intention to be 

restrictive in that respect. 

353. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that the words "morphological or physiological" 

were not restrictive; on the contrary, they were all-embracing. 

354. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) asked whether delegates could therefore sup-

port the deletion of the words "morphological or physiological" which, although 

they might be correctly understood by the Conference, might lead to misunder-

standing by other people who might wrongly interpret the omission from the Conven-

tion of the additional kinds of characteristics referred to in the Code of Nomen-

clature. 
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355. Mr. W. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that his Delegation preferred the wording 

proposed by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. The wording of the Draft could 

cause confusion and indeed had done so in his country. 

356. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany), noting that the Conference 

had agreed that the words "morphological or physiological" were to be understood 

in their broadest sense, asked whether any delegate could indicate a characteris-

tic that did not fall under that definition. 

357. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands)said that he could not answer Dr. Baringer's 

question. He thought he could name a characteristic which was neither morphologi-

cal nor physiological but why should the Convention refer specifically to two 

classes of characteristic if it related to any characteristic or class of charac-

teristic. The specific reference frequently led to the belief that other classes, 

such as those mentioned in the Code of Nomenclature, were excluded. 

358. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation was in favor of the 

proposed amendment, as adjusted. 

359. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that he personally was in favor of not modi-

fying the Draft except where difficulties had arisen. He would, however, like the 

words "morphological or physiological" to be deleted. He thought that the propo-

sal as presented, in its English language version, even after deleting the word 

"any," lacked clarity. In the first sentence of Article 6(1) (a) it was said that 

" .•• the variety must be clearly distinguishable by one or more important charac-

teristics ••. " He would like the final sentence to be adapted to that sentence and 

suggested that it might read: "The characteristics which define and distinguish a 

variety must be capable of precise recognition and description." 

) 
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360. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his understanding 

0 "! f. '7 
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was that Mr. Bustarret agreed to the deletion of "morphological or physiological." 

Mr. van der Meeren believed that the other point which had been raised was_for the 

Drafting Committee to resolve. 

361. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he had thought that 

there were no problems with Article 6(1) (a). It was, however, clear that it con-

tained several small difficulties and he believed that the Conference should not 

leave the matter exclusively to the Drafting Committee. He was in favor of im- . 

proving the wording but would like to see what now seemed to be the common opinion 

of the Plenary set down in a document. 

362. !t wa4 dec~ded to cont~nue the d~4cu44~on on A~t~cle 6( 7) (a) a6te~ a ~e-

d~a6ted ve~4~on oo the p~opo4a! conta~ned ~n document VC/15 had been 4ubm~tted 

to the Plena~y by the Sec~eta~iat. (Cont~nued at 403) 
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363. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 6(1) (b). 

364. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) referred to document DC/21 

which contained a proposal by his Delegation for the amendment of Article 

6(1) (b) (ii). His Delegation considered its proposal to be purely a matter of 

drafting which should be referred to the Drafting Committee. 

365. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that he found some difficulty in accepting 

the proposal of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. He was con-

cerned that the word "trees," in its generally accepted sense, might exclude 

fruit trees. The Draft, which mentioned "forest trees, fruit trees and ornamen-

tal trees" was, however, quite clear. He wondered whether it was really neces-

sary to amend a text which had brought forth no comments. 

366. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the proposed amend-

ment had originated not from his Delegation but from the session of the Ad Hoc 

Committee on the Revision of the Convention. If the majority of the Member Dele-

gations no longer wished to simplify the text in that way then his Delegation was 

willing to withdraw its proposal. 

367. Mr. A. w. A. M. VANDER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation sup-

ported the proposal of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

368. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation would also support 

the proposed amendment. 

) 
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369. Mr. G. CUROTTI (Italy) said that his Delegation also supported the proposed 

amendment. 

370. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation had no strong feelings 

in the matter and would support the majority view. 

371. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation was in a similar 

position to that of Denmark and would support the majority view. 

372. Mr. S. MEJEGRRD (Sweden) said that his Delegation would also support the 

majority view. 

373. Mr. R. GUY (Switzerland) said that his Delegation would also support the 

majority view. 

374. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he saw a difficulty in adopting the 

proposed amendment in that the Convention provided that the French text should 

prevail in case of any discrepancy among the various texts. It was somewhat dif-

ficult for the French to group fruit trees in the general category of trees. 

Fruit trees formed a category apart. 

375. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) suggested that the difficulty 

might be overcome by using the expression "trees, including fruit trees." 

376. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that he still considered the proposal of the 

Federal Republic of Germany to be more ambiguous than the wording of the Draft. 
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377. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation had 

understood that its proposal reflected the unanimous decision of the Ad Hoc Com-

mittee on the Revision of the Convention. Since the proposal appeared to give 

rise to difficulties of interpretation his Delegation withdrew it. Dr. Beringer 

thanked the delegations which had supported it. 

378. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE thanked the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany 

for the understanding which it had shown. 

379. The PRESIDENT noted that since no other delegation had taken up the proposal 

of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany, contained in document DC/21, 

Article 6(1) (b) (ii) would, subject to any further observations and proposals, re-

main as appearing in the Draft. 

380. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that the comments of his Government on 

Article 6(1) (b) (ii) were contained in document DC/11. His Government was some-

what concerned about the introduction of a six year period permitting prior mar-

keting abroad of certain groups of plants and would prefer to retain the present 

provision of a four year period common to all plants. 

381. The PRESIDENT noted that there was no support for the concern expressed by 

the Delegation of Denmark. 

382. Mr. W. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) asked whether the proposed Article 35, regarding 

transitional limitation of the requirement of novelty, meant that periods of 

prior c~mmercialization, such as the four year and six year periods specified in 

Article 6(1) (b) (ii), could be set aside by a member State when it applied the pro-

visions of the Convention to a particular species for the first time. He under-

stood that the legislation of some member States allowed prior commercialization 

to have taken place for a longer period at that time. 
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383. Dr. D. BORINGER thought that two completely different questions were involved. 

Article 6(1) (b) (ii) dealt only with the period during which a variety could be com-

mercialized in another State without affecting its novelty when an application for 

protection was made in a given State. The limitation of the requirement of novelty 

provided for in Article 35 was an entirely different matter. Mr. Bradnock was cor-

rect in his understanding that some States had provided that varieties bred some 

years before an application for protection were eligible for protection when they 

first applied the Convention to a species. In the Federal Republic of Germany, for 

example, it just so happened that a period of four years applied in such cases. The 

length of the period, however, was in no way related to the periods mentioned in Ar-

ticle 6. Some member States did not limit the requirement of novelty; others provi-

ded for a much longer period than four years. 

384. The PRESIDENT invited observations on Article 6(1) (b) (i). 

385. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) said that he wished to confirm that 

it was planned to amend the Plant Variety Protection Act slightly to bring it into 

conformity with Article 6 (1) (b) (i). The "period of grace" of one year, which had 

been incorporated in the wording of that Article in the Draft, was already a feature 

of the,Plant Variety Prot"ection Act. As far as the Plant Patent Act was concerned 

the exception provided for in the proposed Article 34A(2) would be applied in his 

country. 

386. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Government's views on the introduction 

of the so-called "period of grace" of one year were stated in document DC/11. Given 

that it was necessary to provide for such a derogation his Government would prefer to 

see it take the form of a special provision like the exceptions provided for in Arti-

cle 34A. 

387. The PRESIDENT noted that there was no support for the wish expressed by the De-

legation of Denmark. 
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388. Ant~c!e 6(7) (b) wa4 adopted a4 appean~ng ~n the Vna 0t. 

389. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 6(1) (c). 

390. Ant~c!e 6(7) (c) wa4 adopted a4 appean~ng ~n the Vna 0t, w~thout d~4CU44~on. 

391. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 6(1) (d). 

392. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation thought that the 

last phrase of Article 6(1) (d) might be made more clear in the English text if 

the word "defined" was added. Earlier in the Article reference was made to a par-

ticular cycle defined by the breeder and it might therefore be better to conclude 

with the words "at the end of each defined cycle." 

393. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that his Delegation had no objection to the 

proposed addition. If it was translated directly into French, however, it would 

not be quite correct and he would propose using the words "a la fin de chaque 

cycle ainsi d~fini" in the French text. 

394. The PRESIDENT considered that the amendment proposed was relatively small 

and that the document normally required under the Rules of Procedure of the Dip-

lomatic Conference could be dispensed with provided the Conference had no objec-

tions. 

395. Mr. W. BURR (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation had some 

difficulty with the proposal. The German text in the Draft read: am Ende 

eines jeder Zyklus." The meaning of those words was clear. If, however, the 

text was changed to: " .•. amEnde eines jeder so festgelegten Zyklus," in accord-

ance with the proposal of the Delegation of France, then the German text would be 

more far-reaching than the English text. Mr. Burr was not sure that the changes 

proposed would really have the same effect in the three languages. 

) 
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396. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) said that the English text could be amended 

to read: " •.• at the end of each cycle thus defined," if that would help to bring 

the three texts closer together. 

397. The PRESIDENT asked whether there was formal support for the proposal of the 

Delegation of the United Kingdom. He noted that there was not. 

398. A~~~cte 6(1) (d) Wa6 adop~ed a4 appea~~ng ~n ~he V~a6~. 

399. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 6(1) (e). 

400. A~z~cte 6(1) (e) Wa6 adop~ed a4 appea~~ng ~n ~he v~a6~. w~zhouz d~6CU46~on. 

401. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 6(2). 

40Z. A~~tc!e 6(2) wa4 adop~ed a6 appea~~ng ~n ~he V~a6~. w~~hou~ d~4CU44~on. 

403. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 6(1) (a) and invited obser-

vations on document DC/31 which contained the provisional outcome of the earlier 

discussions on that Article, as recorded by the Office of the Union. (Continued 

from 362) 

404. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that his Delegation accepted the wording, as 

recorded in document DC/31, in all three languages. 
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405. Mr. A. F. KELLY (United Kingdom) noted that the correspondence between the 

English and French texts would be improved by changing the final sentence in the 

English version to: "The characteristics which permit a variety to be defined 

and distinguished must be capable of precise recognition and description." 

406. Subjec~ ~o ~he amendmen~ ~e6e~~ed ~o ~n ~he p~eced~ng pa~ag~aph, A~~~cte 

6( 1) (a) wa~ adop~ed a~ appea~~ng ~n documen~ VC/31. 

A~~~cte 7: 066~c~at Examina~ion o~ Va~~e~~e~; P~ovi~icnal P~otec~ion 

407. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 7 and invited the Delegation 

of the Federal Republic of Germany to introduce its proposals for amendments, as 

contained in document DC/22. 

408.1 Mr. w. BURR (Federal Republic of Germany) said ~~at the amendments propo-

sed in document DC/22 resulted largely from the discussions in the Ad Hoc Commit-

tee on the Revision of the Convention. Member Delegations might recall that there 

had been a detailed discussion about the consequences of the fact that some botani-

cal species could be propagated both sexually and vegetatively. At that time it 

had been provisionally concluded that the final part of the second sentence of Ar-

ticle 7(1), which read: "having regard to its normal manner of reproduction or mul-

tiplication," should be put into the plural so that the examining offices at least 

had the possibility to take into account in each particular case the relevant sys-

tern of propagation. 

408.2 Mr. Burr went on to say that the proposal to replace the word "country" by 

the words "'member State of the Union" was made solely in order to align the langu-

age used in Article 7(2) with that of other Articles in the Draft. 

408. 3 Mr. Burr concluded by saying that it had been noted during the discussions 

in the Ad Hoc Committee that the legislation in some member States provided for a 

system of provisional protection under which the applicant could not sue third per-
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sons in respect of acts committed during the period between the filing of the ap-

plication for protection and the decision thereon until a grant of protection had 

been made. His Delegation therefore proposed that the words "for the period •.• " 

would be more appropriate in Article 7(3) than "during the period " That am-

endment would have the advantage that it left it open whether suits could be 

brought during or only after the period. 

409. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) said that his Delegation wished to 

record its understanding of the statement reproduced in the explanatory notes on 

Article 7 on page 18 of the Draft. In the light of that interpretation it under-

stood that Article 7 did not require a government itself to conduct the necessary 

tests for the determination of distinctness, homogeneity and stability, always pro-

vided that the conditions specified in that interpretation were met. 

410. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) believed that the proposal of the Delegation of 

the Federal Republic of Germany for the amendment of Article 7(1) differed slightly 

from the conclusion reached in the Ad Hoc Committee, in that the word "normal" had 

been retained. For many crops one could not speak of 'the normal manner of repro-

duction.' In maize, for example, where inbred lines were produced by inbreeding 

and hybrids were produced by crossing, there was no 'normal' reproductive system. 

His Delegation thought that it had been agreed that the word "normal" should be de-

leted. Mr. Duyvendak thought that the proposal in document DC/22 did not resolve 

the problem, which had been discussed many times; he said that he would be willing 

to make an alternative written proposal for the amendment of the second sentence of 

Article 7(1) which he believed should read: "Such examination shall be adapted to 

the various botanical genera and species having regard to their reproductive sys-

terns." Before doing so, however, he would appreciate further clarification of the 

aim of the proposal submitted by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

411. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation's pro-

posal aimed to introduce the conclusion reached in the Ad Hoc Committee. He had to 

confess, however, that the words "Ublich" in the German text and "normal" in the 

English text probably had differing meanings. He thought that "normal" might be 
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stronger than "Uhlich" which perhaps would be more accurately translated by the 

word "usual." By using the word "iiblich" his Delegation had wished to establish 

that the examination methods should not extend beyond the manners of reproduction 

or multiplication by which varieties were customarily {"iiblicherweise") produced. 

It had wished to make it impossible for a breeder to demand, without reason, that 

his variety be examined in such and such a very special way. 

412. Mr. J. BUSTARRET {France) thought that the word "normal" in the English text 

was not equivalent to "habituel" and "iiblich" in the French and German texts res-

pectively. What one wished to provide in Article 7(1) was that account had to be 

taken of what might be called the 'usual' manner of reprod~ction. Mr. Duyvendak 

had cited inbred lines of maize. Clearly the concept of homogeneity for an allo-

gamous plant, such as an inbred line of maize, was not the same as for a pure 

line of an autogamous plant. More latitude had to be given in the case of an allo-

gamous plant. Therefore the different examination criteria had to take into ac-

count the 'usual' manner of reproduction of the species in question, particularly 

with regard to homogeneity. 

413. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that it was precisely because account 

had to be taken of the specific case one was working with that he had proposed the 

deletion of the word "normal," "habituel" or "ublich." 

414. Dr. A. BOGSCH {Secretary-General of UPOV) saw two problems in relation to the 

proposal to amend Article 7(1). The first was to establish whether it was essen-

tial for the Deiegation of the Federal Republic of Germany to maintain the word 

"ublich." If it was then the question arose whether equivalent words could be 

found in English and French. 

415. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) supported the proposal of the Delegation of the 

Netherlands to delete "normal," "habituel" and "iiblich." 

) 
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416. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation would 

really like to keep the word "i.lblich" if the second sentence of Article 7(1) was 

to be retained. 

417. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that he would be pleased if the whole of 

the second sentence could be deleted. The conduct of examinations would then be 

entirely regulated by Article 6. He therefore proposed that the second sentence 

of Article 7(1) be deleted. 

418. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) thought that it would be wrong to dele~e the whole 

of the second sentence but he would accept, personally, that it should simply say: 

"Such examination shall be appropriate to each botanical genus or species." 

419. I~ wa4 dec~ded ~o con~~nue ~he d~4cu4¢~on on A~~~cte 7(1) a6~e~ the p~opo¢ai 

~e6e~~ed to ~n the above pa~ag~aph had been 6o~matty ¢ubm~t~ed by the Vetega~~on 

o6 F~ance (Cont~nued at 470). 

420. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on the proposed amendment of Article 7(2). 

427. A~~~c!e 7(2) wa4 adop~ed a4 appea~~ng ~n documen~ VC/22, w~~hou~ d~~cu44~on. 

422. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on the proposed amendment of Article 7(3). 

423. Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that his Association supported the amendment 

proposed in document DC/22. He also wished to make a general statement. Provi-

sional protection was, for ASSINSEL, a matter of the highest importance. It real-

ized, however, that it would probably not be possible to introduce a provision in-

to Article 7(3) to oblige the member States to grant provisional protection. Such 

protection was, however, available in France, in the United Kingdom, on a some-
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what different basis, and in Switzerland. ASSINSEL therefore asked that note be 

taken of its wish that UPOV should make a recommendation that the protection avail-

able within the member States should be as uniform as possible. 

424. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) proposed that the translations of 

"fur" into English and French should be considered by the Drafting Committee. He 

felt that "in respect of" and "en ce qui concerne," respectively, would be better 

than "for" and "pour." 

425. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) saw nothing wrong with keeping the wording of the 

Draft for Article 7(3). In any event the amendment proposed did not seem to him 

to be a matter of substance. 

426. I~ waa decided ~o ~e6e~ ~he p~opoaal men~ioned in pa~ag~aph 424 ~o ~he 

Vka6~ing Commi~~ee. 

427. Subject to ~he deciaion ~e6e~~ed to in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph, A~ticle 7(3) 

waa adopted aa appea~ing in documen~ VC/ZZ. 

A~ticle 8: Pe~iod o6 P~o~ection 

428. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 8 and invited the Delegation 

of the Federal Republic of Germany to introduce its proposal for amendment as con-

tained in document DC/23. 

429. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the proposal was an-

alogous to the earlier proposal in document DC/21 to amend Article 6(1) (b) (ii). 

Since it had withdrawn that earlier proposal his Delegation now withdrew its pro-

posal in respect of Article 8. 

) 
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430. The PRESIDENT invited observations on the new wording proposed for Article 8 

in the Draft. 

431. Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that his Association favored a world-wide, uni-

form plant variety protection right. For as long as the procedure for granting 

protection and, in particular, the duration of protection differed from State to 

State, that would remain a long-term objective. In the shorter term it should be 

possible to increase the duration of protection for species which needed a long 

time for their introduction to the market, such as potatoes, perennial grasses, 

clover and fruit trees. ASSINSEL believed that the present minimum periods of 

protection of fifteen and eighteen years were too short in the case of such spe-

cies. It would like to see a minimum period of twenty years for the species quo-

ted. 

432. Mr. G. CUROTTI (Italy) said that his Delegation proposed that the period 

of protection for fruit trees should be made longer. 

433. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation would 

be willing to examine both the wish expressed by ASSINSEL and the proposal of the 

Delegation of Italy if they were presented as written proposals. 

434. Miss E. v. THORNTON (United Kingdom) said that her Delegation would like to 

have clarified that part of the last sentence of Article 8 in the Draft which 

read: "For vines, forest trees, fruit trees and ornamental trees, including their 

rootstocks It was not clear whether the rootstocks of all the groups men-

tioned, or only those of ornamental trees, were included. 

435. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) said that the intention had cer-

tainly been to include the rootstocks of all the groups mentioned. He proposed 

that the Drafting Committee be asked to improve the wording in that respect. 
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436. Iz wa6 decided to ~e6e~ the p~opo6at mentioned in the p~eceding paAagAaph to 

the V~a6zing Commizzee. 

437. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) confirmed that his Government 

could accept Article 8 provided the exception specified in Article 34A(2) was re-

tained. 

438. Iz wa~ decided to continue the di~cu~~ion on AAticle 8 a6te~ the pAopo~al Ae-

0 e~Aed to in paAag~aph 432 had been 6o~matty ~ubmitted by the Delegation o6 Italy 

(Continued at 564). 

AAticle 9: Re6tAiction~ in the Exe~ci~e o6 Right~ P~otected 

439. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 9. 

440. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) said that his Government could ac-

cept Article 9 with the understanding that it permitted member States to annul or 

restrict for antitrust or national security reasons the exclusive right accorded 

to a breeder. In its view the obligation of a State to take such measures in the 

public interest took precedence over other provisions of the Convention and there 

would therefore be no conflict between its patent legislation and either Arti-

cle 10(4) or Article 11(1) of the Convention. 

441. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) noted that the expression "public 

interest" characteristically referred to the situations mentioned by the Delega-

tion of the United States of America. 

442. Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that his Association would like the phrase "in 

order to ensure the widespread distribution of the variety" to be deleted from 

Article 9(2). It considered that the obligation to ensure that the breeder re-

cei,red equitable remuneration should not be limited to restrictions made for that 

\ 
_.) 
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443. The PRESIDENT noted that no delegation wished to submit a proposal to delete 

the phrase referred to by the representative of ASSINSEL. 

444. A~~icl~ 9 Wa4 adop~~d a4 app~a~ing in ~h~ V~a6~. 

A~~icl~ 10: Nulli~y and Fo~6i~~~~ o6 ~h~ Righ~4 P~o~~c~~d 

445. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 10(1). 

446. Mr. W. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that his Delegation was concerned that there 

was no reference to Article 6(1) (c) and (d) in Article 10(1). That Article provi-

ded that the right of the breeder had to be annulled if it was established that 

the conditions of distinctness and novelty were not effectively met when the title 

of protection was issued. Article 6(1) (c) and (d), however, provided that the va-

riety also had to be "sufficiently homogeneous" and "stable in its essential char-

acteristics." There appeared to be no basis for annulment if the latter two con-

ditions were not met. 

447. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that in his country the fact that a vari-

ety was found, after the title of protection had been issued, not to be homogeneous 

was not considered to be a ground for annulment of the right of the breeder. 

448. The PRESIDENT asked whether delegates thought it desirable to include the 

criterion of homogeneity in Article 10(1). 

449. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) thought that homogeneity should not be included in 

Article 10{1). Homogeneity was judged at the time of the preliminary examination 

and the responsibility for that judgement did not rest with the breeder. In the 

case of distinctness and novelty new facts or documents which established that the 

examining authority had been misled could come to light. once the authority had 

determined, however, that the variety was homogeneous there was no going back. 
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450. Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that his Association was against the inclusion 

of the criterion of homogeneity in Article 10(1). 

451. Mr. w. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that he had also referred to "stability." 

He would like to know what the authorities in the member States did if they dis-

covered that a protected variety had lost its stability. 

452. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the annulment of the 

right of a breeder was a very significant matter. He believed that it had been 

the wish, when the Convention had been established in 1961, that annulment should 

be obligatory if it was shown, after the title of protection had been issued, that 

a variety had not been distinct or novel. It had been the intention that in such 

a case the right had to be declared null and void which meant that it had never 

been valid. As far as Mr. Bradnock's second question was concerned, Dr. Baringer 

believed that it had been the intention to provide an opportunity in the wording 

of the Convention for some flexibility of interpretation, which was justified by 

the biological nature of the material being examined. If a State found that a 

variety had lost its homogeneity or stability it would examine the variety very 

carefully. If it proved that those prerequisites were no longer met then it could 

declare the right of the breeder to be forfeit. It was not obliged to do so, how-

ever, since those qualities could sometimes be restored to the variety by the 

breeder. 

453. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) said that it was felt in his country that in 

most cases it was not a question of the variety being unstable but of the breeder 

not maintaining it correctly. It was generally possible for the original stabil-

ity to be recovered. 

454. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that Article 10(2) of the Convention dealt 

very clearly with the last question raised by Mr. Bradnock. It provided that the 

breeder forfeited his right if he was no longer in a position to maintain the vari-

ety in conformity with its description. The right was not annulled. It was for-

feit as a result of considerations arising after the grant of the title of protec-

tion. 

) 
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455. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation agreed with the comments 

made by the Delegations of the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and 

France. 

456. Mr. W. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that he appreciated the clarification pro-

vided by member Delegations and recognized the differentiation between declaring 

the right null and void and declaring it forfeit. 

457. An~~c!e 10(1) wa~ adop~ed a~ appean~ng ~n ~he Vna6~. 

458. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 10(2) and invited the Delega-

tion of the United Kingdom to introduce its proposal for amendment as contained 

in document DC/24. 

459. Miss E. V. THORNTON (United Kingdom) noted that paragraphs (2) and (3) of Ar-

ticle 10 dealt with related situations. The former paragraph dealt with a manda-

tory requirement and the latter with a permissive one. The opening words of para-

graph (3) stated that: "The right of the breeder may become forfeit ••• " and her 

Delegation thought this to be the correct expression. It suggested, therefore, 

that a similar expression should be ascribed to paragraph (2) which should begin 

with the words: "The right of the breeder shall become forfeit .•. " 

460. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) felt that the proposal should be 

submitted to the Drafting Committee. In the French text, the introductory words 

of paragraphs (2) and (3) were already compatible. In that text, however, which 

said: " ••• est d!3chu de son droit l'obtenteur .•• ,"the breeder was the suffering 

party, whereas in the English text proposed in document DC/24 the suffering party 

was the right. 

461. Miss E. v. THORNTON (United Kingdom) said that her Delegation also wished to 

propose that the words "morphological and physiological" be deleted from Article 

10(2), as had been done in respect of Article 6(1) (a). 
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462. Subjee~ ~o ~he deei~ion~ o~ ~he Vna6~ing Commi~~ee on ~he pnopo~aL~ ne6en

ned ~o in panagnaph~ 459 and 461 above, An~ie!e 10(2) wa~ adop~ed a~ appeaning 

463. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 10(3). 

464. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) said that his Delegation could 

agree to the requirement placed on breeders by Articles 10(2) and (3) (a) to pos-

sess propagating material, although such a requirement did not currently feature 

in the Plant Patent Law. Users of the plant patent system in his country had 

pointed out the desirability of such a provision and his Government had acknow-

ledged its willingness to amend the Plant Patent Law accordingly. 

465. An~ie!e 10(3) wa~ adop~ed a~ appeaning in the Vna6~. 

466. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 10(4). 

467. Mr. w. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that he wished to revert to the fact that 

Article 10(4) provided that the right of the breeder could not be annulled or be-

come forfeit except on the grounds set out in Article 10. It was implied in Ar-

ticle 9 that the right of a breeder could be restricted in the public interest. 

As a matter of interpretation he wished to know whether it was possible under Ar-

ticle 9 to cancel a right either in the public interest or because of failure to 

comply with a restriction imposed in the public interest. If it was not possible 

to do so then a provision was needed in Article 10 to allow cancellation in cer-

tain public interest situations. 

468. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of UPOV) thought that non-compliance with a 

restriction imposed pursuant to Article 9 was, in formal terms, no reason for can-

cellation, but he felt that the restriction imposed could be so severe that it re-
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duced the right to an infinitesimal fraction of its original value. 

469. A~ticie 10(4) wa~ adopted a~ appea~ing in the V~a6t. 

0 "' "' .-· i 0 ~) 
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Anticle 7: 066icial Examination o6 Vanietie6; Pnoui6ional Pnotection (Continued 

6nom 419) 

470. The PRESIDENT invited the Conference to consider document DC/40 which con-

tained a proposal, submitted by the Delegation of France, for a new wording for 

the second sentence of Article 7(1). It was proposed that the sentence should 

read: "Such examination shall be appropriate to each botanical genus or species." 

471. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) remarked that test guidelines for a wide 

range of species had been developed in the period since the corning into force of 

the original Convention. That collection of guidelines provided much more de-

tailed information about the examination of varieties than did the single sen-

tence under consideration. He therefore repeated his proposal that the second 

sentence of Article 7(1) should be deleted. 

472. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) believed that the existence of the test guidelines 

was due to the fact that the Convention encouraged their development. He believed, 

moreover, that the sentence in question was certainly reassuring to the profession-

al organizations which feared examinations. There v1ere some which contested 

them. He thought, therefore, that it might be preferable to retain the sentence. 

473. Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that his Association wished to emphasize what 

had been said by Mr. Laclavi~re. It would not view favorably the deletion of the 

sentence in question which really had provided a basis for the preparation of the 

test guidelines cited by Mr. Duyvendak. 

) 
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474. It w~ dec~ded thdt the ~eco~d ~e~te~ce o6 A~t~cle 7(71 4hould be ~eplaced 

by the wo~d~~g p~opo4ed ~~ docume~t VC/40. 

475. Subject to the dec~4~o~ ~eco~ded ~~the p~eced~~g pd~ag~aph A~t~cle 7(71 

wa4 adopted a4 appea~i~g ~~ the V~a6t. 

A~t~cle 77: F~ee Cho~ce o6 the Membe~ State~~ Wh~ch the F~~4t Appl~cat~o~ ~4 

F~led; Appl~cdt~o~ i~ Othe~ Membe~ State4; I~depe~de~ce o6 P~otec

t~o~ ~~ V~66e~e~t Membe~ State~ 

476. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 11 and invited the Delega-

0 "',. '"•7 Ot 

tion of South Africa to introduce document DC/34 containing its proposal for the 

amendment of Article 11(2). 

477. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation considered its 

proposal to be mainly of a drafting nature. The intention was to improve the 

text by referring specifically to the titles of protection involved as was done 

in Article 2(1) which mentioned both special titles of protection and patents. 

478. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he could not see 

any substantive reason for the proposed amendment. Since Article 2(1) provided 

a clear basis for the recognition of the right of the breeder "by the grant 

either of a special title of protection or of a patent" he felt it to be unnec-

essary to expand on the words "a title of protection" in Article 11(2). 

479. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) thought that the proposal would modify the text 

in that its scope would be limited to some extent. He considered the proposed 

amendment to be substantive and he would not be in favor of it. 
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480. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) was of the opinion that the 

text of Article 11(2) as appearing in the Draft was quite clear. He therefore 

saw no need for the amendment proposed by the Delegation of South Africa. 

481. The PRESIDENT noted that there was no support for the proposal contained 

in document DC/34. 

482. AJt.t.<.c..e.e. 11 wct.o ctdop.te.d Gt-6 a.ppe.ctlt.i..ng .<.n .the. V!tctc).t. 

A1t.t.i..c.£.e. 72: R.<.gh.t o6 P!t.i..oJt.<..ty 

483. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on paragraphs (1) and_ (2) of Article 12. 

484. Pct!tag!tctph.o ( J) ctrtd (2) on A1t.t.i..c.£.e. 12 we.Jte. ctdop.te.d a.o ctppe.alt.i..rtg .<.rt .the. V!tct6.t, 

w.<..th o tt.t d.<..o c. u..o .6 .<.on . (Pct!tctgltaph (JJ Jte.c.on.o.<.de.Jte.d at paltagltaph 593.2 e..t ae.q. I 

485. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 12(3). 

486.1 Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation wished 

to make a general statement with regard to Article 12 and the right of priority. 

There were a number of differences between the relevant provisions of the Paris 

Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and of the UPOV Convention. 

In each instance the Paris Convention was more liberal towards applicants. At 

previous discussions delegations from his country had been assured that as far as 

plant patents were concerned it would be in order for the United States Patent 

and Trademark Office to apply the terms and conditions of the Paris Convention. 

As a result foreign applicants would be accorded more liberal treatment than was 

required by Article 12. The Plant Variety Protection Office of the Department 

of Agriculture would apply the provisions of Article 12. 

j 
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486.2 Mr. Winter went on to make specific reference to Article 12(3) which allowed 

the breeder up to four years after the expiration of the period of priority to pro-

vide propagating material for examination. At previous discussions assurances had 

been given that both of the United States Offices could examine applications upon 

receipt, without reference to the four-year period. His Delegation was concerned, 

however, that a literal reading of Article 12(3) might not so allow. 

487. The PRESIDENT invited comments on the statement made by the Delegation of the 

United States of America. 

488. Miss E. v. THORNTON (United Kingdom) sought confirmation from the Delegation 

of the United States of America that it was referring only to the case of its own 

country and breeders making applications there and that it was not expecting cur-

rent member States of the Union to provide anything further for applicants from 

its own country. 

489. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) confirmed that Miss Thornton's 

understanding of the scope of his statement was correct. 

490. The PRESIDENT said that he understood from the earlier discussions that when 

an application was filed in the United States of America no additional documents 

or material were required and the application could be processed immediately. 

491. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that the understanding ex-

pressed by the President was quite correct. 

492. The Co~6e~e~ce ~oted that A~ticte 72(3) had ~o ~etevance 6o~ the U~ited 

State4 o6 Ame~ica i~ the ci~cum4tance4 ~e6e~~ed to i~ pa~ag~aph4 486.2· to 491 

above. 
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493. AnticLe 12(3) waa adopted aa appeaning ~n the Vna6t. 

494. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 12(4). The Delegation of 

Denmark was preparing a proposal and he therefore asked that consideration of 

that Article be deferred. 

495. It waa decided to de6e~ diacuaaion an AnticLe 12(41 until the p~opoaal ~e-

5e~~ed to in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph had been ci~cuLated. (Continued at 580). 

A~ticLe 13: Denomination oci Va~ietiea o6 PLanta 

496. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 13 and noted that it was be-

ing examined by the working group especially established for that purpose. 

497. It waa decided to deSe~ diacuaaion on A~ticle 13 untiL the wo~~ing g~oup 

te 6eHed to in the p~eceding pMag~aph ltad tepo~ted. I Continued at 10171 

A~ticle 14: P~otection Independent oS Meaau~ea Regulating P~oduction, Ce~ti6ica-

tion and ,\ia~~eting 

498. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 14. 

499. A~ticLe 14 wao adopted aa appea~ing in the V~ajt, without diacuaaion. 

A~ticLe 15: O~gana o6 the Union 

500. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 15. He noted that the Govern-

ment of Switzerland had declared in writing that it had no objection to the pro-

posal in the Draft to delete the final sentence of the original text of Article 15 

which stated: " That Office shall be under the high authority of the Swiss Confed-

eration", and to the consequential amendments proposed in the Draft in respect of a 

number of subsequent Articles. 

_) 
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501. A~tt.<.cle 15 wa..6 adopted a.6 appea.Jr .. .<.ng .<.n the V!t.a.6t, w.<.thout d.<..6cu.6.6.<.on. 

AJt.t.<.cle 16: Compo-6-<.t.<.on o6 the Counc.<..e.; Vote.6 

AJt.tic.te 17: Ob.6elt.velt..6 in Meeting.6 o6 the Council 

A~tticle 18: 066ice~t.6 o6 the Council 

0171 

502. It wa..6 decided to de6e~t exa.mina.tion o6 A~tticle.6 16, 17 a.nd 18 unti.t p!t.opo

.6a.l.6 6olt. amendment be.<.ng .6ubm.<.tted by the Velega.tion o6 the Nethe~tla.nd.6 ha.d 

been c.<.Jt.cula.ted. (Continued a.t 602, 607 a.nd 610) 

A~tticle 19: Meeting¢ o6 the Council 

503. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 19. 

504. A~tticle 19 wa..6 a.dopted a..6 a.ppea.Jting in tit~ V~ta6t, without di.6cuuion. 

A~tticle 20: Rule.6 o6 P~tocedulte o6 the Council; Admin.<..6tJta.t.<.ve a.nd F.<.na.nc.<.al 

Regula.tion.6 o6 the Union 

505. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 20. 

506. AJtt.<.cle 20 Wa..6 adopted a.6 a.ppea.Jting in the 0Jta6t, without di.6CU.6.6ion. 

AJttic.te Zl: Ta..6k.6 o6 the Council 

507. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 21 and invited the Delegation 

of the Federal Republic of Germany to introduce its proposals for amendment as 

contained in document DC/26. 
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508. Mr. w. BURR (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he would like to take 

first that part of his Delegation's proposal which related to Article 2l(c). 

The present text of the Convention provided that the Council should "give to the 

Secretary-General ••. all necessary directions, including those concerning rela-

tions with national authorities." In order to ensure that relations with inter-

national, supranational and suchlike organizations were not excluded his Delega-

tion felt that it might be more appropriate to refer instead to "all necessary 

directions for the accomplishment of the tasks of the Union." 

509. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that a proposal by his Delegation for 

the amendment of Article 2l(c) was currently being reproduced in document DC/36. 

He wished to withdraw that proposal and to support, at the same time, the propo-

sal submitted by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany in document 

DC/26. 

510. A~~~cie Zl(c) wa~ adop~ed a~ appea~~ng ~n documen~ OC/26. 

511. Mr. W. BURR (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the remaining amendment 

proposed by his Delegation in document DC/26 related to Article 2l(g). His Dele-

gation had certain reservations about the revised wording proposed in the Draft 

which provided that the Council required the agreement of the Secretary-General 

when appointing a Vice Secretary-General. According to its cooperation agreement 

with the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) the Union had no influ-

ence in the appointment of the Secretary-General. It was conceivable that a fu-

ture Director General of WIPO might have aims which were quite different to the 

present and future aims of the Union. In that case the work of the Union might 

be blocked if a Vice Secretary-General could not be appointed without the agree-

ment of the Secretary-General. His Delegation believed that the amendment it was 

proposing would in no way mean that a future Secretary-General should not have 

an opportunity to express his opinion about the appointment of a Vice Secretary-

General. On the contrary, good cooperation between the Council and the Secretary-

General was essential. His Delegation believed, however, that the matter should 

be regulated in administrative provisions on cooperation in such a way that the 

work of the Union would not be blocked. It therefore proposed that Article 2l(g) 

should simply state that the Council should "appoint the Secretary-General and, 

if it finds it necessary, a Vice Secretary-General." 

) 
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512. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he had considerable hesitation about 

the proposed amendment. In his view the problem, which had been widely discus-

sed, was more theoretical then practical. It was inconceivable that a Vice 

Secretary-General should be appointed without the agreement of the Secretary-

General. In that event the working relationship between the Union and the World 

Intellectual Property Organization would cease to exist. He believed that it 

would be preferable to keep the wording proposed for Article 2l(g) in the Draft 

in order to facilitate a good relationship with the Secretary-General. 

513. Miss E. V. THORNTON (United Kingdom) said that she was inclined to support 

the proposal of the Federal Republic of Germany. Her Delegation thought that the 

duties of the Union should be quite clear and that there should not be an obliga-

tion to consult with and obtain the agreement of the Secretary-General. 

514. Mr. F. PINI (Italy) said that although he had not followed all the prepara-

tory work for the Diplomatic Conference he found the remarks of the Delegation of 

France quite reasonable and wished to support them. 

515. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that his Delegation supported the proposal 

submitted by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

516. Mr. W. VAN SOEST (Netherlands) said that his Delegation was in favor of the 

proposal of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

517. Mr. J. F. VAN WYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation also favored that 

proposal. 

518. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation also favored that propo-

sal. 
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519. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation, as an 

Observer Delegation, naturally had no position on the matter. It did seem, how-

ever, that it would be desirable to reserve the final decision on it until the 

Secretary-General's return. 

520. Mr. S. MEJEGRRD (Sweden) said that he shared the views expressed by the De-

legation of the United States of America. 

521. The PRESIDENT said that it might help the Conference to know that the 

Secretary-General had accepted the proposal under consideration. The President 

understood that the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany had made the 

proposal in order to ensure that the work of the Union would not be blocked in 

the event of an irreconcilable difference between the Union and the World Intel-

lectual Property Organization. 

522. Mr. s. MEJEGRRD (Sweden) said that his Delegation would support the proposal 

of the Federal Republic of Germany, in view of the clarification given by the 

President. 

523. Mr. F. PINI (Italy) said that he was of the same opinion as the Delegation of 

Sweden. 

524. Mr. R. GUY (Switzerland) said that his Delegation also supported the proposal 

of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

525. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) asked the Conference to note that his Delegation 

abstained. 

526. A~t~cte ~1(g) wa¢ adopted a¢ appea~~ng ~n document VC/26. 

g~aph¢ 535 to 537) 

-~ 
} 
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527. Subject to the deci4ion6 ~eco~ded in pa~ag~aph4 510 and 526 above, A~ticle 27 

wa6 adopted a6 appea~ing in the V~a6t. 

A~t.tcle 22: Majo~itie4 Requ.i~ed 6o~ Veci4ion6 o6 the Council 

528. It wa4 decided to de6en examination o6 Anticle 2Z u.ntil the pnopo6al 6on 

amendment be-ing 6ubmitted by the Delegation o6 the Nethe~land6 had been cincula

ted. (Cont-inued at 620/ 

Anticle 23: Ta6~6 o6 the 066ice o6 the Union; Re6pon4ibilitie6 o6 the Secnetany

Genenal; Appointment o6 Sta66 

529. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 23(1) and invited the Delega-

tion of South Africa to introduce its proposal for amendment contained in docu-

ment DC/27. 

530. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said tha:t his Delegation proposed as a 

drafting matter that the words "have the task of carrying" in the first sentence 

of Article 23(1) be replaced by the word "carry." 

531. It wa6 decided to ne6en the pnopo6al nepnodu.ced in document VC/27 to the 

Vna6ting Committee. 

532. Subject to the deci4ion ne6enned to in the pneceding panag~aph Anticle 23(7) 

wa6 adopted a6 appea~ing in the Vna6t. 

533. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 23(2). 

534. Anticle 23(2) Wa6 adopted a4 appeaning in the V~a6t, without di6CU.64ion. 
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535. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 23(3). 

536. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) drew attention to the reference in Article 23(3) 

to Article 2l(g). The Conference had adopted as the text of Article 2l(g) the 

amendment proposed in document DC/26 which read: "appoint the Secretary-General and, 

if it finds it necessary, a Vice Secretary-General." (See paragraphs 511 to 526). 

The reference in Article 2l(g) to the conditions of appointment of the Secretary-

General and of a Vice Secretary-General, which had been included in the wording pro-

posed for that Article in the Draft, did not appear in the text adopted. There was 

therefore no point in retaining the cross-reference in Article 23(3). It appeared to 

Mr. Parry that the cross-reference to Article 2l(g) should be deleted and that the 

Conference had to consider what should be said about the conditions of appointment of 

the Secretary-General and of a Vice Secretary-General, given that the relevant refer-

ence had been deleted from Article 2l(g). 

537. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Re9ublic of Germany) agreed with t1r. Parry's analysis 

but felt that it would be sufficient to refer the question to the Drafting Commit-

tee for alignment with the present content of Article 2l(g). 

538. lt wa• decided that the V~a6ting Committee 6hould be a6ked to enau~e that 

the~e wa6 con6o~mity between the text6 o~ A~ticle• Zl(g) and 23(3). 

539. Subject to the deciaion ~e6e~~ed to in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph, A~ticle 23(3) 

A~ticle 23A: Legal Statua 

540. lt wa• decided to de6e~ examination o6 A~ticle 23A until the p~opoaal 6o~ 

amendment being 6ubmitted by the Velega·tion o6 the Nethe~land6 had been ci~culated. 

(Continued at 626) 

) 
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A~t~cte 24: Aud~t~ng o6 the Account~ 

541. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 24. 

·~· '7 
I / 

542. A~t~cte 24 wa~ adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n the V~a6t, w~thout d~~cu~~~on. It wa~ 

noted that the Velegat~on o6 Sw~tze~land m~ght w~~h to ma~e a Statement ~ega~d~ng 

the ce~~at~on o6 the ~upe~v~~o~y 6unct~on o6 the Gove~nment o6 the Sw~~~ Con6ede~a

t~on. (Cont~nued at 694) 

A~t~cte 25: (Coope~at~on w~th the Un~on~ Adm~n~~te~ed bq BIRP!) 

543. The Con6e~ence noted that the~e wa~ no p~ov~~~on ~n the V~a6t co~~e~pond~ng 

to A~t~cte 25 o6 the o~~ginal text o6 the Convent~on. 

544. !t wa~ dec~ded to de6e~ exam~nat~on o6 A~t~cle 26 unt~l the p~opo~al 6o~ 

amendment be~ng ~ubm~tted by the Velegat~on o6 the Fede~al Republ~c o6 Ge~many 

had been c~~culated. ( Cont~nued at 6 Z 8) 

A~ticle 27: Rev~~ion o6 the Convent~on 

A~t~cle 28: Language~ to be U~ed bq the 066ice and in the Counc~l 

545. It wa~ dec~ded to de6e~ exam~nation o6 A~ticle~ 27 and zg unt~l p~opo~al~ 

6o~ amendment being ~ubmitted by the Velegat~on o6 the Nethe~land~ had been ci~

culated. (Cont~nued at 643 and 651) 

A~ticle 29: Special Ag~eement~ no~ the P~otect~on o6 New Va~ietie~ on Plant~ 

546. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 29. 

547. A~t~cle 29 wa~ adopted a~ appea~ing ~n the V~a6t, w~thout d~~cu~~~on. 
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An~icle 30: Implemen~a~ion o6 ~he Conven~ion on ~he Vome6~ic Level; Con~nac~6 on 

~he Join~ U~iliza~ion o6 Examina~ion Senvice6 

An~icle 31: Signa~une 

An~icle 32: Ra~i6ica~ion; Acce66ion 

An~icle 32A: En~ny In~o Fonce; Clo6ing o6 Eanlien Texz6 

An~icle 328: Reta~ion6 Be~ween S~a~e6 Bound by Vi66enen~ Tex~6 

An~icle 33: Communica~ion6 Concenning ~he Genena and Specie6 Pno~ec~ed; 1n6onma-

~ion ~o be Publi6hed 

An~icle 34: Tenni~onie6 

548. 1~ wa6 decided ~o de6en examina~ion o6 An~icle6 30, 31, 32, 32A, 328, 33 and 

34 un~il pnopo6al6 6on amendmen~ being 6ubmi~~ed by ~he Velega~ion o6 ~he Ne~hen-

land6 had been cincula~ed. (Con~inued a~ 654, 697, 704, 707, 722, 734 and 737) 

An~icle 34A: Excep~iona! Rule6 Son Pno~ec~ion Unden Two Fonm6 

549. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 34A and noted that the Delega-

tion of the United States of America had submitted a proposal, which was reprodu-

ced in document DC/32, for the amendment of Article 34A(2). 

550. Mr. H. SHIRAI (Japan) said that his Delegation would like the adoption of 

Article 34A to be deferred since it was considering whether to submit a proposal 

for amendment. 

551. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation sup-

ported the proposal of the Delegation of Japan to defer further consideration of 

Article 34A. 
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552. It wa~ dec~ded to de6e~ d~~cu~~~on~ on A~t~c!e 34A. (Cont~nued at 828) 

A~t~c!e 35: T~an~~t~onal Limitation o6 the Requi~ement o6 Novelty 

553. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 35. 

554. A~ticle 35 wa~ adopted a~ appea~ing in the V~a6t, without di&cu&&ion. 

A~t~cle 36: T~an&it~onal Rule& Conce~ning the Relation&hip Between Va~iety Ve-

A~t~cle 36A: Exceptional Rule& 6o~ the U&e o6 Denomination& Con&i&ting Solely o6 

Figu~e& 

555. It wa& decided to de6e~ examination o6 A~ticle& 36 and 36A until the Repo~t 

o6 the WMk.~ng G~oup on A~ticle 13 wa& available. (Continued at 1011) 

556. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 37. 

557. A~ticle 37 wa& adopted a& appea~ing in the V~a6t, without di&cu&&ion. (Recon-

~lde~ed at pa~ag~aph 753 et aeq.J 

A~tlcle 38: Settlement o6 Vl~pute~ 

558. It wa& decided to de6e~ examination o6 A~ticte& 38 and 39 until p~opo&at~ 

6o~ amendment being ~ubmltted by the Delegation o6 the Nethe~tand~ had been cl~

culated. (Continued at 759 and 769) 
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A~~icte 40: Ou~a~ion and Oenuncia~ion o6 ~he Conven~ion 

559. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 40. 

560. Mr. w. BURR (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation had a 

small problem at least with the German text of Article 40(2). It considered the 

matter to be one for the Drafting Committee to decide but wished to know whether 

the Conference would like a written proposal to be submitted. The problem oc-

curred in the second and final sentence of Article 40(2). His Delegation would 

like the words "of the receipt of the notification of denunciation" to be re-

placed by "of the receipt of that notification." Repetition of part of the first 

sentence of that Article would thus be avoided. 

56i. I~ wa~ decided ~o ~ene~ the p~opo~al ~eco~ded in the p~eceding pa~agkaph to 

the O~a6ting Commi~tee. 

56Z. Subjec~ ~o the deci~ion ~e6e~~ed ~o in the pkeceding pakagkaph, Aktic!e 40 

Ak~icte 41: Copie~; Language6; No~i~ication~ 

563. I~ wa~ decided ~o de6ek examina~ion o6 Ak~icie 41 un~it the pkopo6al 6ok 

amendmen~ being ~ubmi~ted by the Oe!egation o6 the Ne~hekiand~ had been cikcu!a

ted. ( C on~inued at 7 7 7) 

Akticle 8: Pekiod o6 Pkotection (Continued 6kom 438) 

564. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 8 and invited the Delegation 

of Italy to introduce its proposal for amendment, contained in document DC/41. 

) 
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565. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that his Delegation's proposal to increase the 

minimum period of protection for vines, forest trees, fruit trees and ornamental 

trees, including their rootstocks, from 18 years to 25 years was based on the 

length of the productive life of trees and on the fact that their varietal or 

clonal denominations remained in current use for longer than did those of herba-

ceous plants. Furthermore, trademark and patent legislation generally afforded 

a longer period of protection than 18 years. His Delegation believed that a 

long minimum period of protection stimulated the work of breeders. 

566. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation 

wished to support the proposal of the Delegation of Italy so that there could be 

a further discussion in the Plenary of the question of the period of protection. 

567. Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that his Association also welcomed the propo-

sal of the Delegation of Italy. The arguments put forward for extending the 

minimum period of protection for vines, forest trees, fruit trees and ornamental 

trees, including their rootstocks, were equally valid for potatoes. ASSINSEL 

would recommend that potatoes should be included in the consideration of the pro-

posal. 

568. Miss E. V. THORNTON (United Kingdom) said that the minimum periods laid 

down in the Convention had been translated into United Kingdom law. Longer 

periods had been fixed for some species where it was considered that the mini-

mum period of protection was not sufficient. Her Delegation felt, however, that 

to accept an obligation under the Convention for the prolongation of the minimum 

period to 25 years, which would require an amendment of United Kingdom law, would 

cause considerable difficulties. It therefore could not support the amendment 

proposed by the Delegation of Italy and would prefer to retain the discretionary 

approach to extensions of the minimum period of protection. 

569. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation supported the views ex

pressed by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. Consideration was being given 

currently in Denmark to fixing longer periods of protection for some species 

where difficulties were known to exist. 
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570. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) said that his country's new legislation prescribed 

a minimum period of protection of 18 years for vines, forest trees, fruit trees 
~" 

and ornamental trees. He asked Member Delegations to take that fact into consi-

deration. 

571. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that his country was in more or less 

the same situation as the United Kingdom. Longer minimum periods were already in 

force for a large number of fruit trees and other types of trees and for potatoes, 

but those periods were less than 25 years. If the proposal of the Delegation of 

Italy were adopted then it would require an amendment of South African Law. His 

Delegation regretted that it was therefore unable at that time to support the pro-

posal. 

572. Mr. s. MEJEG~ (Sweden) said that his country's position was similar to 

that of the United Kingdom and Denmark. Although his Delegation could not support 

the proposal of the Delegation of Italy, consideration was being given in Sweden to 

the voluntary introduction of a longer period of protection. 

573. Mr. T. E. NORRIS (New Zealand) said that his country's legislation was some-

what similar to that of the United Kingdom. His Delegation would also prefer not 

to be bound to the longer period but to be able to consider it for particular spe-

cies as appropriate. 

574. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation would 

prefer not to introduce a longer minimum period of protection. Every member State 

was free to fix a longer period when it wished to do so. 

575. Mr. R. GUY {Switzerland) said that his country had fixed periods of protec-

tion of 20 and 25 years for some species but his Delegation believed a rather 

short minimum period, which could be accepted by all countries, should be retained. 

) 
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576. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that his Delegation also was unable to sup-

port the proposal of the Delegation of Italy. 

577. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that when the Convention 

was established in 1961 the minimum periods of protection had been fixed at 15 

and 18 years as a compromise. That compromise had been reached, in particular, 

as a result of a declaration by one State that it would grant protection within 

the framework of its patent legislation and in recognition of the consequential 

difficulties to grant a longer period of protection than 18 years. Although his 

Delegation was not proposing that the Convention should be changed immediately in 

the way proposed by the Delegation of Italy, it thought that it had become clear 

from the discussions that a period of 15 or 18 years was in many cases too short 

for breeders. Many member States had already fixed longer periods of protection 

and discussions should perhaps continue in the Union, during the coming decade, 

to determine whether member States could not at some stage agree in common to 

extend the period of protection on a voluntary basis. 

578. Mr. M. o. SLOCOCK (International Association of Horticultural Producers) 

said that his Association had a particular interest in ornamental plants. As a 

breeder and producer of trees he personally thought that it must be recognized 

that it would be wrong to fix a minimum period of protection of 25 years for that 

category of plants as a homogeneous unit. For many species falling into the cate-

gory covered by the proposal of the Delegation of Italy a period of less than 25 

years would be perfectly acceptable on technical grounds. In view of the scope 

existing in national legislation to fix periods, where appropriate, that were 

longer than the minimum periods of 15 and 18 years, he suggested that those mini-

mum periods should not be increased. 

579. Subj~cz to zh~ d~C~¢~on ~e6~~~~d zo ~n pa~ag~aph 436 abov~. A~t~cl~ 8 Wd¢ 

adopz~d a¢ app~a~~ng ~n th~ v~a6z. 
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A~~~c!e 72: R~gh~ a6 P~~a~~~u (Can~~nued 6~am 495) 

580. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) announced that the President 

had asked him, as one of the Vice-Presidents, to preside over the discussion on 

the proposal for the amendment of Article 12(4) submitted by the Delegation of 

Denmark and contained in document DC/52. Dr. Beringer invited the Delegation of 

Denmark to introduce its proposal. 

581.1 Mr. H. SKOV (Denmark) said that during the course of the summer several 

lawsuits had been filed in his country against persons who had begun to exploit 

a variety, apparently in good faith. The ~uestion of good faith had not been 

discussed, however, and could not have been discussed, because of the existing 

text of the last sentence of Article 12(4). Although it was not known whether 

production had been started in good faith, one of the producers had already been 

reduced to bankruptcy because he had not foreseen that his production would give 

rise to a financial liability. Mr. Skov said that as a result his Government 

would like to introduce a number of measures. It wished to provide that a vari-

ety must have an approved name before it was marketed. That could be done under 

seed law. It would also try to establish a provisional protection for the per-

iod between the application for and the grant of protection, thereby making it 

impossible in many cases, he hoped, for a producer to claim that he had started 

production in good faith. 

581.2 Mr. Skov went on to draw the Conference's attention to the fact that be-

fore and after the period of priority there were other periods in which diffi-

culties might arise which were not covered by Article 12(4). In between carne 

the period of priority for which special provision had been made in that Article. 

His Government thought that it would be appropriate to allow the producer who had 

started production in good faith to dispose of his stock. That was all that his 

Delegation was proposing. If such a producer had produced, for example, some rose 

plants then he should be allowed to dispose of his stock. 
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581.3 It could be argued that the provision in the last sentence of Article 12(4) 

had been taken from the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Proper-

ty. In the matters regulated by that Convention, however, there was only one 

period, namely the period of priority. Also, when an applicant for a patent 

filed his application there was a clear description of the subject matter which 

was quite clearly intelligible to persons with a knowledge of the matter. In 

the case of applications for plant variety protection all that was announced was 

that breeder "X" had applied for protection of a new variety of a given species. 

It was not possible to identify from the announcement the variety in question. 

For that reason there was a clear possibility, even if one did one's best to 

eliminate it, that a producer could start production in good faith of a variety 

in respect of which protection was subsequently granted. That was the reason 

behind his Delegation's proposal to delete or amend the last sentence of Arti-

cle 12(4). 

582. Dr. D. BORINGER (Acting President) invited observations on the amendment pro-

posed by the Delegation of Denmark, as appearing in document DC/52 and as intro-

duced by Mr. Skov. 

583.1 Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that his Association was extraordinarily 

grateful to the Delegation of Denmark for having provided an opportunity for the 

problem to be discussed by the Conference, in particular with reference to the 

need for provisional protection to be introduced. He was of the opinion, how-

ever, that several aspects of the problem were in need of clarification. He 

thought that the meaning of the content of the right of priority, as laid down in 

Article 12, was that a given State, receiving an application for protection, 

could not hold that an earlier application in another State was detrimental to 

the novelty of the variety. In other words the relationship between breeders 

and authorities receiving applications for protection was regulated under the as-

pect of novelty. Assuming that his interpretation, which was based on the situ-

ation for patents, was correct, he considered that one could argue against the 

systematic grouping of the provisions of the last sentence of Article 12(4) in 

that it regulated the relationship between an applicant and third parties. 

Mr. Winter thought that such a provision should nevertheless be included somewhere 
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in the Convention. If no difficulties had arisen so far in the exercise of that 

provision then ASSINSEL would suggest that the first proposal of the Delegation 

of Denmark, namely to delete the last sentence of Article 12(4), should be rejec-

ted. 

583.2 Mr. Winter went on to consider the alternative proposal submitted by the 

Delegation of Denmark. He wondered whether the reference to "plants or parts of 

plants" was meant to imply that the proposed exception should apply exclusively 

in respect of vegetatively propagated plants. He noted the reference to produc-

tion "begun in good faith." In his view that matter was one for the courts to 

interpret and one which was not normally provided for in a basic work on indus-

trial property. If he had correctly understood the proposed addition to the 

last sentence of Article 12(4) it would allow member States to decide to estab-

lish a personal right, contrary to the principle established in the original text 

of that Article. The effect of such a decision would be that when protection was 

granted in respect of the variety in question the content of that protection 

would be limited. Mr. Winter believed that the problem experienced in Denmark 

could not be solved on the basis of the amendment proposed by that country's De-

legation. He wished to stress again the need for provisional protection to be 

introduced. It seemed to him that, for the time being, the solution of the kind 

of problem instanced by the Delegation of Denmark should be left to the compe-

tence of individual member States. ASSINSEL would welcome it if the Conference 

rejected the amendment proposed in document DC/52. 

584. Mr. s. MEJEGRRD (Sweden) said that Article 12 dealt with a right of priority. 

The whole article dealt with novelty questions. Paragraph (1) referred only to 

a right of priority and did not state what that right was. The effect of that 

right was set out in paragraph (4). The sole reference to the content of the 

right was in the last sentence of paragraph (4). The main scope of the right pro-

tected was laid down in Article 5 where it was stated that it was compulsory to 

afford protection from the day when the right was granted. Protection during the 

period between the filing of an application for protection and the grant of a 

right was, according to Article 7(3), a matter for the discretion of each member 

State. If he had correctly understood the proposal submitted by the Delegation 
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of Denmark he believed it concerned that period. If Denmark had difficulty in 

finding a solution to its problem he wondered if it could not be solved within 

the national legislation, as had been suggested by the previous speaker. 

585. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN {Netherlands) believed that the question of 

"good faith" had to be determined by the courts and that it was for judges to 

take account of the absence or presence of it when fixing the amount of fines 

for infringement. He was also concerned by what he saw as a contradition be-

tween the amendment proposed by the Delegation of Denmark and the existing text 

o~ 

of the last sentence of Article 12(4). The existing text stated that "such mat-

ters may not give rise to any right in favour of a third party .... " The pro-

posal, however, went on to state that in such and such a case a member State 

could give rights to a third party. His Delegation could not understand how 

one could give a right of priority with one hand and take it back with the 

other. 

586. Mr. w. BURR {Federal Republic of Germany} believed that Mr. Skov, in in-

traducing the proposal of the Delegation of Denmark, had referred to the exami-

nation period. He would prefer to leave open whether the reference had concer-

ned the country of first application or a country in which a subsequent appli-

cation was filed with a claim in respect of the priority of the first applica-

tion. In the view of his Delegation problems associated with the examination 

period could not be solved within the framework of Article 12 which was cancer-

ned with the priority period. The first sentence of paragraph (4} referred 

back to paragraph (1} which specified a one-year priority period but it did 

not refer to the four-year period for submitting additional documents and rna-

terial. That period was mentioned only in paragraph (3}. His Delegation 

therefore wondered whether the problem raised by the Delegation of Denmark would 

not have to be solved within the existing framework of Article 7 where member 

States were authorized to provide for provisional protection. 

587.1 Mr. H. SKOV {Denmark) said that Article 12{4) contained two rules. The 

first sentence contained a rule about matters which could occur within the prior-

' '7 
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ity period without prejudicing novelty. The other rule, which concerned rights, 

was in the second and last sentence. If it was felt that his Delegation's pro-

posal to add to the latter rule was wrong then he defied the wisdom of including 

a rule concerning rights in an article which dealt with priority. 

587.2 Mr. Skov said that he wished to clarify that no protection was given in 

his country during the examination period. Producers were free to use the vari-

ety during that period. Serious consideration was being given to changing that 

situation. At the moment, however, when the day came and the right was granted, 

then, all of a sudden, a person who had produced some rose plants or other pro-

ducts was prevented from selling them. It was only that situation which his De-

legation thought should be changed. That could be done by granting provisional 

protection under certain conditions, thus normally excluding claims that produc-

tion had been started in good faith. But there could still be problems arising 

from the fact that a variety could be marketed in other countries for up to four 

or six years before an application for protection was filed in a given member 

State. Europe was a relatively small area in which there was a considerable 

trade and in which the boundaries were rather open. It was therefore very easy 

for a situation to arise in which a producer started production in good faith. 

587.3 Mr. Skov concluded by saying that he had no strong feelings about retain-

ing the reference in his Delegation's proposal to "plants or parts of plants," 

which had been questioned by the representative of ASSINSEL. He thought, how-

ever, that if a rose or chrysanthemum producer, for instance, filled his whole 

glasshouse in good faith with a variety then he should have some chance of dis-

posing of his production. The only purpose of his Delegation's proposal was to 

ensure that in such cases the producer had that chance, even after rights had 

been granted in the variety, provided that he had started his production in good 

faith. Mr. Skov agreed that the question of good faith was clearly one for the 

courts. They would decide when there was good faith and when there was not. 

\ 
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588. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that the situation just des-

cribed by Mr. Skov could and did occur from time to time in his country. In the 

majority of such cases the holder of the plant breeder's right was quite willing 

to licence the sale of the production in question because he was well aware that 

• he might find himself in a similar situation on some future occasion. Mr. van der 

Meeren said that his Delegation believed that the breeder must, in any case, re-

ceive some remuneration. To allow a third party to sell his stock without some 

payment to the breeder would run counter to the protection afforded to the breeder. 

589. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation had al-

ready indicated its support for the text of Article 12 appearing in the Draft, 

subject to certain understandings regarding its application (see paragraphs 486 to 

492).. It appeared to his Delegation that the last sentence of Article 12(4) had 

the same effect as part of Article 4, Section B, of the Paris Convention for the 

Protection of Industrial Property. The redrafting of the sentence, as proposed 

by the Delegation of Denmark, was not favored since it appeared to limit the rights 

of the breeder and to create uncertainty as to his rights. A number of the dele-

gations which had already spoken had indicated that the concept of good faith was 

rather ambiguous and might lead to a good deal of uncertainty. 

590. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (FIS) said that perhaps the majority of the members of 

the International Federation of the Seed Trade would have supported the proposal of 

the Delegation of Denmark, if it had been made 15 to 20 years earlier. He did not 

think that would still be the case. The relationship between breeders and the 

trade was good and his Federation did not want to have that disturbed. He was 

somewhat astonished that in Denmark, where growers were keenly aware of market 

situations, someone could be reduced to bankruptcy because he did not know that 

there were plant breeder's rights. It had cost some time to educate people and 

his Federation would not wish to see exceptions introduced by way of the con-

cept of good faith. 

591. Dr. D. BORINGER (Acting President) asked whether any delegation wished to 

second either of the proposals of the Delegation of Denmark as appearing in docu-

ment DC/52. He noted that no delegation wished to do so. 
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592. A~~~cte 12(4) wa~ adop~ed a~ appea~~ng ~n ~he V~a6~. 

593.1 The PRESIDENT thanked Dr. Baringer for having chaired the now concluded 

discussion on Article 12(4). 

593.2 The President advised the Conference that although Article 12(1) had been 

adopted as appearing in the Draft, without discussion (see paragraph 484), the 

Delegation of France wished to submit a proposal for amendment. He noted that 

there were no objections to reconsidering Article 12(1) and invited the Delega-

tion of France to introduce its proposal for amendment which was reproduced in 

document DC/53. 

594. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that his Delegation's proposal concerned 

the first sentence of Article 12(1). When studying the Convention and the pro-

fessional activities of breeders he had noted that it was rather difficult for 

breeders, given the time required to complete each growth cycle, to test their 

varieties commercially in foreign countries. It was known, neverthel.ess, that 

important steps and expenses were involved in filing an application for protec-

tion in a foreign country. It was for that reason that breeders would like to 

see the priority period extended to two years, thus making it easier for them to 

carry on their businesses. With that in mind his Delegation submitted its pro-

posal that the words "twelve months" be replaced by "two years" in the first sen-

tence of Article 12(1). 

595. Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that Mr. Laclavi~re had quite rightly mention-

ed the fact that the proposal of the Delegation of rrance had originated in the 

professional circles. ASSINSEL therefore wished to support the proposal. It 

might, however, lead to greater legal uncertainty. 

596. Mr. M. 0. SLOCOCK (AIPH) drew the attention of the Conference to the submission 

of the International Association of Horticultural Producers as reproduced in para-

graph 11 of Annex I to document DC/7. His Association had thoroughly discussed 

-.., 
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the question before making its submission and it fully supported the amendment 

proposed by the Delegation of France. 

597. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation had already expressed 

its concern about various periods when the question of "good faith" had been dis-

cussed. It could not support the proposal of the Delegation of France. 

598. ~fr. G. CUROTTI (Italy) said that his Delegation was opposed to the proposal 

of the Delegation of France. 

599. Mr. B. M. LEESE (United States of America) said that the text of Article 

12(1) as amended in the proposal of the Delegation of France would be inconsis-

tent with both the Plant Variety Protection Act and the Plant Patent Act. His 

Delegation was therefore opposed to it. 

600. The PRESIDENT asked whether any delegation wished to support the proposal of 

the Delegation of France. He noted that no.delegation wished to do so. 

601. The ea~lie~ adop~ion o6 A~~icle 72(7) a~ appea~ing in the O~a6~ (~ee pa~a

g~aph 484) wa~ con6i~med. 

A~ticle 16: Compo~ition o6 the Council; Vo~e6 (Con~inued 6~om 502) 

602. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 16 and invited the Delegation 

of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for the amendment of paragraph (3) 

as appearing in document DC/43. 
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603. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that the text of Article 

16(3) in the Draft did not take into account the provision in Article 26(5) 

whereby a member State could be deprived of its right to vote. His Delegation 

therefore proposed that the phrase "subject to the application of the provision 

of Article 26(5)" should be added to Article 16(3). 

604. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) remarked that Article 16(3) described a sin-

gle situation in that it provided that each member State had one vote in the 

Council. His immediate reaction on reading the proposal of the Delegation of 

the Netherlands had been that the additional words must relate to a provision 

later in the Convention giving parties to the Convention more than one vote. 

The provision in Article 26(5), however, dealt with the circumstances in which 

the right to vote could be suspended if a member State was in arrears in the 

payment of its contributions. That being the case, he would not advise that 

the proposed amendment be adopted because the two articles in question dealt 

with quite different situations. Mr. Parry said that he had in front of him 

copies of a number of the Conventions sponsored by the World Intellectual Pro-

perty Organization. None of those conventions had a provision of the kind pro-

posed for inclusion in Article 16(3). They all had separate provisions similar 

to Articles 16(3) and 26(5) of the Draft. Such separate provisions were also to 

be found, for example, in the International Sugar Agreement of 1977. He there-

fore felt it was cl~ar that the normal procedure in multilateral conventions was 

to separate entirely the two ideas. His Delegation would not advocate· support 

of the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. 

605. The PRESIDENT asked whether any delegation wished to support the proposal 

reproduced in document DC/43. He noted that no delegation wished to do so. 

606. A~ticie 16 wa~ adopted a~ appea~ing in the V~a6t, without di~cu~~ion o~ 

pa~ag~aph~ (1) and (2) the~eo~. 

' ) 
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A~~icle 17: Ob4e~ve~4 in Mee~ing4 o6 ~he Council (Con~inued 6~om 502) 

607. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 17 and invited the Delega-

tion of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for the amendment of para-

graph (1) as appearing in document DC/44. 

608. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that it was rather diffi-

cult to introduce his Delegation's proposal since it contained a reference to 

Article 32, which was also the subject of a proposed amendment, yet to be circu-

lated. 

609. I~ Wa4 decided to 6u~~he~ de6e~ di~cu46ion on A~~icle 17 un~il the p~opo

~al &a~ the amendmen~ o6 A~ticle 32, ~e6e~~ed ~a in ~he p~eceding pa~ag~aph, had 

been ci~cula~ed. (Con~inued a~ 701) 

A~ticle 18: 066ice~4 o6 the Council (Con~inued 6~om 502) 

610. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 18 and invited the Delega-

tion of the Netherlands to introduce its proposals for amendment as appearing in 

document DC/45. 

611. Mr. A. W. A. M. VANDER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that Article 18(1), which 

would not be affected by his Delegation's proposal, provided for the possibility 

of electing more than one Vice-President of the Council. The purpose of the 

proposal was to establish an order of seniority, to specify the powers and 

duties of a Vice-President acting as President and to fix the duration of a 

Vice-President's term of office at three years. 
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612. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he well understood the concern of the 

Delegation of the Netherlands .. Its proposal was certainly quite correct from 

the legal point of view. He wondered, however, whether the points could not be 

more happily left to the internal Rules and Regulations of the Union. 

613. The PRESIDENT asked whether there was any support for the first of the pro-

posed amendments which sought to establish an order of seniority in the event of 

their being more than one Vice-President. 

614. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation wished to support 

the proposed amendment referred to by the President. 

615. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) remarked that Mr. van Wyk had not participated 

in the first years of the life of the Union. During those years one had been 

very pleased at not having an order of precedence, a fixed term of office and 

specific provisions in respect of Vice-Presidents. The Council had acted in 

the way that seemed most opportune. He believed that acting in that way had 

been most valuable for the functioning of the Union. 

616. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation sup-

ported what had just been said by the Delegation of France. 

617. Miss E. v. THORNTON (United Kingdom) said that her Delegation associated 

itself with the support expressed by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of 

Germany. 

618. Mr. A. M. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation with-

drew its prqposals for the amendment of Article 18, as contained in document DC/45. 
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619. A~~icle 18 Wd4 adop~ed d4 dppea~ing in ~he v~a6~. 

01 

A~~icle ZZ: Majo~i~ie4 Requi~ed 6o~ Veci4ion4 o6 ~he Council (Con~inued 6~om 5Z8) 

620. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 22 and invited the Delegation 

of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for amendment as appearing in docu-

ment DC/46. 

621. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation con-

sidered its proposal to replace the word "members" in Article 22 by the expres-

sion "member States of the Union" to be a drafting amendment. 

6ZZ. I~ wa4 decided ~o ~e6e~ ~he p~opo4al contained in document VC/46 to ~he 

623. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation thought 

that it would be useful to include in the Convention a quorum requirement for 

decisions of the Council. If that was not acceptable his Delegation would sug-

gest that such a requirement be established by the Council in its Rules of Proce-

dure. 

624. The PRESIDENT drew the attention of the Conference to the final paragraph 

of page 52 of document DC/3 where it was stated that the Council would "establish 

the quorum for its decisions in its Rules of Procedure." 

6Z5. Subject to the deci4ion ~e6e~~ed to in pa~ag~aph 6ZZ above, A~ticle ZZ wa4 

adopted d¢ appea~ing in the v~a6t. 
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A~t~cte Z3A: Legat Statu~ (Cont~nued 6~om 540) 

626. The PRESIDENT said that, although the proposal for amendment submitted by 

the Delegation of the Netherlands had now been circulated in document DC/47, he 

understood that another proposal for amendment, from the Delegation of France, 

was in preparation. 

627. It wa~ dec~ded to nu~the~ de6e~ d~~cu~~~on on A~t~cte 23A unt~t the p~opo-

~at 6o~ amendment be~ng ~ubm~tted by the Vetegat~on o6 F~ance had been c~~cuta-

ted. (Cont~nued at ... I 

A~t~cte 26: F~nance~ (Cont~nued 6~om 544) 

628. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 26 and invited the Delega-

tion of the Federal Republic of Germany to introduce its proposal for amendment 

as appearing in document DC/28. 

629.1 Mr. H. KUNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation's 

proposal was aimed at solving a particular problem. The Convention of 1961, 

which had entered into force in 1968, had provided for three contribution classes. 

After just four years, however, it had already become apparent that a system of 

three classes was too narrow to accommodate the necessary degree of differentia-

tion between member States. In the Additional Act of 1972 the number of classes 

had therefore been increased from three to five. Now, six years later, the 

Union was again confronted wi~~ the same need to increase the number of classes. 

At first sight it might seem that the proposal in Article 26(2) in the Draft to 

have 15 classes, ranging from one-fifth to 15 units of contribution, should suit-

ably meet requirements for a long time to come. His Delegation, however, was not 

so sure. The value of one unit was calculated according to the provisions of 

Article 26(3). That method of calculation had the effect that as the number of 

States belonging to the Union increased so the value of one unit decreased. 

\ 
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As a result the need for the lower contribution classes would almost certainly be 

reduced and, eventually, the system might cease to be suitable to meet the need 

to differentiate between member States. His Delegation believed that the answer 

to the problem was to remove the upper limit from the proposed scale, thus allow-

ing the payment of more than 15 units without it being necessary to change the 

Convention. The sole aim of the proposal contained in document DC/28 was to re-

move that upper limit. 

629.2 Mr. Kunhardt said that he wished to comment briefly on the details of his 

Delegation's proposal in which the structure of Article 26 in the Draft had been 

followed as closely as possible. No change was proposed in paragraph (1). Para-

graph (2) had been amended to exclude any reference to "class" and, in view of 

the present practice of some member States, to make it clear that contributions 

"may also comprise fractions of a full unit." No change was proposed in para-

graph (3) which was the essential part of Article 26 in that it regulated the 

calculation of the unit of contribution. No substantive changes were proposed in 

paragraphs (4) (a) or (4) (b) but drafting changes had been made to exclude any 

reference to "class," thus aligning them with the wording proposed by his Dele-

gation for paragraph (2). The only new provision was paragraph (5). Since it 

was proposed that the system of "classes" should give way to a simple system of 

"units" it seemed expedient to include a transitional rule. The aim of para-

graph (5) was to make it clear that, once the revised text of the Convention en-

tered into force, a State whose membership preceded that event should continue to 

pay the number of units of contribution corresponding to its former class, unless 

it had declared that it wished to pay another number of units. 

629.3 Mr. Kunhardt concluded by noting that his Delegation wished to preserve pa-

ragraph (5) of the Draft version of Article 26 unchanged. It would therefore 

have to be added as a separate paragraph at the end of the proposal contained in 

document DC/28. 

630. The PRESIDENT invited comment on the idea of deleting the list of classes, 

which he saw as the main point of the proposal of the Delegation of the Federal 

Republic of Germany. 
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631. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he would like to support the propo-

sal of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany for the purpose of the 

discussion but the absence of any definition of the "units" referred to caused 

him some difficulty. He would have thought that if one was starting from an en-

tirely fresh system one could have worked on the basis of just dividing the bud-

get in terms of percentage points, or something of that kind. The system propo-

sed was workable only because it was dependent on a system found in a previous 

Act of the Convention. His Delegation could nevertheless see merit in the idea 

of deleting the list of classes and in having a rather more flexible procedure. 

632. Mr. H. KUNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he wished to reply 

briefly to the statement made by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. It seemed 

sufficient that paragraph (3) specified how to calculate the unit of contribution. 

In the present system there was no definition of "class" but just a statement of 

the number of units corresponding to a class. 

633. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) believed that it was better to 

speak of units. If the percentage system were used then member States would have 

to make a fresh choice whenever the membership of the Union increased. 

634. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that if paragraph 2(a) in 

the Draft, which set forth various classes, were deleted then his Delegation was 

not sure how the United States would determine the number of units it would have 

to pay to become a member State. 

635. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) noted that the Delegation of the Federal Re-

public of Germany had stated that the crux of its proposal was paragraph (3) of 

the existing text, which would remain unchanged. It was, however, not possible to 

make the calculation described in that paragraph unless one knew the "total nurn-

ber of units" and there was no fixed yardstick for finding that number. Mr. Parry 

believed that the Delegation of the United States of America had really been re-

ferring to that point. 

) 
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636. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that a State joining the 

0" 

Union had to indicate the number of contribution units it. wished to pay. To do 

that the State needed a point of reference. Although paragraph (5) of the pro-

posal provided some sort of point of reference for member States, it seemed to 

his Delegation that the proposal was silent in that respect as regards non-

member States. 

637. The PRESIDENT invited Mr. Ledakis to clarify the situation. 

638. Mr. G. LEDAKIS (Legal Counsel, International Bureau of the World Intellec-

tual Property Organization (WIPO)) said that the choice of a "class" or of a 

"number of units" was something that a number of States wishing to join a Union 

had had to face. The Secretariat had often been asked on what basis a State 

should make its choice. The question carne up, for example, in connection with 

the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization, the 

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and the Berne Conven-

tion for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, which all made reference 

to "classes." The advice given by the Secretariat was that it was for each 

State to make its own choice and that it might wish to do so in the light of the 

choice made by member States of the Union it sought to join, bearing in mind its 

comparative stature, position, and level of social and economic development. 

639. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) thanked Mr. Ledakis for his 

explanation. It was still necessary, however, to have a point of reference with 

respect to other member States. Unless some specific number of units was set 

forth for different groups of countries it would still be difficult for a State 

to determine how many units it should pay upon assuming membership of the Union. 

Mr. Winter said that his Delegation was sure that the matter would be very care-

fully looked into by the financial authorities in the various non-member States. 

It would appreciate further information from the Delegation of the Federal Repub-

lie of Germany regarding the way in which the proposed system would work in prac-

tice and the number of units which would be paid by member States. 
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640. Mr. H. KUNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that it was not possible 

to give reference points regarding the "amount" a State would have to pay, es-

pecially since that amount would vary from year to year as a result, for example, 

of changes in the financial structure of the Union. He wished just to point out 

that it made no difference at all whether a new member State had to decide, when 

joining the Union, on a class or a number of units. To choose a class it had to 

find out first how many units corresponded to that class, and secondly the cur-

rent value of a unit. The decision process, therefore, would not be changed at 

all by his Delegation's proposal. In the end a State had to choose an amount 

that it was willing to pay and it was completely irrelevant whether it chose a 

class or a number of units corresponding to that amount. Currently the budget 

which had to be met by the member States amounted to slightly more than 1,000,000 

Swiss francs and the total number of units was 26. A unit therefore amounted to 

some 40,000 Swiss francs but, as he had said, the amount changed from year to year. 

641. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation, which 

was an Observer Delegation, did not want to cause difficulties in respect of Ar-

ticle 26. It wondered, however, whether the final decision on that Article could 

be deferred to allow time for further reflection on the amendments proposed. 

( Con.tbtued a..t 949 ) • 

A4.t~cie 27: Rev~4~on o6 the Conven.t~on (Con.t~nued 64om 545) 

643. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 27 and invited the Delegation 

of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for amendment as appearing in docu-

ment DC/48. 

644. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) felt that his Delegation's pro-

posal needed no explanation. Since Article 27 contained provisions for the re-

vision of the Convention it would be more logical to determine in that Article, 

rather than in Article 28, the languages to be used in revision conferences. 

) 
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645. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation 

wished to support the substance of the proposal of the Delegation of the Nether-

lands. It believed, however, that the proposed wording would have to be care-

fully checked by the Drafting Committee, at least in respect of the German ver-

sian. 

646. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation felt that the ques-

tion of languages in revision conferences was perfectly neatly dealt with in 

Article 28. The amendment proposed was therefore purely cosmetic and the Con-

ference should try to avoid changes where no point of substance was involved. 

647. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that his Delegation supported the position 

taken by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 

648. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that his Delegation took the same position as 

the Delegation of France. 

649. The p~opo~al 6o~ amendment ~ubm~tted by the Velegat~on o0 the Nethe~land~ 

l~ee pa~ag~~ph 644) wa~ ~ejected on a ~how o6 hand~ by aeven uotea aga~n~t to 

two in ~avo~. with one abatention. 

650. A~t~cle Z7 wa~ adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n the V~a6t. 

A~ticle Z8: Languagea to be U~ed by the 066~ce and in the Counc~l (Cont~nued 

6~om 545) 

651. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 28. He noted that the propo-

sal for amendment submitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands and reproduced 

in Document DC/48 had been rejected during the discussion on Article 27 (see para-

graphs 643 to 649). 
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652. Mrs. o. REYES-RETANA (Mexico) said that her Delegation was preparing a propo-

sal for the amendment of Article 28 and would like the discussion to be deferred. 

so~ amendment be~ng ¢ubm~tted by the Velegat~on o6 Mex~co had been C~kculated. 

(Cont~nued at 777). 

A~t~cle 30: !mplementat~on o6 the Convent~on on the Vome4t~c Level; Cont~act6 on 

the Jo~nt Utili..,~ at-ion o6 Exami..na-ti..on Se~vi..ce6 ( Con-t~nued 6~om 548) 

654.1 The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 30. He noted that proposals 

for amendment had been submitted by the Delegations of the Federal Republic of 

Germany, of South Africa and of the Netherlands. Those proposals were reproduced 

in documents DC/29, DC/37 and DC/49 Rev. respectively. 

654.2 The President said that the proposal of the Delegation of the Federal Repub-

lie of Germany as appearing in document DC/29 referred to Article 30(2). The pro-

posal was to delete the words "eventuelle" and "etwaigen" from the French and Ger-

man texts respectively. There was no corresponding word in the English text. 

655. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation wished 

to support the proposal of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

656. The PRESIDENT noted that there were no objections to deleting the words 

"eventuelle" and "etwaigen." 

657. !twa¢ decided to dele-te 6~om the F~ench and Ge~man -tex-t¢ o~ A~-ti..cle 30(2) 

the wo~d6 "lven-tuelle" and "etwa~gen" ~e6pect~vely. 

J 
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658. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of South Africa to introduce its propo-

sal as appearing in document DC/37. 

659. Mr. J. F. VAN WYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation's proposal rela-

ted to Article 30(1). He considered that the proposal to add, after the words 

"each member State" in the second sentence, the words "of the Union," was a 

matter for the Drafting Committee. In view of what had been decided earlier with 

regard to the proposal appearing in document DC/34 (see paragraphs 476 to 481) 

his Delegation withdrew its proposal to extend the wording of Article 30(1) (c) to 

include a reference to "patents." 

660. !~ wa~ dec~ded ~ha~ ~he n~~~~ o6 ~he ~wo p~opo~al~ men~ioned ~n the p~eced~ng 

pa~ag~aph ~hould be ~e6e~~ed to the V~a6ting Committee. 
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661. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of the Netherlands to introduce its pro-

posal, contained in document DC/49 Rev., for the amendment of Article 30(1) (a). 

662. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that the purpose of his 

Delegation's proposal was to make good the omission from Article 30(1) (a) of a 

reference to a member State's "own nationals." It appeared from the text in the 

Draft that each member State had to ensure appropriate legal remedies only to 

"nationals of the other member States." 

663. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he agreed with the Delegation of the 

Netherlands and that he supported its proposal to the extent that the text in 

question was defective. Article 3 provided for national treatment in relation to 

the recognition and protection of the breeder's right to be accorded to all sorts 

of persons. He believed that it inevitably followed that the Convention must 

equally provide for that same national treatment in relation to the effective de-

fence of the rights provided for therein. Mr. Parry said that he would therefore 

suggest that the first part of Article 30(1) (a) should refer not to "nationals" 

but to "all those persons specified in Article 3." The precise wording was a 

matter for the Drafting Committee but, for example, one might consider saying: 

"Ensure to all persons enjoying the benefits of Article 3 appropriate legal reme-

dies for the effective defence of the rights provided for in this Convention." 

He would also suggest that the words "as to its own nationals, provided that the 

conditions and formalities imposed upon nationals are complied with," which the 

Delegation of the Netherlands had proposed to introduce into the text, were 

superfluous. That point was already made in Article 3(1). 

) 
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664. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that the broad provisions of 

Article 3 on national treatment certainly seemed to cover the situation dealt with 

in Article 30. With that in mind his Delegation thought that the amendment propo-

sed by the Delegation of the Netherlands was unnecessary. His Delegation had not, 

however, had sufficient opportunity to consider all the implications of that pro-

posal. Mr. Winter noted that his country was in an ambivalent position since it 

provided for national treatment under the Patent Law, in relation to its member-

ship of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, whilst 

under the Plant Variety Protection Act it provided for reciprocity. 

665. The PRESIDENT wondered whether it would be sufficient to say, for example, 

"ensure appropriate legal remedies for the effective defence of the rights pro-

vided for in this Convention." He said that what he was wondering, in other words, 

was whether one could not resolve the matter by taking the text of Article 

30(1) (a) as appearing in the Draft and deleting the words "to nationals of the 

other member States of the Union." 

666. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he accepted the point made by the 

Delegation of the United States of America. He therefore wished to withdraw his 

earlier statement (see paragraph 663) and to support the President's suggestion 

to delete all reference to the persons to whom appropriate legal remedies were to 

be ensured. 

667. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) commented that it was necessary, in any event,'to 

indicate who would be able to benefit from such legal remedies. 

668. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (ASSINSEL) said that he agreed with Mr. Bustarret and 

that he believed that the inclusion of such an indication in Article 30(1) (a) 

might help someone defending his right in a court in that he could then base him-

self not only on national law but also, if necessary, on the Convention. 
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669. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation wished to reiterate 

its support for the President's suggestion that the paragraph should simply 

read: "ensure appropriate legal remedies for the effective defence of the rights 

provided for in this Convention." If that solution was not acceptable then he 

thought that Article 30(1) (a) could be deleted entirely. 

670. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that he also supported the 

President's suggestion. He thought that the wording might be improved, however, 

by replacing "ensure" by the more positive expression "provide for." 

671. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that his Delegation thought that Article 

30(1) (a), although it somewhat duplicated the provisions of Article 3, at least 

guaranteed that the legislation of each member State had to enable the 

"ressortissants" of the other member States to exercise effectively the rights 

accorded to them by virtue of Article 3. After all it was not illogical for a 

S.tate joining the Union to have such a guarantee. He thought, furthermore, that 

when one spoke of ensuring legal remedies it was generally necessary to say to 

whom they were ensured. He therefore considered the suggestion by the Delegation 

of the United Kingdom to say that those legal remedies were ensured to persons 

enjoying the benefits of Article 3 (see paragraph 663) to be preferable to a non-

specific declaration. 

672.Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that his Delegation shared entirely the opinion 

expressed by the Delegation of France. 

673. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that he thought that the 

wording suggested by the President and supported by the Delegation of the United 

Kingdom (see paragraphs 665 and 669) was simple and clear-cut. Article 30(1) (a) 

in the Draft ended with the phrase "for the effective defence of the rights pro-

vided for in this Convention." That phrase, in a sense, would of course cover 

any pertinent articles such as Article 3, and additional reference to that Arti-

cle might therefore be redundant. His Delegation had previously expressed the 

j 
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view that the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands contained in document 

DC/49 Rev. (see paragraph 662) was unnecessary, given that Article 3 provided for 

national treatment. He felt that the addition of a cross-reference to ~rticle 3 

would encumber Article 30(1) (a) and make it even more redundant. 

674. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that on reflection, and having heard the views 

of others on the matter, he thought that the best solution would be to retain Ar-

ticle 30(1) (a) in its present form. 

675. The PRESIDENT invited observations on Mr. Bustarret's thought that Article 

30(1) (a) should be left unchanged. 

676. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that the difficulty with 

leaving Article 30(1) (a) as it stood was that it ensured the possibility of 

defending their rights only to nationals of the other member States. His Delega-

tion wished to have the wording broadened so that a member State's own nationals 

also had effective means to defend their rights. Such had been the reasoning be

hind the proposal submitted by his Delegation and reproduced in document DC/49 Rev. 

677. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that Mr. van der Meeren 

was right. In the German text his wish could be met just by deleting the word 

"Ubrigen." 

678. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he objected to the proposal of the 

Delegation of the Netherlands, and therefore to the suggestion just made by the 

Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany, because a reference to "nationals" 

was insufficient. Article 3, in specifying who was entitled to rights under the 

Convention and what those rights were, did not refer just to nationals but also 

to natural and legal persons resident in particular places. He believed that it 

was for that reason that the President had suggested that it would be preferable 

to delete the words "to nationals of the other member States of the Union" (see 
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paragraph 665) rather than to add a cross-reference to Article 3. As the Delega-

tion of the United States of America had pointed out, the latter course would mere-

ly encumber the text. 

679. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) wondered whether the requirements both of the Delega-

tion of the Netherlands and of the Delegation of the United Kingdom might be sa-

tisfied by adding in the French text, for example, the expression "aux memes con-

ditions que pour ses nationaux," between commas and after the word "Union." Such 

an amendment would in effect simplify the drafting of the proposal for the amend-

ment of Article 30(1) (a) submitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands and con-

tained in document DC/49 Rev. 

680. nr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that he wished, in reply to the remarks made 

by Mr. Parry (see paragraph 678), to add that 'the French text of Article 30(1) (a) 

referred specifically to "ressortissants des autres Etats de l'Union." In his 

opinion the word "ressortissants" covered not only "nationaux" but also "residents," 

whereas in the English text the word "nationals" was more restrictive. 

681.1 Mr. A. PA.RRY (United Kingdom) said that if the word "ressortissants" did in 

fact cover nationals, residents and companies having their registered office in 

one of the member States, then, as far as the French text was concerned, that 

would appear to answer his objection (see paragraph 678). He thought, however, 

that to cover those concepts in the English language one would have to say "na-

tionals, residents and companies having their registered office." It was for 

that reason that he had referred in his original statement to "all persons enjoy-

ing the benefits of Article 3" (see paragraph 663). 

681.2 Mr. Parry went on to say that the rights assured to nationals, residents and 

companies having their registered office in one of the member States could, of 

course, be restricted by virtue of Article 3(3). He had therefore suggested ori-

ginally that a cross-reference to Article. 3 should be inserted in Article 30(1) (a). 

Such an amendment, which he could accept, would have the effect that whoever bene-

fitted from Article 3 should benefit from Article 30(1) (a). Nevertheless he did 

not really see the difficulty in not indicating who should have the benefit of 

) 
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appropriate legal remedies. Anybody who came to the United Kingdom with a cause 

of action could bring an action before a British court. It was not necessary to 

be resident. One had merely to show that the court had jurisdiction. Mr. Parry 

concluded by saying that he would be surprised if that were not the position in 

every other member State of the Union. 

682. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation fully 

agreed with the statement made by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. He did 

not know of any country in which foreign nationals had access to the courts whilst 

its own nationals and residents did not have such access. Such a situation was 

inconceivable to his Delegation. 

683. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy)said that he had listened with great interest to the 

observations of the Delegation of the United Kingdom. He believed, however, that 

the problem was not one of explaining the meaning of the word "ressortissants." 

The problem was rather to explain that in theory, and he stressed the words "in 

theory," "ressortissants" could not have more extensive legal protection than 

"nationaux." That was why he had proposed to add to Article 30(1) (a) the expres-

sion "aux memes conditions que pour ses nationaux" (see paragraph 679). 

684. The PRESIDENT, noting that many solutions had been put forward, asked whether 

delegates could agree to delete Article 30(1) (a) in its entirety. He believed that 

all States that gave rights would allow those persons who held them to have access 

to the courts. It was therefore hard to deny that it was not strictly necessary 

to retain the Article under discussion. 

685. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that his Del~gation would not oppose deletion 

of the whole of Article 30(1) (a) since constitutionally the "ressortissants" of 

other States had the same rights as the "nationaux." 
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686. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he did not believe 

that the whole Article should be deleted but that he would like to have a few 

minutes to reflect on the matter. 

687. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) thought that it would weaken the Convention to de-

lete the Article. At the least it was a reassuring declaration to have. His De-

legation would strongly support the proposal made by the Delegation of Italy (see 

paragraph 679). 

688. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that his Delegation, in order to resolve the 

matter, would also support the proposal of the Delegation of Italy. 

689. It wa~ dec~ded to de6e~ 6u~the~ con~~de~at~on o6 A~t~cte 30(1) (a) unt~t a 

document ~ep~oduc~ng the amendment p~opo~ed by the Vetegat~on o6 Italy had been 

c~~cutated. (Co nt~nued at 9 55) 

690. A~t~cte 30(1) (b) wa~ adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n the V~a6t, w~thout d~~cu~~~on. 

697. A~t~cte 30(1) (c) wa~ adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n the V~a6t, w~thout d~~cu~~~on, 

the p~opo~at 6o~ ~t~ amendment ~ubm~tted by the Vetegat~on o6 South Ac~~ca and 

~ep~oduced a~ pa~t o6 document VC/37 hav~ng been w~thd~awn (~ee pa~ag~aph 659). 

692. Subject to the dec~~~on ~e6e~~ed to ~n pa~ag~aph 657 above, A~t~cte 30(2) wa~ 

adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n the v~a6t. 

693. A~t~cte 30(3) wa~ adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n the V~a6t, w~thout d~~c~~~on. 

) 
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A~ticte 24: Auditing o6 the Account~ (Continued 6~om 542) 

694. The PRESIDENT invited Mr. Jeanrenaud of the Delegation of Switzerland to 

make a statement on behalf of the Government of the Swiss Confederation. 

695. Mr. M. JEANRENAUD (Switzerland) stated, in clarification of the position of 

the Federal Authorities of Switzerland on the question of their supervision of 

the Union and on the future situation regarding that matter, that, in June 1977, 

the Secretary-General of the Union had asked whether they saw any difficulty in 

relinquishing that supervisory function and in there being no mention in the re-

vised text of the Convention of a special function for them. His authorities had 

concluded that, in the light of the evolution of the United International Bureaux 

for the Protection of Intellectual Property (BIRPI) into the World Intellectual 

Property Organization (WIPO) and in the light of the probable modification of the 

legal status of the Union, they had no difficulty in relinquishing their mandate 

to supervise the Union. 

696. The PRESIDENT thanked Mr. Jeanrenaud for his clarification of the decision 

of the Government of the Swiss Confederation. 

A~ticte 37: Signatu~e (Continued 6~om 548) 

697. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 31 and invited the Delegation 

of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for amendment as appearing in docu-

ment DC/54. 

698. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation had 

been advised by its Ministry for Foreign Affairs that there were several ways in 

which States could consent to be bound by international conventions. Articles 

31 and 32 of the Convention in the present text, and in the Draft, provided on-

ly for ratification and accession. The purpose of his Delegation's proposal 

was to include other possibilities. It understood that those possibilities had 

been included in a number of recent international conventions. 
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699. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) thought that the proposal of the Delegation of 

the Netherlands was very admirable and commendable, as were many of the other pro-

posals of that Delegation. He was conscious, however, of the fact that the Commit-

tee of Experts on the Interpretation and Revision of the Convention had chosen, in 

preparing the Draft, to follow as closely as possible the existing text of the Con-

vention. He was therefore reluctant to depart from that text, unless there were 

sound practical reasons for doing so. The proposed amendments reproduced in docu-

ment DC/54 seemed perfectly acceptable in substance but he thought it extremely 

unlikely, for instance, that any State would wish to sign "without reservation as 

to ratification, acceptance or approval." He did not think that any of the addi-

tiona! possibilities mentioned were in fact essential to the purpose of Articles 

31 and 32 and he would therefore be reluctant to support the proposal. 

700. A4~~cle 31 wa4 adop~ed a4 appea4~ng ~n ~he V4a6~. 

A4~~cle 17: Ob4e4ve44 ~n Mee~~ng4 o6 ~he Counc~l (Con~~nued 64om 609) 

701. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 17 and invited the Delega-

tion of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for the amendment of paragraph 

(1) as appearing in document DC/44. 

702. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation's pro-

posal was closely related to its proposal for the amendment of Article 31. Since 

the latter proposal had just fallen (see paragraphs 697 to 700), his Delegation 

withdrew its proposal for the amendment of Article 17(1). 

703. A4~~cle 17 Wa4 adop~ed a4 appea4~ng ~n ~he V4a6~. w~~hou~ d~4CU44~on. 

704. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 32 and invited the Delegation 

of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for amendment as appearing in docu-

ment DC/54. 
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705. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER HEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation wished 

to withdraw that proposal. 

706. A~t~cte 32 wa~ adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n the d~a6t, w~thout d~~cu~~~on. (Re-

con~~de~ed at 714 et ~eq. I 

A~t~cte 32A: Ent~y Into FMce; Cf.o~~ng o6 Ea~t~e~ Text~ (Cont~nued 6~om 548) 

707. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 32A and noted that proposals 

for amendment had been submitted by the Delegation of South Africa and by the De-

legation of the Netherlands. The proposals were reproduced in documents DC/30 

and DC/54 respectively. He invited the Delegation of South Africa to introduce 

its proposal. 

708. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that the purpose of his Delegation's 

proposal to add the words "subparagraphs (i) and (ii)" to Article 32A(2) was to 

make it clear to which conditions reference was made and to eliminate any possi-

bility that the introductory sentence of paragraph (1) might be regarded as 

forming part of the reference. 

709. Pro.f. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that his Delegation was pleased to support the 

proposal of the Delegation of South Africa in so far as it clarified the meaning 

of paragraph (2). 

710. It wa~ dec~ded to adopt a~ A~ticie 32A(2) the wo~d~ng p~opo~ed in document 

vc /30. 

711. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of the Netherlands to introduce its 

proposal. 
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712. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation wished 

to withdraw its proposal as reproduced in document DC/54. 

713. Subjec~ ~o the deci~ion ~e6e~~ed to in pa~ag~aph 710 above, A~~icte 32A wa~ 

adop~ed a~ appea~ing in the V~a6~. 

714. The PRESIDENT advised the Conference that although Article 32 had been adop-

ted as appearing in the Draft, without discussion (see paragraph 706), he under-

stood that the Delegation of the Netherlands wished to make a statement regarding 

that Article. 

715. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation would appreciate it 

if the Conference would agree to reconsider Article 32. Constitutional procedure 

in the Netherlands was such that the Netherlands, once it had signed the new Act, 

could only express its consent to be bound by that Act by means of an instrument 

of acceptance. The authority for his Delegation to take part in the Diplomatic 

Conference, and to sign the new Act, had been given by the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs and not by the Queen. Consequently, once the new Act had been approved 

by the Dutch Parliament, the Netherlands could only express its consent to be 

bound by it by means of an instrument signed by the Minister. That instrument, 

which would have the same legal effects as an instrument of ratification, would 

be called an "acceptance." He was therefore concerned that if Article 32 desig-

nated "ratification" as the only means by which a State, having signed the new 

Act, could express its consent to be bound by that Act, then real difficulties 

would exist for the Netherlands. Mr. Fikkert thought, furthermore, that there 

could be no real objections to including "acceptance" and "approval" as alterna-

tives to "ratification," especially since the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties of 1969 had provided for those three different instruments. 
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716. The PRESIDENT noted that Rule 33 of the Rules of Procedure provided that when 

a matter had been decided it could not be reconsidered, "unless so decided by a 

two-thirds majority,of the Member Delegations present and voting." 

717. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he would like, before taking a view 

on the request made by the Delegation of the Netherlands, to ask whether it was 

Article 32{1) {a) that the Conference was being asked to reconsider. 

718.1 The PRESIDENT said that he understood that to be the case. If Article 

32{1) {a) were amended then there would also be consequential changes in some 

other Articles. 

718.2 The President noted that there were no objections to reconsidering Arti-

cle 32{1) {a) and invited the Delegation of the Netherlands to submit its proposal 

for amendment. 

719. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT {Netherlands) said that his Delegation proposed that Arti-

cle 32{1) {a) should read: "its instrument of ratification, acceptance or appro-

val, if it has signed this Act; or." 

720. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation seconded the proposal 

of the Delegation of the Netherlands. 

721. It wa~ dec..<.ded to adopt a~ AJt.Uc.!e 3Z (II (a I the text p!topo~ed by the Ve!ega-

t.<.on o6 the NetheJt!and~ and Jtec.oJtded .in paJtagJtaph 719 above, and to a~thoJt.ize the 

Sec.JtetaJt.iat to dJta6t the c.on~eq~ent.<.a£. c.hange~ .in otheJt AJtt.ic.!e~. 

AJtt.ic.!e 328: Re!at.<.on~ Between State~ Bo~nd by V.i66eJtent Text~ (Cont.<.n~ed 6Jtom 5481 

722. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 32B and noted that proposals for 

/! c 
,) 
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amendment had been submitted by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany 

and by the Delegation of the Netherlands. The proposals were reproduced in docu-

ments DC/42 and DC/55 respectively. He noted that neither proposal had any bear-

ing on paragraph (1). 

723. A~zlc!e 32B(Tl wa~ adopzed a~ appea~lng ln zhe V~a6z, wlzhouz dl~cu~~lon. 

724. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany to 

introduce its proposal. 

725. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation's pro-

posal, which concerned only the first part of Article 328(2), was merely a draft-

ing matter. In preparing its proposal his Delegation had endeavored to keep as 

close as possible to the text in the Draft. His Delegation believed, however, that 

it was not necessary to retain all of the text preceding the expression "the former 

State," and that it would suffice to say "Any member State of the Union not bound 

by this Act," "this Act" meaning the future Act of 1978. Before a State could be 

a member State it must have ratified or acceded to one of the different Acts of 

the Convention. A member State not bound by the 1978 Act must of necessity be 

bound by the Act of 1961 and the Draft could therefore be simplified in the way 

proposed in document DC/42. 

726. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of the Netherlands to introduce its pro-

posal. 

727. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that he would like, before introducing 

his Delegation's proposal to make substantive amendments to Article 328(2), to ask 

what would happen if a member State not bound by the new Act did not make the de-

claration referred to in that Article. 

) 
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728. The PRESIDENT thought that the answer was that nothing would happen. He be-

lieved that some official, legally binding declaration had to be made. 

729. Dr. H. MAST (Secretary General of the Conference) said that a member State 

that did not express its consent to be bound by the new Act would not be bound 

by that Act in its relations with a State that joined the Union by ratifying, ac-

cepting or approving of or acceding to that Act. They were just parties to dif-

ferent instruments of international law. He therefore thought that the reference 

to the possibility of making a declaration was the most that could be done. 

730.1 Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that the matter under dis-

cussion was very complicated, sensitive and important. He agreed with the answer 

given by the Secretary General of the Conference to the Delegation of the Nether-

lands. Mr. Winter said that it was inconceivable to his Delegation that a member 

State that had not expressed its consent to be bound by the new Act should be 

bound by the second part of paragraph 2(ii) of the proposal submitted by the De-

legation of the Netherlands. 

730.2 Mr. Winter went on to say that his country, if it ratified or acceded to 

the new Act, could not be bound by the provisions of paragraph 2(i) of the propo-

sal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. Being bound by the later Act could in 

no way mean that the United States would be bound to the "old" member States by 

the earlier Act. That would be constitutionally and legally impossible. 

730.3 Mr. Winter concluded by saying that his Delegation felt that the text pro~ 

posed in the Draft under the reference Article 32B(2), although it might not pro-

vide an answer to all of the situations that might arise, and although it might 

not clearly cover the situation mentioned by the Delegation of the Netherlands, 

was nevertheless the more acceptable text. The text in the Draft left it open 

to an "old" member State to make a declaration. That was consistent with the 

practice followed in Article 27 of the Stockholm Act of 1967 of the Paris Conven-

tion for the Protection of Industrial Property, which allowed adherents to the 

earlier Acts of that Convention to extend protection to new members adhering to 

the Stockholm Act. 

.-7 
i 
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731. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he tended to subscribe to the feeling 

expressed by the Delegation of the United States of America. 

732. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) suggested that it might be wise to postpone 

the final decision on Article 328 to allow for an opportunity for consultation 

with Dr. Bogsch, Secretary-General of the Union, who had such a wide experience 

in the matter. 

733. lt wa~ decided to po4tpone the 5inal deci4ion on A~ticle 328 in acco~dance 

with the augge4tlon made by the Delegation o6 the Nethe~land4 and ~e6e~~ed to in 

the p~ecedlng pa~ag~aph. (Continued at 969) 

A~tlcle 33: Ccmmunication4 Conce~nlng the Gene~a and Specie4 P~otected; ln6o~ma-

tion to be Publl4hed (Continued ~~om 548) 

734. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 33 and invited the Delegation 

of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for amendment as appearing in docu-

ment DC/54. 

735. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation wished 

to withdraw that proposal. 

736. Subject to the deci4ion ~ega~dlng con~equential change4, ~e6e~~ed to in 

pa~ag~aph 721 above, it Wa4 decided to adopt A~tlcle 33 a4 appea~lng in the V~a6t, 

without dl4cu44lon. 

A~tlcle 34: Te~~ito~le4 (Continued 6~om 548) 

737. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 34 and noted that proposals 

for amendment had been submitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands and by the 

. 
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Delegation of Morocco. The proposals were reproduced in documents DC/56 and DC/68 

respectively. He invited the Delegation of the Netherlands to introduce its propo-

sal. 

738. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation's pro-

posal had been designed in part to adapt Article 34 to the wording his Delegation 

had submitted earlier in respect of Article 32 ("Ratification, Acceptance or Ap-

proval; Accession"), and in part to make more neutral the reference in Article 

34(1) to territories to which the new Act would be applicable by excluding the re-

ference to responsibility for external relations. An effort had also been made 

to simplify the drafting of Article 34. 

739. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) said that his Delegation proposed that two amend-

ments should be made to Article 34(1). First, to align the text with the United 

Nations' Charter, the closing words "for the external relations of which it is 

responsible" should be deleted. Secondly, the expression "of those territories" 

should be replaced by "of its territories." 

740. Dr. A. BEN SAAD (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) said that his Delegation seconded 

the proposal submitted by the Delegation of Morocco. 

741. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that he had nothing against the proposal of the 

Delegation of Morocco but wished just to make an observation. Given that non-

autonomous territories were an international political reality, he wondered what 

legal regime would be applicable to them. 

742. The PRESIDENT noted that both of the proposals under consideration had more 

or less the same effect, namely to delete the words "for the external relations of 

which it is responsible." 
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743. Prof. A. SINAGRA {Italy) believed that the two proposals were not equivalent. 

In his view the proposal submitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands reflec-

ted a change, as that Delegation had said, of a drafting nature, whereas the pro-

posal submitted by the Delegation of Morocco had an impact on substance. He had 

to interpret the very clear reference to "its territories" as a reference to met-

ropolitan territories. 

744. Mr. M. TOURKMANI {Morocco) said that his Delegation could go along with the 

proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands and therefore withdrew its own pro-

posal. 

745. Mr. H. J. WINTER {United States of America) said that his Delegation could 

accept the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. It also wished to com-

mend the Delegation of Morocco for its spirit of cooperation. 

746.1 Mr. A. PARRY {United Kingdom) recalled that the Article under consideration 

had given rise to much discussion in the Committee of Experts on the Interpreta-

tion and Revision of the Convention. The text proposed in the draft was virtu-

ally identical with Article 24 of the Paris Convention for the Protection of In-

dustrial Property. The Committee of Experts had deliberately chosen that text. 

746.2 Mr. Parry said that his Delegation could accept the substance of the amend-

ment to Article 34{1) proposed by the Delegation of the Netherlands, which would 

mean deleting the words "for the external relations of which it is responsible." 

It would, however, suggest that it might be better to leave the rest of the Draft 

as it was. 

747. Prof. A. SINAGRA {Italy) said that he wished to support the view expressed by 

the Delegation of the United Kingdom. He also wished to thank the Delegation of 

Morocco for the understanding it had shown. 
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748. Mr. A. w. A. H. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) thought that his Delegation 

could accept what had been said by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 

749. It wa4 decided to detete the wo~d~ "6o~ the exte~nat ~elation~ o6 which it 

i~ ~e~pon~ibte" 6~om A~ticte 34( 1). 

750. Subject to the deci~ion ~e6e~~ed to in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph, and 4ubject 

to the deci~ion ~ega~ding con~equentiat change~, ~e6e~~ed to in pa~ag~aph 721 

above, it Wa4 decided to adopt A~ticte 34{1) a~ appea~ing in the 0~a6t. 

751. A-"tticie 34(2) wa4 adopted a~ appea~ing in the V~a6t, without di4cu4~ion. 

752. Subject to the deci~ion ~ega~ding con~equentiai change4, ~e6e~~ed to in 

pa~ag~aph 721 above, it wa4 decided to adopt A~ticie 34{3) a4 appea~ing in the 

0~a6t, Without di4CU44iOn. 

753. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that he would like to revert to Article 37, if 

the Conference would allow him to do so, and to repeat a suggestion which he had 

already made in the Ad Hoc Committee on the Revision of the Convention. Article 

37 referred to "existing rights." Those rights were things of the past and not 

things of the future. He therefore believed that it was necessary to include 

the word "already" in the phrase "or under agreements concluded between such 

States." 

754.1 The PRESIDENT noted that Article 37 had already been adopted as appearing 

in the Draft, without discussion (see paragraph 557) . Rule 33 of the Rules of 

Procedure provided that when a matter had been decided it could not be reconsi-

dered, "unless so decided by a two-thirds majority of the Member Delegations pre-

sent and voting." 
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754.2 The President further noted that there were no objections to reconsidering 

Article 37. 

755. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER ~mEREN (Netherlands) said that he would like the 

Delegation of Italy to explain the reason for its proposal. He believed that 

it was implicit in the Draft that the agreements referred to were agreements "al-

ready" concluded between member States. 

756. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) thanked the Delegation of the Netherlands for provi-

ding him with a decisive argument in favor of his suggestion. If what he wanted 

to say was implicit in Article 37 as worded in the Draft then he could not see 

what there was against making the wording explicit. As he had said before, Ar-

ticle 37, in referring to "existing rights," referred to something of the past. 

For that reason he had suggested that the word "already" should be included in 

the phrase "or under agreements concluded between such States." r-tr. Sinagra 

said that he would also like, by way of clarification, to ask whether a State 

could invoke a later agreement with regard to a right covered by Article 37. 

757. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation could 

see no need for Article 37 to be amended. 

758. The PRESIDENT noted that there was no support for the wish of the Delegation 

of Italy and that Article 37 would therefore remain as previously adopted (see 

paragraphs 556 and 557). 
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A~z~c!e 38: Seztlement o6 D~~pute~ (Conz~nued 6~om 558) 

759. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 38 and noted that proposals 

for amendment had been submitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands and by the 

Delegation of France. The proposals were reproduced in documents DC/57 and 

DC/61 respectively. 

760. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that the proposal of the Delegation of the 

Netherlands suited his Delegation very well. If that proposal were accepted 

then his Delegation would withdraw its proposal. 

761.1 Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he found the proposal of the Dele-

gation of the Netherlands broadly acceptable and that his Delegation would be 

able to support it on that basis. As far as he could see, the proposal, in gene-

ral, followed the pattern of Article 38 as it was set out in the Draft. He com-

mended the idea of attempting to cope with the problem of having more than two 

parties to a dispute while retaining at the same time the assumption that there 

would only be two sides to the dispute. There were, however, some points of 

substance on which he wished to comment. 

761.2 In the third subparagraph of paragraph (2) (a) it was provided that "the 

disputing parties may request the President of the Council" to do certain things. 

Mr. Parry said that his Delegation assumed that the phrase should begin with the 

words "either party to the dispute may request." The present wording would mean 

that all sides would have to agree to the use of a procedure, whereas presumably 
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the intention was that once the procedure under paragraph (2) was in motion nothing 

should be able to stop it, provided one State wanted it to continue. In the same 

subparagraph there was a reference to "the Vice-Presidents in accordance with the 

provisions of Article 18(1)." He took that reference to be a reference to Article 

18(1) as it would have been amended had the proposal of the Delegation of the 

Netherlands in respect of that Article been adopted. Since that proposal had been 

withdrawn (see paragraphs 610 to 619), he assumed that the reference should be de-

leted from the proposal under consideration. 

761.3 Regarding paragraph (2) (c), Mr. Parry believed that some drafting amendments 

would be needed to make it clear that there was a distinction between the two 

sides to the dispute and the States parties to it where more than two States were 

involved. 

761.4 Mr. Parry said that his Delegation was not quite sure of the meaning of 

paragraph (2) (d) but thought that possibly it could be deleted. If it was a ref-

erence to decision in accordance with law as opposed to equity he thought that 

that could be left to the operation of the first subparagraph of paragraph (2) (b) 

which said: "The arbitrators shall establish their own arbitration procedure." 

The elements of law that would govern that procedure would presumably be decided 

either in the rules of procedure or in the "compromis d'arbitrage" that would 

have to be made under paragraph (2) (a). 

761.5 As to paragraph (2) (e), Mr. Parry said that his Delegation considered that 

a reference to deciding a dispute "ex aequo et bono" was rather old-fashioned and 

that it could be deleted. 

761.6 Mr. Parry concluded by saying that his Delegation felt that paragraph (2) (f) 

could also be deleted. Either the arbitration procedure established by Article 38 

would be invoked or another method would be selected. It was not necessary, how-

ever, to have a specific rule about the relationship between the two. 
/ 

.-------,.-· 
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762. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that he was not sure whe-

ther his Delegation could accept all the points made by the Delegation of the Uni-

ted Kingdom. As far as paragraph (2) (e) of his Delegation's proposal was concer-

ned he wished to explain that there were two kinds of forum in the Netherlands. 

In one there was an arbitration procedure which followed the law; in the other the 

parties agreed that the decision, which was known as a 'binding advice,' was taken 

"ex aequo et bono." He was not sure whether that situation had to be reflected in 

the Convention and his Delegation wished to reserve its position until it had stu-

died the point. As to the other points, the major aim of his Delegation's propo-

sal was that a procedure should be laid down in the Convention. 

763. Mr. w. BURR (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation also was 

of the opinion that a clause on the settlement of disputes should be included in 

the Convention. Before taking a decision he would like to see in writing the pro-

posal in the amended form proposed by the Delegation of the United Kingdom, if 

need be already including certain drafting improvements. 

764. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) indicated that his Delegation was willing to 

submit a written proposal. 

765. Mr. H. J. WIN~ER (United States of America) said that it was rather unusual 

for an international agreement to spell out the various procedures and methods for 

arbitration in the great detail contained in the proposal of the Delegation of the 

Netherlands. His Delegation felt very strongly that the procedure should be vel-

untary and it was most pleased that the voluntary nature of the provision in the 

Draft had been retained in the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. If 

the procedure was to be voluntary, however, then it would seem that the method or 

means of arbitration should be left to the parties concerned. In any event, if 

the proposal were adopted then his Delegation would strongly support the reten-

tion of paragraph (2) (f) so that the door would remain open for parties to a dis-

pute to agree on some other method of arbitration. 
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766. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) said that his Delegation was of the opinion that 

Article 38 should remain as it was in the original text because disputes concer-

ning the interpretation or application of the Convention should be settled as ob-

ligatorily and objectively as possible. If the proposal of the Delegation of 

the Netherlands were adopted, however, then his Delegation could accept that text. 

767. Dr. G. PUSZTAI (Hungary) said that he would just like to record that his 

Delegation strongly supported the opinion expressed by the Delegation of the Uni-

ted States of America as to the substance of the proposal. 

768. It wa6 decided to de6e~ 6u~the~ c.on6ide~atian o6 A~tic.le 38 until the p~opo-

6al ~e6e~~ed to in pa~ag~aph6 761 and 764 above had been 6o~mally 6ubmitted by 

the Delegation o6 the United Kingdom. [Continued at 999) 

A~tic.le 39: Re6e!r.vation6 [Cont{.nued S~om 558) 

769. The PRESIDENT opened tht:! discussion on Article 39 and invited the Delegation 

of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for amendment, as appearing in do-

cument DC/58. 

770. Mr. A. W. A. ~1. VP~ DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that the purpose of his 

Delegation's proposal was to adjust. Article 39 to the new wording of Article 32 

(see paragraphs 719 and 721) , which had been expanded to allow for a wider range 

of instruments by means of which States could consent to be bound by the new Act. 

771. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that the English and French texts of document 

DC/58 had different meanings. The English text, literally translated, said: "La 

presente Convention ne doit faire l'objet d'aucune reserve." 

772. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that his Delegation agreed that the French 

translation gave a bad rendering of the original English text of document DC/58. 

Furthermore, his Delegation saw no reason to modify the text proposed for Arti-

cle 39 in the Draft. It had always held that a State signing or acceding to the 

Convention must not be able to make any reservation. 

\ 
/ 
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773. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that he wished to draw attention to the fact 

that under the text as proposed in the Draft a State could make reservations, for 

example, five years after having ratified or acceded to the Convention. The Draf~, 

taken literally, clearly said that no reservation could be made when signing, rati-

fying or acceding to the Convention. It did not say that reservations could not be 

made at a later stage. The proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands, however, 

would have that effect. 

774. The PRESIDENT asked whether precedents existed in other conventions which 

might assist the Conference. 

775. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) noted that Article VII of the Additional Act of 

1972 said: "No reservations to this Additional Act are permitted." That wording 

was very similar to that of the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. The 

wording used in the Additional Act was very simple. It might overcome any possible 

ambiguity, as mentioned by the Delegation of Belgium, and it would also take account 

of the amendment made to Article 32. 

776. Lt wa4 dec..i.ded .to adop.t a4 AJt.t.i.c.te 39 .the. WoJtd.i.ng on AJt.t.i.c.te. VII o6 .the. Add.i.-

.t.i.onat Ac..t o6 7972, mu.ta.t.i.4 mu.tand.i.4. 

AJt.t.i.c.te. 28: Language.4 .to be. U4e.d by .the 066-i.c.e. and .in .the. Counc..i.t (Con.t.i.nue.d 

6Jtom 65 3) 

777.1 The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion of Articles 28 and 41. He noted that 

several proposals in respect of languages had been submitted. The Delegations of 

Mexico and Peru had jointly proposed amendments to Article 28 and to Article 41. 

Those proposals were reproduced in documents DC/65 and DC/66 respectively. The 

Delegation of Italy had proposed amendments to Article 28 and that proposal was 

reproduced in document DC/67. The Delegation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya had 

proposed amendments to Article 28 and to Article 41. Those proposals were repro-

duced in documents DC/71 and DC/72 respectively. 
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777.2 The President invited the Delegation of Mexico to introduce the proposals it 

had submitted jointly with the Delegation of Peru. 

778. Mrs. 0. REYES-RETANA (Mexico) said that her Delegation and that of Peru, in 

view of the growing interest of Spanish-speaking countries in the work of the 

Union, considered it important that the word "Spanish" be inserted into Article 

28(1), and that the word "three" in Article 28(2) be replaced by the word "four." 

The use of the Spanish language by the Office of the Union in carrying out its 

duties would be an incentive for Spanish-speaking countries to join the Union. 

Both Delegations also believed that the Union was interested in expanding its ac-

tivities among such countries, since they were consumers of products and techno-

logy protected under the Convention. Finally they also wished to point out that 

Spanish was an official language of the United Nations and that it was used in 

most of the international organizations. 

779. Mr. R. LOPEZ DE HARO (Spain) said that his Delegation wished to express its 

warm and strong support for the proposal of the Delegations of Mexico and Peru. 

His Delegation thought that it would be appropriate for the Union to expand its 

activities among Spanish-speaking countries and believed that the use of the Spa-

nish language would be helpful. Finally, Mr. Lopez de Haro asked the Conference 

to bear in mind that Spanish was an official language of the United Nations and 

of the World Intellectual Property Organization. 

780. Mr. C. A. PASSALACQUA (Argentina) said that his Delegation wished to endorse 

what had been said by the previous speakers and to support the proposal of the 

Delegations of Mexico and Peru. The arguments in favor of the inclusion of the 

Spanish language had been clearly stated and he hoped that the proposal would be 

adopted. 

781. Dr. F. POPINIGIS (Brazil) said that his Delegation, considering that many 

countries in Latin America were in the process of studying draft plant variety 

protection laws and might be willing in the future to join the Union, considering 
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that Spain and Argentina had already introduced relevant legislation and might al-

so be willing to join the Union in the near future, and considering that Spanish 

was an official language of the United Nations, wished to express its approval of 

and support for the proposal submitted by the Delegations of Mexico and Peru. 

782. Prof. A. SINAGRA I(taly) said that his Delegation welcomed the proposal to add 

Spanish to the official languages of the Union. Leaving to one side his Delega-

tion's proposal to add Italian to the official languages of the Union, he wished 

to remark, however, that he could not share in the constant references to what 

happaned in the United Nations. To do so would mean cutting short the discussion 

at its beginning and binding the other international organizations which had dif-

ferent needs, different structures and different geographical compositions. 

783. Dr. W. P. FEISTRITZER (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

(FAO)) said that he was aware of the encouragement given by the President to FAO 

member countries to join the Union. The FAO would like to urge the member States 

of the Union to consider the use of both the Spanish and the Arabic languages 

since such a practice would contribute substantially to facilitating communication. 

784. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) said that his Delegation sympathized very deeply 

with the proposal of the Delegation of Italy. Japanese, like Italian, had not 

been adopted as an official language in international conferences. The language 

barrier was always imposed on his Delegation at such conferences. 

785. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya to intro-

duce its proposals for amendment as contained in documents DC/71 and DC/72. 

786. Mr. A. BEN SAAD (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) said that his Delegation wished on-

ly to stress that simply by counting the number of Arab States that might join the 

Union one could see very clearly the importance of introducing Arabic as one of 

its official languages. 
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787. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that he had asked for the floor because he wished 

to thank the Delegation of Japan for its kind words. He also wished, if the Con-

ference would permit him, to speak in justification of his Delegation's proposal. 

He believed that the criterion of facilitating the access of many additional coun-

tries to the Convention was very important. He also believed, however, that one 

had to have regard to other criteria. It would be all too easy for him to say 

that, throughout the world, there were probably as many as one hundred million per-

sons who spoke Italian, but he did not wish to rely on that argumentation since he 

did not wish to give an impression of linguistic imperialism. He just wished to 

underline the real importance of Italian discoveries in the botanical field and of 

the theoretical and practical studies being carried out in Italy. Among his coun-

try's scientific research institutes he wished to mention, in particular, the 

"Istituto Agronomico per l'Oltremare" at Florence. That scientific involvement 

justified the proposal that he had formulated in the name of the Government of 

Italy which attached great importance to the matter under consideration. He be-

lieved that he could hope that the Conference would consider his Delegation's pro-

posal with the greatest understanding possible. 

788. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) said that his Delegation wished to support the pro-

posal of the Delegation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya regarding the use of Spanish 

and of Arabic. That proposal was self-explanatory in view of the great number of 

Spanish-speaking or Arabic-speaking countries that might be interested in joining 

the Union. 

789. Miss R. E. SILVA Y SILVA (Peru), referring to document DC/66, said that her 

Delegation, in conjunction with the Delegation of Mexico, had proposed that the 

original Act prepared for signature should also be in the Spanish language in 

view of the fact that many Spanish-speaking countries had a strong interest in 

joining the Union. 

790. The PRESIDENT drew the Conference's attention to Article 28(3) which gave the 

Council the power to decide that languages other than English, French and German 

should be used. He also referred to the fact that Article 41(3) required the 

\ 
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Secretary-General of the Union to "establish official texts in the Dutch, Italian 

and Spanish languages and such other languages as the Council may designate." At 

present there were only ten member States of the Union and it would be very costly 

to comply with the wishes to include Arabic, Italian and Spanish in the official 

languages of the Union. 

791. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation found the proposals under 

consideration very interesting. It knew what is was like to have to express one-

self and to understand technical and legal matters in a foreign language. It 

could see some difficulty, however, in creating an obligation to use languages ad-

ditional to those already provided for in the Convention. Taking into considera-

tion the costs of interpretation for meetings and of the translation of documents 

it felt unable to support the proposals which would give rise to a major obligation 

for the Union. Article 28(3) already gave the Council the power to decide on the 

use of further languages should the need arise. 

792. Mr. s. MEJEGRRD (Sweden) said that his Delegation shared entirely the views 

of the Delegation of Denmark. The problem was one of expenditure. The wish had 

been expressed in the past that one of the Scandinavian languages should be used. 

Costs had to be limited, however, and since there were only two Scandinavian mem-

bers of the Union that wish had not been pursued. His Delegation therefore felt 

somewhat hesitant about the proposals. 

793. Mr. R. DERVEAUX (Belgium) said that he could readily intervene in the some-

what delicate discussion, being of Flemish and not French mother tongue, to ask 

the Conference not to give favorable consideration to the proposals submitted by 

various countries. He had to associate himself with the remarks of the Delegation 

of Denmark concerning the costs of interpretation and translation. He drew atten-

tion to Article 28(3) and to the fact that the Council could decide from one day 

to another, by a majority of three-quarters of the members present and voting, 

that a further language would be used by the Office of the Union and in meetings 

of the Council and of revision conferences. 
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794. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he wished to record his complete sympa-

thy with the proposals made by various States to increase the number of official 

languages. He understood their problems perfectly but would like them equally to 

understand the material difficulties of the existing member States. The same mat-

ter had arisen in 1961 and that was the reason for the somewhat practical approach 

taken in Article 28. Moreover, he drew attention to the fact that the Office of 

the Union had already published some documents in Japanese and Spanish, and that 

it was not excluded that it might also publish some in Arabic. He wondered whe-

ther the Conference might express a wish that it would be interested to see an ex-

tension of the number of working languages, in so far as that was possible, but 

that one should retain just the three languages presently used for as long as rna-

terial considerations did not permit an extension. 

795. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that he understood that the tendency of several 

delegations was to limit the number of official languages of'the Union for budge-

tary reasons. If his understanding was correct, then he would like to know whether 

the Secretariat was in a position to present a document to the Conference showing 

the extra costs which the use of the additional languages would involve. He be-

lieved that the discussion could then take place with a greater knowledge of the 

elements of the problem. 

796. The PRESIDENT asked Mr. Ledakis whether the Secretariat could meet the re-

quest of the Delegation of Italy. 

797.1 Mr. G. LEDAKIS (Legal Counsel, International Bureau of the World Intellec-

tual Property Organization (WIPO)) said that, if he had correctly understood the 

request, then the Delegation of Italy was seeking a projection of the increase in 

costs involved in introducing certain languages. He assumed that the Delegation 

of Italy had been speaking to Article 28 and not to Article 41. There was also 

a problem in connection with the latter Article since all the Conference documen-

tation had so far been produced only in the three languages used by the Office of 

the Union. The Conference was supposed to terminate its work on October 23 and, as 

yet, the text for the Drafting Committee was not available in any language. There 

-\ 
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were therefore certain limitations of time. Delegations normally liked to have an 

opportunity to examine a text in each of the languages in which it was going to be 

signed before signing or even before adopting it. He thought, therefore, that 

the Secretariat would not be in a position to present between then and the end of 

the Conference a text in Spanish, Arabic, Italian, Dutch or any language other 

than the three official languages. Provision was made in Article 41 for the es-

tablishrnent of official texts, so that as soon as possible after the Conference 

had adopted a text, texts could be prepared in the other languages and made avail-

able to facilitate ratification, acceptance or approval, or accession. 

797.2 Mr. Ledakis then said that as far as the question of additional languages to 

be used by the Office of the Union was concerned, he thought that most delegations 

were familiar with the present staffing situation and with the fact that the Office 

of the Union relied on the services of WIPO for the preparation of much of its docu-

mentation. WIPO itself had not yet made a decision regarding the use of languages 

other than English and French, but he could say that the matter had recently been 

placed on the agendas for the 1979 sessions of its Governing Bodies. A document on 

the financial implications of the use of certain additional languages would have to· 

be presented to those sessions and would be relevant to any study of the financial 

implications for UPOV of the use of additional languages, but he did not think that 

the Secretariat could now prepare such a document for the present Conference. More-

over, the preparation of such a document would depend on the extent to which inter-

pretation, documents as distinct from interpretation and publications as distinct 

from documents, were to be the subject of the languages concerned. 

798. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that his Delegation's proposal did not refer to 

the continuation of the proceedings of the Conference. He believed that the same 

could be said for the proposals concerning Spanish and Arabic. It went without 

saying that the work of the Conference would continue in the existing official 

languages. What he had asked was whether the Secretariat could prepare a document 

giving an estimate of additional costs should one or several other languages be 

made official languages. 
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799. Dr. w. P. FEISTRITZER (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

(FAO)) drew the attention of the Conference to the fact that many Spanish and Ara-

bic speaking countries were drafting, considering and implementing national seed 

laws. FAO therefore felt that it would be in the interests of the Union to have 

the revised text of the Convention and specific technical papers available in Spa-

nish and Arabic. 

800.1 Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that it was perhaps somewhat unrealistic 

to draw a comparison between the number of languages used by UPOV and the number 

used by the World Intellectual Property Organization or by the United Nations. 

By comparison UPOV was a small organization which, at the moment, had a regional 

character. It did not seem to him to be terribly relevant to know precisely what 

the costs would be but he could imagine that for each language added the Office of 

the Union, which had a very small staff, would need to employ at least one addi-

tional administrative grade officer and presumably at least one clerical or typing 

officer. If there were particular documents of importance to countries consider-

ing membership of the Union then such documents could presumably be translated. 

He wondered, however, if it was fair to ask the existing member States to adopt a 

language not spoken by any of them, when a number of their own languages had not 

yet been adopted. The practical difficulties of expanding the number of languages 

used seemed to him to militate against such a step. 

800.2 Mr. Parry noted that a number of speakers had referred to the fact that Ar-

ticle 28(3) empowered the Council to decide that further l'anguages should be used 

if the need arose. As far as the establishing of texts of the Convention was con-

cerned he thought that the Conference might consider extending the provision in 

Article 41(3) by adding to the list of languages in which official texts had to be 

established. He wondered whether the Union should go beyond that for the moment. 

801. The PRESIDENT said that he had tried to make a rough calculation. He thought 

that the Union would probably need to employ a professional officer and two secre-

taries for each additional language, and that the addition of Arabic, Italian and 

Spanish would probably mean increasing the existing budget by roughly one-third. 
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802. Mr. M. JEANRENAUD (Switzerland} said that his Delegation had listened with 

great sympathy to the proposals to increase the number of working languages of 

the Office of the Union and it too thought that the language barrier should not 

be allowed to constitute an obstacle to the development or to the future activi-

ties of the Union. But one had to take into account the size of the organiza-

tion. An extension of the number of official languages would undoubtedly give 

rise to rather serious financial problems and his Delegation thought that an im-

mediate decision on the matter would in fact be premature. Article 28(3) made 

it possible to introduce additional languages should the development of the Un-

ion make that necessary. 

803. Mr. W. VAN SOEST (Netherlands) said that his Delegation shared the views ex-

pressed by the Delegation of Switzerland. 

804. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that whatever decisions the Diplomatic Confer-

ence might take he believed that reference to Article 28(3) did not solve the 

problem on the table but merely avoided it. It was already quite clear that 

that Article referred to a power of the Council and further, through the inclu-

sion of the words "if the need arises," it referred to exceptional situations. 

The proposals that had been made by his Delegation and by the Delegations of 

Mexico and of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya were aimed at introducing Italian, Spa-

nish and Arabic as official languages. 

805.1 The PRESIDENT noted that there was no support for the proposal of the Dele-

gation of Italy, as contained in document DC/67, and that the proposal had there-

fore fallen. 

805.2 The President noted that there was not a majority in favor of the proposal 

submitted jointly by the Delegations of Mex~co and Peru, as contained in document 

DC/65, and that the proposal had therefore fallen. He then addressed delegates 
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of Spanish mother tongue in their own language, saying how much he would like 

their language to be used by the Union. He regretted that financial means did 

not permit that for the moment but he hoped that one day there would be sufficient 

Spanish-speaking member States to enable Spanish to be adopted as a working langu-

age in the Union's meetings. 

806. Mr. R. LOPEZ DE HARO (Spain) thanked the President for his kind words. 

807. Mrs. 0. REYES-RETANA (Mexico) also thanked the President and said that it 

had been very pleasant for the Spanish-speaking delegates to hear his words. She 

had to say, however, that her Delegation really regretted the fact that its propo-

sal had not been adopted. 

808. The PRESIDENT noted that there was not a majority in favor of the proposal 

of the Li=yan Arab Jamahiriya, as contained in document DC/71, and that the pro-

posal had therefore fallen. He was sorry not to be able to express his regrets in 

Arc.t ... c. 

809. A~~~cte 28 wa~ adop~ed a~ appea~~ng ~n the V~a6~. 

810. Dr. A. BEN SAAD (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) said that his Delegation wished to 

change the proposal that it had submitted for the amendment of Article 41. It 

would now like paragraph (1) to remain as in the Draft, and paragraph (3) to be 

extended to the Arabic language. 

811. The PRESIDENT ruled that the change proposed by the Delegation of the Libyan 

Arab Jamahiriya was such that it could be considered even though it had not been 

circulated in writing. In his capacity as Head of the Delegation of Denmark he 

supported the proposal reproduced in document DC/72 as revised orally by the De-

legation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. 

' ! 
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812. It wa~ d~cid~d to adopt th~ p~opo~al to am~nd A~ticl~ 4.1(3), ~~6~~~~d to in 

pa~ag~aph 810 abov~, and to add A~abic to th~ li~t o6 languag~~ in which o66icial 

t~xt~ had to b~ ~~tabli~h~d. 

813. Mrs. o. REYES-RETANA (Mexico) withdrew the proposal that her Delegation had 

submitted jointly with the Delegation of Peru, as contained in document DC/66. 

814.1 The PRESIDENT thanked the Delegations of Mexico and Peru for the understand-

ing they had shown. 

814.2 The President then invited the Delegation of the Netherlands to introduce 

its proposal for the amendment of paragraphs (2) and (3) of Article 41, as repro

duced in document DC/59. 

815. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation wished 

to make two small corrections to the text proposed in the praft. First, in para-

graph (2), it did not see the need for the Secretary-General of the Union to trans-

mit "two certified copies of this Act." It thought that one copy would suffice. 

Secondly, in paragraph (3), the word "transl·ations" would be preferable to the 

word "texts." 

816. Dr. H. MAST (Secretary General of the Conference) advised the Conference that 

the wording of the Draft was in conformity with Article 29 of the Paris Convention 

for the Protection of Industrial Property as revised at Stockholm in 1967. 

817. Mrs. o. REYES-RETANA (Mexico) said that she would like to be quite certain as 

to which documents or texts were going to be published in Spanish. 
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818. The PRESIDENT confirmed that the words "official texts" in Article 41(3) re-

ferred to official texts, in the specified languages, of the text to be signed in 

a single original in the three official languages of the Union, as provided for 

in Article 41(1). 

819. Mr. M. LAM (Senegal) said that his Delegation considered that if the Union 

was looking for an increase in its membership then it must not be designed just 

to meet the needs of the existing member States. The Union would have to consi-

der the situation of States which could form part of its future membership and it 

should now take the measures necessary to ensure that potential member States 

would not have misgivings. When the African States, the Arabic States and the 

Third World States, which would tomorrow be the partners of the existing member 

States, turned towards membership of the Union it was certain that they would be 

greater in number than the entire existing membership. He believed that it would 

be a good thing to keep in mind the present situation of those co~1tries that had 

sent delegates to the Diplomatic Conference so that their Governments might gain 

useful information as they considered joining the Union. 

820. The PRESIDENT said that the Union must consider very carefully what means it 

had whereby contacts could be established with non-member States. He was sure 

that the matter would be carefully studied by the Council of the Union. 

821. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN said that his Delegation wished to withdraw 

its proposal for the amendment of paragraphs (2) and (3), as appearing in docu-

ment DC/59. 

822. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) referred to the statement he had made on behalf of 

his Delegation on the opening morning of the Conference. His country had a strong 

desire to join the Union and his Delegation would like to ask the Conference to 

consider including the Japanese language in the list of languages specified in 

Article 41(3), as had been agreed in respect of the Arabic language (see para-

graph 812). 
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823. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that hJs Delegation warmly supported the propo-

sal of the Delegation of Japan. 

824. The PRESIDENT ruled that the amendment proposed by the Delegation of Japan 

was such that it could be considered even though it had not been circulated in 

writing. 

825. I~ waa decided ~o include ~he wo~d "Japaneae" a6~e~ ~he wo~d "l~allan" ln 

A~Ucle 4 1 ( 3) • 

826. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) said that his Delegation appreciated the adoption of 

its proposal and that his country would cooperate as far as possible in the trans-

lation of the Convention into Japanese. 

827. Subjec~, ln ~eapec~ o6 pa~ag~aph (3), ~o ~he declalona ~e6e~~ed ~o ln pa~a

g~apha 812 and 825 above, and au~ject, ln ~eapect o6 pa~ag~aph (5], to the decl-

alan ~ega~dlng conaequen~lal changea, ~e6e~~ed ~o ln pa~ag~aph 721 above, lt waa 

decided to adop~ A~~lcle 41 aa appea~lng ln ~he V~a6~. 

A~~lcle 34A: Excep~lonal Ru.tea 6o~ P1r.o~ec~lon Unde~ Two FMma (Continued 

6~om 5 5:l) 

828. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 34A and asked whether there 

was support for the proposal for the amendment of paragraph (1) submitted by the 

Delegation of Japan and reproduced in document DC/73. 

829. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation secon

ded the proposal of the Delegation of Japan. 
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830. Mr. A. W. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) said that his Delegation also 

supported the proposal of the Delegation of Japan. 

137. Subject to the deci4ion ~ega~ding conaequentiaL changea, ~e6e~~ed to in pa

~ag~aph 727 above, and aubject to conaide~ation o6 the p~opoaaL aubmitted by the 

DeLegation o6 South A6~ica and appea~ing in document VC/31, it waa decided to 

adopt aa A~ticle 34A(7) the wo~ding appea~ing in document VC/73. 

832. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of South Africa to introduce its propo-

sal as appearing in document DC/38. 

833. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) said that his Delegation felt that the ref-

erence in the wording of Article 34A(l) in the Draft to "protection under differ-

ent forms" was too vague and could allow forms of protection other than those men-

tioned in Article 2(1). His Delegation's proposal was a matter of clarification 

and not of substance, and was believed to be an improvement on the Draft. He re-

cognized that the proposal, if approved, would require some drafting changes to 

align it with the proposal of the Delegation of Japan just adopted by the Confer-

ence. 

834. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) suggested that the wording of the proposal of 

the Delegation of South Africa might be amended slightly by replacing the expres-

sion "in the said Article" by "in the said paragraph." 

835. The PRESIDENT said that it seemed to him that it would be of benefit to 

merge the proposal of the Delegation of South Africa, subject to the amendment 

suggested by the Delegation of the United Kingdom, with the new wording of Arti-

cle 34(A) (1) (see paragraph 831). Referring to the English version of document 

DC/73 that would mean replacing the section "under different forms for one and 

the same genus or species" by "under the different forms referred to in the said 

paragraph for one and the same genus or species." 

) 
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836. It wa4 dec~ded to amend document VC/73 ~n the way 4tated ~n the p~eced~ng 

pa~ag~aph. 

837. The Sec~eta~~at wa4 a4~ed to p~epa~e and c~~culate a document ~eco~d~ng the 

new text o6 A~t~cle 34A(l) ~n the l~ght o6 the dec~4~on4 ~e6e~~ed to ~n pa~a-

g~aphh 831 and 836 above. 

838. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of the United States of America to in-

troduce its proposal for the amendment of Article 34A(2), as appearing in docu-

ment DC/32. 

839. Mr. L. DONAHUE (United States of America) said that his Delegation's propo-

sal to replace the word "novelty" by the word "patentability" was more a drafting 

change than a substantive change. His country's Patent Law concerned itself not 

with novelty but with patentability. As far as plant varieties were concerned 

the effect was the same as the requirement in the Plant Variety Protection Act 

that a v~riety had to be new. 

840. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) asked whether the intention of the proposal of 

the Delegation of the United States of America was to provide for the possibility, 

in the circumstances specified, of an alternative to just the requirements laid 

down in Article 6(1) (a), or to the whole of Article 6. 

841. Mr. L. DONAHUE (United States of America) understood that Article 6 would 

continue to be applicable under his country's Plant Variety Protection Act. 

842. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that for him "novelty" was an implicit condition 

of "patentability." Indeed it was the main condition of patentability. It would 

therefore be better to retain the word "novelty." 
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843. Dr. H. MAST (Secretary General of the Conference) said that he understood 

that the problem for the Delegation of the United States of Ameripa was that un-

der its country's patent system novelty was not the only criterion of patentabil-

ity. There were o~~er criteria, such as non-obviousness, and the Delegation of 

the United States of America therefore wished to align the wording of Article 

34A(2) to the wording of its Patent Law. It was very difficult to ask a country 

to amend its normal patent legislation only for the sake of a small number of ap-

plications in respect of plant varieties. It had already been stated that Arti-

cle 6 would be applied without limitation under the Plant Variety Protection Act. 

The exception sought by the Delegation of the United States of America was solely 

in respect of its country's patent legislation. 

844. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) remarked that Article 6 really was one of the 

foundation stones of the Convention. He was quite willing to see an exception 

made to certain of the provisions of that Article for plants, such as vegetative-

ly propagated plants in the United States, that were protected under a patent 

system. It was unacceptable for him, however, to have a text which substituted 

for the whole of Article 6 patentability criteria whose exact scope was not 

known to the Conference. He therefore requested that the matter be more closely 

studied. 

845. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that his Delegation was of the same opinion as 

the Delegation of France. 

846. Mr. L. DONAHUE (United States of America) said that his Delegation would 

make a statement later in clarification of its proposal. 

847. It wa~ de~~ded to de6e~ 6u~the~ ~on~~de~at~on o6 A~t~~te 34A(Z) unt~t the 

po~at a~ appea~~ng ~n do~ument VC/32. (Cont~nued at 973) 

848. A~t~~te 34A(3) wa~ adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n the V~a6t, w~thout d~~~u~~~on. 

/ 
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849. The PRESIDENT said that it would be helpful if the Secretariat could begin 

the preparation of the text for consideration by the Drafting Committee. He 

therefore wished to begin at the beginning by discussing the Title of the Conven-

tion. 

850. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) asked the Delegation of the 

United Kingdom whether the Drafting Committee could work on the assumption that 

it would not be necessary to make the complicated provisions that would be re-

quired if the Additional Act of 1972 were not in force in respect of the United 

Kingdom when it ratified the revised text of the Convention, hopefully in the 

next two to three years. 

851. Mr. P. w. MURPHY (United Kingdom) confirmed that the Drafting Committee 

could work on the assumption specified by the Secretary-General of the Union. 

852. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that he appreciated the 

confirmation given by the Delegation of the United· Kingdom. It meant that the 

text could be drafted in a much simpler way. 

T~tle o6 the Co~ve~t~o~ 

853. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on the Title of the Convention and invi-

ted the Delegation of the Netherlands to introduce its proposal for amendment as 

appearing in document DC/64. 
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854. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation's proposal had been 

made because it was thought that one of the purposes of the Diplomatic Conference 

was to include the text of the Additional Act of 1972 in the revised Act, and 

that the wording of the Title should clearly express what had happened. One 

could see that the Additional Act was an amendment of the original Convention 

from the fact that Roman numerals had been used to number the Articles. 

855. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he did not know whether the use of 

Roman numerals was significant. He noted, however, that the Additional Act re-

ferred to itself as "amending the International Convention for the Protection of 

New Varieties of Plants." His Delegation was therefore inclined to support the 

proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. 

856. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) saw no difference from the legal point of view 

between what had been done in 1972 and what the Diplomatic Conference was doing. 

In 1972 the Convention had been amended; in 1978 it was being amended again. One 

should say, in respect of both occasions, either that it had been 'amended' or 

that it had been 'revised.' 

857. Mr. M. JACOBSSON (Sweden) tended to agree that it was unnecessary to have 

both terms and noted that the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties used only 

the word "amendment." 

858. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) asked what wording had been 

used in the titles of other conventions. 

859. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that in the style of 

some other conventions the title would read: "as completed by the Additional 

Act of 1972 and as revised at .•• That would be a complete statement of 

what had happened. If the Conference wished, however, either the word "amended" 

or the word "revised" could be used in respect of both the Additional Act and 

the new text. 

\ 
j 
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860. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) wondered whether it might be 

left to the Drafting Committee to consider all three proposals, namely those re-

produced in documents DC/3 and DC/64 and the wording given by the Secretary-

General of the Union, and to formulate a solution. 

861. It Wa4 d~cid~d to a4~ th~ V~a6ting Committ~~ to con4id~~ th~ va~iou4 wo~d

ing4 ~~6~~~~d to in th~ p~~c~ding pa~ag~aph and to d~t~~min~ th~ Tit!~ o6 th~ 

Conv~nt.i.on. 

P~~amb!~ 

862.1 The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on the Preamble to the Convention. He 

noted that there was a slight difference in the basic proposal, as reproduced on 

page 7 of Annex II to document DC/3, in that the second paragraph referred in 

the French text to "reaffirming the statements," whereas the English and German 

texts both referred to "reaffirming their statements." Since it was the hope 

that the revised text would be signed not only by the existing member States but 

also by other States he felt that it might be better to align the English and 

German texts to the French text by using the word "the" instead of "their." 

862.2 The President further noted that a proposal for the amendment of the Pre-

amble had been submitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands. He invited that 

Delegation to introduce its proposal, as appearing in document DC/62. 

863. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation thought that its 

proposal was a matter for the Drafting Committee to consider. 

864. Mr. W. A. J. LENHARDT (Canada) said that it seemed to him that the Confer-

ence was in the process of drafting an Act which would replace everything that 

had preceded it. If that was the intention then he would suggest that it might 

be explicitly stated somewhere in the Preamble. 
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865. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation had introduced the 

final paragraph of document DC/62 for the very reason mentioned by the Delegation 

of Canada. His Delegation thought that the product of a revision was something 

totally new, namely a new Act replacing in the future the old Act. 

866. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation se-

conded the proposal submitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands. 

867. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) suggested that the Drafting 

Committee might be asked to condense into one paragraph the four paragraphs de-

voted, both in the basic proposal and in the proposal submitted by the Delegation 

of the Netherlands, to expressing the desire to make the Convention accessible to 

other countries. 

868. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) indicated that his Delegation, in response to 

the suggestion made by the Secretary-General of the Union, was willing to prepare 

an amendment to the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands, for the consi-

deration of the Drafting Committee. 

869. 1~ wa~ dec~ded ~ha~ ~he V~a6~~ng Comm~~~ee ~houid de~e~m~ne ~he ~ex~ on ~he 

P~eambte on ~he ba~~~ o6 ~he p~opo~al con~a~ned ~n documen~ VC/62 and o6 an amen-

ded ve~~~on ~he~eo6 ~a be p~epa~ed by ~he Vetega~~on o6 ~he Un~~ed K~ngdom. 

A~~~cte 7: Pu~po~e o6 ~he Conven~ion; Con~~~~u~~on o6 a Un~on; Sea~ o6 ~he Union 

ICon~~nued 6~om Z09) 

870. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 1 and invited the Delega-

tion of the Netherlands to introduce again its proposal for amendment, as appear-

ing in document DC/14. 

I 
_/ 
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871. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) confirmed that his Delegation's proposal, 

apart from the introduction of Article lA setting out a list of "definitions," 

was concerned only with drafting matters and with the systematic ordering of the 

Articles of the Convention. 

872. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) suggested that the proposed Article lA 

should be discussed first because the definition of "the breeder" included there-

in would have a bearing on the wording proposed for Article 1. 

873. r~. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that the Conference had so far worked on 

the basis of making as few changes as possible. He believed that Article 1 had 

never given rise to difficulties. He therefore saw nothing to be gained by in-

traducing Article lA. It would be totally contrary to French tradition to intra-

duce a list of definitions. 

874. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) thought that the main question for the 

Conference was whether the revised text should or should not contain a list of 

definitions. He was not certain what consequential changes might be introduced 

if the proposed Article lA were adopted. He would prefer to retain the existing 

structure of the Convention, if at all possible. 

875. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that he was of the same opinion as the De-

legation of the United Kingdom. 

876. Mr. M. JACOBSSON (Sweden) said that his Delegation also shared the opinion 

of the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 

877. Mr. W. A. J. LENHARDT (Canada) said that he was in sympathy with the propo-

sal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. It was always helpful, particularly 

from the lawyer's point of view, to have the "definitions" set out at the begin-

ning of a text. He did not think that the proposed Article lA, if adopted, would 
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have any effect whatsoever on the Convention. Although he was not sure that he 

agreed with the wording of all of the definitions proposed he would prefer to 

have definitions included in the text. If necessary they could be put in the in-

dividual Articles and not in a separate list. 

878. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation had no 

strong views on the matter under discussion. If it was decided, however, to in-

elude a list of definitions, then one would have to be absolutely certain that 

the drafting followed exactly the definitions currently to be found in various 

Articles. 

879. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he had before him 

the texts of two Conventions, both dated July 14, 1967. The Convention Establi-

shing the World Intellectual Property Organization contained a list of "defini-

tions"; the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property did not. 

He agreed with what had just been said by the Delegation of the United States of 

America. His Delegation was in favor of keeping the text as it was for three 

reasons. Firs~, it was not sure that the proposed Article lA covered all the im-

portant terms in the Convention. To check that would involve the Drafting Com-

mittee in a considerable amount of work. Secondly, it was not sure that those 

definitions that were listed were correctly worded in all the three official lan-

guages. Finally, adoption of the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands 

would result in a renumbering of almost every Article in the Convention, includ-

ing Article 13, and that would lead to confusion. 

880. Mr. w. GFELLER (Switzerland) said that his Delegation wished to second the 

proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. 

881. The p~opo4al o6 the Delegation o6 the Nethe~land~ a4 appea~ing in document 

VC/14 wa¢ ~ejected by 7 vote¢ again4t to Z in 6avo~, with 1 ab4tention. 

882. The adoption o6 A~ticle 1 a4 appea~ing in the V~a6t wa¢ con6i~med. (See 

pa~ag~aph¢ Z06 and 208 above). 

) 
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A4t~ct~ 5: R~ght6 P4ot~ct~d; Scop~ o6 P4ot~ct~on (Cont~nu~d 64om 3Z7l 

883. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article S. 

0 . :~ Cl 
{_ 'i' ,,) 

884. It Wd6 d~c~d~d to ~e6~~ to th~ V~d6t~ng Comm~ttee the p4opo6dl 6ubm~tted by 

ety" 6~om th~ 6~~6t 6~ntence o6 A4t~ct~ 5(7), d6 4~p4oduc~d ~n document VC/18. 

88S. The PRESIDENT then invited comments on documents DC/17. Rev. and DC/SO, be-

ing respectively the proposal submitted by the Delegation of France for the amend-

ment of Article S(l) and the comments of Observer Organizations on Article S as 

restated by the Office of the Union on the request of the Conference. 

886. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that in his earlier statements (see paragraphs 

270, 278 and 304.3) he had emphasized the problems facing members of CIOPORA as a 

result of imports of plants or parts of plants from non-member States of the Union. 

He wished the Conference to also be aware that problems could equally arise even 

at the level of the European member States of the Union. Because of differing 

periods of protection, or for purely financial reasons, or because of market forces, 

it was possible that a variety protected in one member State was not protected in 

another member State. Producers of that variety in the latter State did not need 

a licence since the variety was "free." Exports of that production to the former 

State, however, were very damaging to the owner of plant variety protection. 

887. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (FIS) asked the Conference to bear in mind, when consider-

ing document DC/SO, one point which was always stressed by his Federation, namely 

that once plant variety protection had been introduced into a country and once the 

trade had become accustomed to the payment of royalties, the regular trade was 

faced with unfair competition if others could too easily produce material without 

paying a royalty. He was not questioning the right of a farmer to produce seed for 

his own use. Commercial production, however, for example by cooperatives, raisers 

of plantlets or canneries, was a different matter. That could lead to unfair com-

petition and he wished to draw the attention of the Conference to that problem. 
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888. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that when Article 5 had 

been debated the previous week his Delegation had clearly stated that any attempt 

to protect the final product would cause very severe problems in its country (see 

paragraph 309). His Delegation believed that such an amendment would cause some 

serious problems under its country's antitrust laws and that it would go beyond 

the scope of protection necessary in the Convention. His Delegation would there-

fore be opposed to such an amendment. 

889. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that the requests made by CIOPORA were concerned 

with two different problems. One was protection, in the case of vegetatively pro-

pagated plants, for the final product as such, namely for a plant or a part of a 

plant, be it a cut flower or even a fruit. That was the purpose of the proposed 

Article 5(2) in Annex II to document DC/50. The other, which was covered by the 

proposed Article 5(1) in that same document, was not designed to extend protection 

to the final product, but simply, by amending the drafting, to enable the owner of 

a protected variety to exercise his "minimum" right. The plant patent legislation 

of the United States of America already covered the "commercial use" of a plant 

and that was what CIOPORA was seeking to cover in the proposed Article 5(1). 

890. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) felt that there were two different problems to be 

discussed and that they should be taken separately. The first was the amendment 

of the wording of the first sentence of Article 5(1), namely to replace the ex-

pression "for purposes of commercial marketing" by the expression "for commercial 

purposes," and to delete the words "as such." The second concerned, in various 

forms, the proposal submitted by his Delegation and reproduced in docUment 

DC/17. Rev., whereby certain provisions so far reserved for ornamental plants 

would be extended to vegetatively propagated plants in general. 

891. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he would like to as-

sociate himself with the proposal of Mr. Bustarret. He would like first to ask 

the representative of CIOPORA to clarify his organization's proposed Article 5(1), 

and the explanation thereon, as appearing in Annex II to document DC/50. 
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892. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that he would take as an example the case of a 

grower producing cut flowers in country "A," where the variety was protected, who 

imported plants from country "B," where the variety was not protected, planted 

them in his glasshouse and subsequently, without multiplying the variety, sold 

cut flowers. Such a practice was not covered by the present wording of Article 

5{1). Mr. Rayon said that he asked himself to what extent the "minimum protec-

tion" of the right of the breeder existed when the breeder of a rose, carnation 

or chrysanthemum variety used for the production of cut flowers could not subject 

such use, even in country "A," to the holding of a licence. The wording sugges-

ted by CIOPORA for Article 5{1) would overcome that difficulty. Given that vege-

tative propagating material included whole plants, the plants imported from coun-

try "B" could then be considered to be vegetative propagating material. The fact 

that the grower had them in his glasshouse with a view to commercially producing 

and marketing cut flowers would be covered by the expression "the .•• use, for 

commercial purposes," of the propagating material. As was stated in the first pa-

ragraph of the "explanation" at the end of Annex II to document DC/50, the purpose 

of amending the drafting of Article 5{1) was not to extend protection to plants or 

parts thereof but to cover "utilisation a des fins commerciales." The expression 

"a des fins d'ecoulement commercial" left room for doubt, since it could be con-

strued to cover only reselling, which in CIOPORA's opinion had not been the inten-

tion of the drafters of the Convention. 

893. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS {ASSINSEL) said that ASSINSEL, as could be seen from sec-

tion l of Annex I to document DC/SO, had also found certain imperfections in the 

wording of Article 5{1). The problem faced by members of his Association differed 

slightly from the difficulties explained by the representative of CIOPORA. 

Dr. Leenders said that he would take as an example a cannery producing peas and 

beans for canning. When the quantity of peas or beans produced exceeded that re-

quired for canning the surplus was retained for use as seed in the following year. 

The first sentence of Article 5{1) stated that the breeder's authorization "shall 

be required for the production, for purposes of commercial marketing, of the repro-

ductive or vegetative propagating material." In the case he had cited there was 

no "marketing." He was sure, however, that the Conference would agree that in such 

cases the cannery should pay the normal royalties. The problem was, of course, 

that the cannery could rely on the present wording of Article 5{1), refusing to 

pay a royalty on the ground that no marketing had taken place. 
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894. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that he would like to respond to what had been 

said earlier by Mr. Rayon about fruit trees (see paragraph 304.3), and to what 

Dr. Leenders had just said about peas and beans, by explaining the intentions of 

the persons who had drafted Article 5(1) in 1961. Their intention regarding the 

fruit grower who bought some trees of a new variety and reproduced the variety in 

his own orchard by means of grafting had been that he did not have to pay royal-

ties on that reproduction, unless the owner of the variety had taken the precau-

tion of specifying in his conditions of sale that reproduction of the variety by 

that means was not permitted. Their intention regarding the canner who multiplied 

seeds himself for delivery to his contract growers, however, had really been that 

such delivery, being in effect an act of commercial marketing, should give rise 

to the payment of royalties to the owner of the variety. Mr. Bustarret said that 

he did not know whether the wording used to express those intentions was perfect, 

but nevertheless such had been the intentions of the drafters. 

895. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) said that he would just like to give a simple ex-

ample to show the problems one might face if the wording suggested by CIOPORA 

were accepted. He took as an example a farmer producing wheat who purchased 'cer-

tified' seed, delivered 99 per cent of the resulting crop to the mill for the pro-

duction of flour and retained one per cent for his own use as seed. Mr. Tourkmani 

believed that subjecting the use of that small quantity to the authorisation of 

the breeder would lead to unimaginable practical difficulties. In his view what 

should be subjected to the authorisation of the breeder was seed destined to be 

marketed as seed. Technical regulations covering seed production always required 

proof of the origin of the seed used to establish the crop entered for certifica-

tion as seed. In other words the identity of the 'basic' seed had to be disclosed. 

'Basic' seed could only be obtained from ~~e breeder and at that point the right 

of the breeder was respected. 

896. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that in the example given by the Delegation of 

Morocco there would be no "utilisation a des fins commerciales." It would be a 

question of the producer satisfying his own needs and that was not covered by 

the text suggested by CIOPORA. Furthermore, that text was applicable only to ve-

getatively propagated plants. One of the reasons why CIOPORA sought a rather 

) 
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special scope of protection in respect of vegetatively propagated plants was that 

breeders of sexually reproduced plants benefitted from indirect means of a techni-

cal nature in protecting themselves in respect of the use made of reproductive rna-

terial of their varieties. 

897. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (ASSINSEL) said that in the example given by the Delega-

tion of Morocco it was clear that the farmer was producing reproductive material 

not for commercial purposes but for his own purposes. He believed that there was 

some misunderstanding. 

898. Mr. A. w. A. M. VAN DER MEEREN (Netherlands) agreed that there was some mis-

understanding. He could see no difference between an ornamental plant used to 

produce cut flowers and a cereal used to produce bread. According to his under-

standing, if the proposed Article 5(1) in Annex II to DC/50 were adopted then all 

farmers would be dependent on the authorisation of the breeder. The wheat produ-

cer who retained some of his crop and used it as seed to produce wheat for the 

milling industry used the material he had retained as reproductive material. Ac-

cording to the wording suggested by CIOPORA for Article 5(1) the "use, for com-

mercial purposes of the reproductive or vegetative propagating material" required 

the prior authorisation of the breeder. 

899. Dr. H. H. LEENDERS (ASSINSEL) said that he had based his earlier remark on 

his Association's suggestion, recorded in item l of Annex I to document DC/50, 

that the existing wording of Article 5(1) should be retained, except that the 

phrase "production, for purposes of commercial marketing, ••• "should be rep-

laced by "production, for commercial purposes, II Both the existing text 

and the text including ASSINSEL's suggested amendment referred to production of 

reproductive material and not to its use. 

900. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) believed that the exclusion from the scope of protec-

tion of the two activities that he had mentioned in relation to fruit trees and 

cut flowers ran counter to the very spirit of the Convention. Leaving aside the 

question of protection for the final product, it seemed to him that there was a 
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basic defect in the Convention if the breeder of a variety whose purpose was to 

produce fruit or cut flowers of a better quality could not control the commer-

cial exploitation of the variety. 

901. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) said that if the representative of CIOPORA 

agreed that the wheat producer in the earlier example was free to use material 

retained by him to sow his fields in the following year then surely the situation 

in respect of fruit trees was analogous. In his view it was the interpretation 

and application of the text to different categories of species, for example to 

sexually reproduced species or to vegetatively propagated species, that gave 

rise to difficulties. 

902.1 Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) agreed with the conclusions drawn by the Delega-

tion of Morocco. If a text permitted a producer of cereals to use his own grain 

crop as seed for sowing his own fields--and it appeared that no-one contested 

that--then one had to apply a similar reasoning in respect of fruit trees. 

Nevertheless, seen objectively, the situations differed. The same text could 

not permit in the one case what it forbade in the other. In the first case, 

however, the rights that the cereals breeder could legitimately count on in re-

spect of his innovation were satisfied, whereas in the second case the breeder 

could justifiably consider that his rights in the variety of fruit bred by him 

brought him nothing by comparison with the work entailed in the breeding of that 

variety. It was not the nature or scope of the right that was in question; it 

was a matter of the consistency of the right when looked at objectively. That 

was the very difficult problem with which the Conference ·was faced. 

902.2 Mr. Bustarret went on to say that it was clear that the fruit tree breeder 

had practically no interest in seeking protection for his varieties. His inter-

est lay in seeking other means of control such as very high prices, Draconian 

conditions of sale and so on. It was clear that the breeding of fruit trees was 

not financially viable. As a consequence nine-tenths of the breeding work in 

that field was being carried out in government research stations and very few 

private breeders remained. Mr. Bustarret said in conclusion that he recognized, 

however, that it was not through the text of the Convention that a solution 

would be found. 
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903. Mr. M. o. SLOCOCK (AIPH) said that he had found Mr. Bustarret's intervention 

very illuminating. The description of the situation prevailing in respect of 

fruit trees was equally applicable in respect of ornamental plants. As the rep-

resentative of AIPH, which tended to represent the interests of the growers of 

ornamental crops rather than the breeders, he wished to state that it would not 

be of advantage to either sector of the industry if the breeding of new varieties 

became a governmental responsibility and if there were no longer sufficient incen-

tive for private breeders to continue their work. That could occur if Article 

5(1) remained as it was. 

904. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) supported what had been said by the representative of 

AIPH. A fruit tree breeder could spend fifteen or even twenty years perfecting a 

variety. Assuming that the variety had extraordinary properties, for example of 

tolerance to being packed and shipped, or of a flavor which everyone appreciated, 

should one accept the fact that the breeder, once he had sold a single tree, could 

not control the production of tens or hundreds of thousands of trees therefrom by 

any grower enjoying a favorable climate or terrain. Those were the sort of quan-

tities involved in orchard production. Should not the breeder be able to control 

the commercial exploitation of his variety occuring by means of the sale of the 

fruit, which would be in world-wide demand. Mr. Royon said that as he had listen-

ed to the debate he had wondered what purpose had been served by the signature 

some seventeen years earlier of the International Convention for the Protection of 

New Varieties of Plants. 

905. Dr. w. P. FEISTRITZER (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Na-

tions (FAO)) was concerned that the reference in Article 5(1) to the "prior au-

thorisation" of the breeder might imply that the breeder could hinder the utili-

zation, for example, of a variety that had been identified in official trials as 

being suitable from an agronomic point of view, the use of which was being recom-

ended. 

906.1 The PRESIDENT thought that the question raised by the representative of FAO 

was answered by implication in Article 9(1). 
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906.2 The President sought the views of the Conference on the establishing of a 

working group to discuss Article 5. 

907. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that he would strongly 

recommend such a solution. The Working Group on Article 13 had evolved not only 

a new text but also some explanatory statements. Dr. Bogsch thought that part 

of the discussion on Article 5 had been based on misunderstandings and part had 

been genuinely directed to amending the basic proposal. Both areas might be re-

solved in a working group; the first by an agreed declaration and the second by 

an amendment, if any, of the text. 
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908. Mr. A. SUNESEN (Denmark) said that his Delegation felt that it could be use-

ful to establish a working group to give detailed consideration to the problems 

arising from Article 5. He had participated in the Working Group on Article 13 

where it had been proved that problems could be isolated and that common solutions 

could be found. His Delegation therefore proposed that the Conference establish 

a working group to consider Article 5. 

909. Mr. s. MEJEGRRo (Sweden) noted that he had announced earlier that, for the 

time being, his Delegation could not accept any amendment to the minimum scope 

of protection (see paragraph 314). It was therefore unable to support the estab-

lishment of a working group charged with preparing a proposal for the amendment 

of Article 5. It would, however, support the establishment of a working group 

with the task of studying the question and even of drafting some examples. 

910. Mr. P. w. MURPHY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation had the same dif-

ficulties as the Delegation of Sweden in agreeing to the establishment of a work-

ing group if such agreement implied that the scope of protection provided for in 

Article 5 would be extended or that it would become mandatory for member States 

to extend that scope of protection. His country already went well beyond the 

existing mandatory provisions of Article 5, but whether such an extension was ac-

ceptable as a mandatory obligation, imposed under the Convention, was another 

matter. His Delegation would therefore very much like to have a proposal for the 

terms of reference of the proposed working group. 
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911.1 The PRESIDENT said that the proposed working group would, of course, have 

a number of points of reference. It would have available for consideration the 

basic proposal in document DC/3, the proposal submitted by the Delegation of 

France in document DC/17. Rev., the comments of Observer Organizations in docu-

ment DC/50 and a new document under the reference DC/77. The latter document, 

containing a recommendation on Article 5, had been presented by himself as Pre-

sident of the Conference. If it was decided that Article 5 should not be amen-

ded then he hoped that the Conference would adopt that recommendation. 

911.2 Referring to the statements made by the Delegations of Sweden and the Uni-

ted Kingdom the President said that he was certain that some other delegations 

would also find it difficult to accept any amendment of the basic proposal for 

Article 5. In his view, therefore, discussion in the proposed working group 

should be without prejudice to the final decision by the Conference meeting in 

Plenary. 

912. Mr. A. SUNESEN (Denmark) said that his Delegation would find it difficult 

to accept any changes. It did feel, however, that the establishment of a work-

ing group would provide an opportunity for a useful discussion. 

913. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation 

would be willing to participate in a working group provided that there was suf-

ficient time for meaningful discussion and provided that the Observer Organiza-

tions considered that its establishment would be useful. 

914. Mr. J. WINTER (ASSINSEL) said that ASSINSEL would welcome the establishment 

of a working group to discuss the problems arising from Article 5 and would be 

pleased to participate. 

915. Mr. R. ROYON (CIOPORA) said that CIOPORA fully endorsed the statement made 

by the representative of ASSINSEL. 

~, 
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916. Prof. R. K. MANNER (Finland) said that his Delegation believed that it would 

be difficult for its country to join the Union if the scope of protection was ex-

tended. It considered that the possibility of extension could form part of the 

agenda for the next Diplomatic Conference on the Revision of the Convention, say 

in five years' time. 

977. r~ wa~ decided ~o e~~abii~h a Wo~king G~oup on A~~icie 5 to tho~oughiy con

~ide~ and di4cu4~ the document~ ~e6e~~ed ~o in pa~ag~aph 977.7 above and to ~e-

po~t it~ conciu~ion~ to the Con6e~ence meeting in Piena~y. 

918. 1~ wa~ 6u~~he~ decided tha~ pa~ticipation in ~he Wo~king G~oup on A~ticie 5 

would be open to ali Delegation~ and that i~ would invi~e expe~~~ 6~om the Ob~e~-

ve~ O~ganization~ to a~tend. (Con~inued a~ 1019) 

A~tic!e 23A: Legal Sta~u4 (Con~inued 6~om 627) 

919. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on Article 23A. He noted that the Dele-

gation of the Netherlands and the Delegation of France had each submitted a pro-

posal to add a paragraph (3) to that Article. Those proposals were reproduced 

respectively in documents DC/47 and DC/60. 

920. Pa~ag~aph~ (1) and (Z) o6 A~~ic!e Z3A we~e adopzed a4 appea~ing in zhe 

V~a6~. withou~ di~cu~~ion. 

921. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegati~n of the Netherlands to introduce its 

proposal for amendment. 

922. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that the purpose of his Delegation's 

proposal was to indicate who was competent to execute certain decisions of, for 

example, the Council. There was no reference in the Draft of the revised text, 

for example, to powers of signature. His Delegation thought it would be wise to 
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have some indication in that direction in the Convention. Mr. Fikkert drew the 

Conference's attention to the fact that his Delegation's proposal left open the 

question of who should represent the Union. 

923. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) noted that the Convention 

Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization, for example, provided 

in its Article 9(4) that "The Director General shall be the chief executive of 

the Organization" and that "He shall represent the Organization." The signatures 

of ~~hich the Delegation of the Netherlands had spoken were needed in Geneva 

usually, and in any case, in all important matters the Secretary-General simply 

executed the directives that he received from the Council. Dr. Bogsch thought 

that the proposal submitted by the Delegation of the Netherlands had merit. It 

conformed with general practice. If it were to be adopted then he would suggest 

that the first of the variants proposed, namely "The Secretary-General," be taken. 

924. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation had no strong views 

about the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands. Article 23(2) already 

provided that the Secretary-General "shall be responsible for carrying out the 

decisions of the Council." Although it emerged from that Article that it was 

normally the Secretary-General who represented the Union, his Delegation could 

see no harm in including in Article 23A the addition proposed by the Delegation 

of the Netherlands. 

925. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that it would be normal for the Secretary-

General to represent the Union in what might be termed its daily tasks. But 

when the Union sent a mission overseas, for example, was it the Secretary-

General or the President of the Council who should represent it. He was tempted 

to say that the Union, in accordance with existing practice, was represented 

by the President of the Council but that the Secretary-General was responsible 

for the accomplishment of its daily tasks. But that was merely a personal op-

inion of his. 

926. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he believed that 

the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands gave rise to a number of diffi-

' ) 
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culties because the position of the Secretary-General of UPOV differed from that 

of his counterparts in other international unions. He was convinced that the pro-

visions of paragraphs {1) and (2) of Article 23 were sufficient in all cases ex-

cept where the Council reserved matters to its President. 

927. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE {France) said that, to avoid further discussion, he would 

support what has just been said by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of 

Germany. If necessary one might add a suitable provision to the Rules of Proce-

dure of the Council. 

928. Mr. A. PARRY {United Kingdom) said that it seemed to him that the purpose 

of including the paragraph proposed by the Delegation of the Netherlands would 

be to show specifically the actual scope of the ostensible authority. As he had 

said, his Delegation felt that the matter was already sufficiently clear, but if 

it was decided not to include a specific provision in the Convention then there 

seemed to be no point in including one in the Rules of Procedure of the Council. 

They did not really constitute evidence of the legal position. 

929. Dr. A. BOGSCH {Secretary-General of the Union) said that he was of the opin-

ion, having listened to the debate, that the Convention should remain silent on 

the matter, leaving the Council to make the decision as and when required. 

930. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT {Netherlands) said that his Delegation withdrew its propo-

sal as contained in document DC/47. 

931. The PRESIDENT invited the Delegation of France to introduce its proposal 

for amendment. 

932. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE {France) said that he believed his Delegation's proposal 

to be very simple. In view of the changes made to certain provisions of the 
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Convention it now seemed indispensable to include a clause, found in a number of 

similar conventions, requiring the Union to conclude a headquarters agreement 

with the Swiss Confederation. 

933. Mr. W. GFELLER (Switzerland) regretted that his colleague, Mr. Jeanrenaud, 

from the Federal Political Department was not present since he could certainly 

have advised the Conference in the matter of headquarters agreements with the 

Swiss Confederation. Having received no instructions he personally was not able 

to comment thereon (see paragraph 990 for subsequent statement). 

934. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) considered that the proposal 

submitted by the Delegation of France was useful and even necessary. Under the 

existing text of the Convention, the Swiss Confederation unilaterally governed 

the affairs of the Union, naturally in consultation with the Council. When the 

revised text of the Convention entered into force, the Union would cease to be un-

der the guardianship of the Confederation. Consequently the existing decree 

would have to be replaced by a bilateral agreement between the Union and the Con-

federation. 

935. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) thought that the second sen-

tence of the proposal of the Delegation of France was not needed. In accordance 

with Article 23 the Council would either ask the Secretary-General himself to 

conclude a headquarters agreement or it would ask the Secretary-General to pre-

pare the agreement and to present it to the Council, the right of signature be-

ing reserved to the President of the Council. 

936. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he did not entirely share the opinion 

of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. The Council could entrust 

the Secretary-General with the negotiation of the agreement but the outcome had 

to be confirmed by the Council. 
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937. Prof. A. SINAGRA (Italy) said that his Delegation considered that it would 

be right to include in the Convention a paragraph such as the one proposed by 

the Delegation of France. He wondered, however, if it would not be better to in-

elude it in the transitional provisions since the specific agreement in question 

did not concern the daily management of the Union. 

938. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) thought that it would be use-

ful to include such a paragraph in the general provisions. A headquarters agree-

ment could be modified from time to time and was not necessarily a single operation. 

939. Mr. M. JACOBSSON (Sweden) said that his Delegation also believed that a 

clause such as that one proposed by the Delegation of France could be useful. 

He noted that Article 12 of the Convention Establishing the world Intellectual 

Property Organization contained a similar clause. He endorsed the opinion of 

the Secretary-General regarding the positioning of the clause. Mr. Jacobsson 

concluded by saying that his Delegation had no strong views regarding the need 

for the second sentence of the proposal of the Delegation of France. 

940. Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that if the second sentence of the pro-

posal of the Delegation of France was to be retained then it should be somewhat 

expanded. It stated that: "The agreement shall be approved by the Council." 

It did not specify, however, the stage at which the approval was needed, nor did 
' it specify what was the purpose of that approval. It was therefore not clear 

whether it was for the Council to approve the agreement in draft or whether its 

approval in fact constituted the conclusion of the agreement on behalf of the 

Union. It seemed to him that the sentence, as proposed, might be insufficient 

and that it might be better either to replace it by something more elaborate or 

to omit it altogether. 

941. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America), noting the reference by the 

Delegation of Sweden to Article 12(2) of the Convention Establishing the World 

Intellectual Property Organization, said that he would agree with the Secretary-
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General's opinion that it was desirable to include in the Convention a specific 

reference to a headquarters agreement with the State in which the Union had its 

seat. 

942. The PRESIDENT asked delegates whether they were in favor of including as 

Article 23A(3) the first sentence of the proposal of the Delegation of France, 

as reproduced in document DC/60. 

943. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation could support the 

proposal of the Delegation of France but thought it might be better to just say: 

"The Union shall conclude a headquarters agreement." Article 1(3) already pro-

vided that the seat of the Union was to be at Geneva. 

944. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that it was another 

question whether one made a reference to Switzerland or to "host country" or 

even "country on whose territory the seat is." For as long as the Convention 

referred to Geneva the host country was Switzerland. 

945. Lt WM de.c.-<.ded to adopt tlte 6-t-'L~t ~ entenc.e o6 tlte p!topo~a.t JtepJtodu.c.ed -<.n 

doc.u.ment VC/60. ~~ 

946. The PRESIDENT asked delegates whether they considered it necessary to re-

tain the second sentence of the proposal under consideration or whether suffi-

cient provision was already made in Article 21. 

947. Su.bjec.t to the. Re.c.oJtd~ o6 the. Con6eJtenc.e ~tat-<.ng that the c.onc..tu.~-<.on o6 OJt 

o6 the. Cou.nc.-<..t ac.t-<.ng pu.Jt~u.ant to AJtt-<.c..te Z7(h), it wa~ dec.-<.ded that the ~e.c.ond 

~ente.nc.e. o6 the. p!topo~a.t JtepJtodu.c.ed in doc.u.me.nt VC/60 ~hou..td not be Jte.ta-<.ne.d. 
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948. Subject to the p~ovi~o ~eoe~~ed to in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph, the 6i~~t ~en

tence o6 document VC/60 wa~ adopted a~ A~ticle 23A(3J. 

A~ticle 26: F~nance~ (Cont~nued 6~om 642) 

949. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Ar.ticle 26 and invited the Delega-

tion of the Federal Republic of Germany to introduce its revised proposal for 

amendment, as appearing in document DC/28 Rev. 2. 

950. Mr. H. KUNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that the revised version 

of his Delegation's proposal was the same, from the substantive point of view, 

as the original proposal, as reproduced in document DC/28. He had already ex-

plained the aim of that proposal (see paragraph 629). The revision concerned 

only improvements of a drafting and linguistic nature. 

951. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) noted that it was difficult 

to construe paragraph (2) logically. It said that: "For the purpose of determi-

ning the amount of the annual contributions of the member States of the Union, 

each member State shall contribute •••• " That was tantamount to saying 'for 

the purpose of determining the price of the car, everybody will pay 1,000 dol-

lars.' He suggested that the Drafting Committee should be asked to find a bet-

ter wording. Dr. Bogsch also wondered whether it might not be necessary, in 

creating the provisions for the new system proposed by the Delegation of the 

Federal Republic of Germany, to commence with what was for the moment paragraph 

(4) (a) in document DC/28 Rev. 2. Again he suggested that the Conference should 

authorize the Drafting Committee to look into the matter. 

952. Mr. H. KUNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that to some extent the 

suggestion of the Secretary-General reverted to the original proposal, as repro-

duced in document DC/28. Paragraph (2) of that document read: "Each member 

State of the Union shall contribute in proportion to the number of units taken 
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over. The contribution may also comprise fractions of a full unit." His Delega-

tion had been informed that that wording presented certain difficulties. Although 

his Delegation had not been able to fully visualize the difficulties it had tried 

to take them into account in its revised proposal. If it was the general wish to 

revert to the original proposal then his Delegation would be willing to do that. 

It was concerned only with the substance of its proposal and would be very open 

to and appreciative of any help offered with a view to achieving a meaningful 

text, especially in the English version. His Delegation would equally be willing, 

if the Conference agreed on the substance of the proposal, to leave the precise 

wording to the Drafting Committee. 

953. Mr. F. ESPENHAIN (Denmark) said that his Delegation considered the proposal 

of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany to be a simplification of 

the existing text of Article 26 and wished to support the proposal, on the under-

standing that the Drafting Committee was authorized to improve the wording. 

954. Subject to the undek~tanding that the Vka6ting Committee wa~ authokized to 

impkove the wokding o6 and even, i6 nece~~aky, to intekchange cektain ~entence~ 

and cektain pakagkaph~ in document VC/28 Rev.Z, it wa~ decided that the ~y~tem 

and the pkinciple~ pkopo~ed by the Delegation o6 the Fedekat Republic o6 Gekmany 

in that document ~hould 6okm the b~i~ o6 Akticie 26. 

Akticte 30: Implementation o6 the Convention on the Vome~tic Level; Contkact~ on 

Joint Utiii~ation o6 Examination Sekvice~ (Continued 6kom 689) 

955. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 30(1) (a). He noted that 

there were four proposals for consideration. One proposal, namely that submit-

ted by the Delegation of the Netherlands, as reproduced in document DC/49 Rev., 

had been introduced and considered at the end of the previous week (see para-

graphs 661 et seq.). Two further proposals, namely that now submitted by the De-

legation of Italy and that now submitted by himself as President of the Confer-

ence, as reproduced in documents DC/69 and DC/70 respectively, had been made 

orally at the time when document DC/49 Rev. had been considered (see respective-

ly paragraphs 665 and 679). Finally, a new proposal had been submitted by the 
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Delegation of South Africa. Since that proposal, as reproduced in document DC/79, 

related not only to Article 30(1} (a} but also to paragraphs (1} and (2} of Arti-

cle 3, which had already been adopted by the Conference (see paragraphs 229 to 

233}, it could not be considered, according to Rule 33 of the Rules of Procedure, 

"unless so decided by a two-thirds majority of the Hernber Delegations present 

and voting." The President noted that there were no objections to reconsidering 

paragraphs (1} and (2) of Article 3. 

956. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union} said that for him the wording 

proposed in document DC/70 was better than that in the Draft. 

957.1 Mr. A. PARRY (United Kingdom) said that he wished to echo what had been 

said by the Secretary-General. The proposals before the Conference in relation 

to Article 30(1} (a} seemed to fall into two categories. On the one hand, the 

proposals reproduced in documents DC/49 Rev., DC/69 and DC/70 all referred to 

"appropriate legal remedies;" on the other hand, the proposal reproduced in do-

cument DC/79 would tend, if adopted, to convert the Article into one about "ef-

fective implementation" of the Convention. His Delegation would prefer that 

the Article should not relate to effective implementation. If a State ratified 

the Convention then it could be assumed that it would provide in its law for the 

effective implementation of the Convention. 

957.2 Mr. Parry then said that he had already explained why the proposals repro-

duced in documents DC/49 Rev. and DC/69 were insufficient (see paragraphs 663 

and 681.2}. The fact was that the beneficiaries of the Convention were not 

merely nationals but also residents and companies having their headquarters in 

a member State. His Delegation was therefore of the opinion that the best solu-

tion in respect of Article 30(1) (a) would be the adoption of the proposal repro-

duced in document DC/70, which simply stated: "provide for appropriate legal 

remedies for the effective defence of the rights provided for in this Convention." 

958. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation con-

sidered Article 3(1}, which provided for national treatment, to be the basic rule. 

... iJ 
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Protection was only meaningful when it was accompanied by the necessary legal 

remedies. Article 30(1) (a) was a complement to that Article. When Article 

30(1) (a) was first drafted the sole intention had been to guarantee such legal 

remedies to the nationals of other member States. His Delegation would there-

fore prefer the present wording to be maintained. It believed that the same 

wish had been expressed by the Delegation of France (see paragraph 674). Al-

ternatively, it could accept the proposal submitted by the President of the 

Conference and reproduced in document DC/70, although it believed that the pro-

posal went beyond what had been intended originally and that there was no com-

pulsion to do that. 

959.1 Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that, in view of what 

had just been stated by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany, he 

would like to explain why he considered the proposal of the President of the 

Conference to be an improvement. Article 3 provided for national treatment and 

Article 30(1) (a) was indeed just an appendix to that Article. It emphasized 

that there were not only rights but also remedies. In his view, those remedies 

could only be applied where they applied also to nationals of the country. 

That was why it was a national treatment. He believed that it was much safer 

to take that as a basis than to have an express reference to nationals of the 

other country, thereby giving the impression that there were two sets of reme-

dies: one set for nationals and the other for foreigners. Although the lat-

ter had to be effective it could be different. 

959.2 Dr. Bogsch said that the second point was that it was not only the nation-

als who needed to have remedies available to them but also the foreign domicili-

aries and the foreign companies, as had been rightly indicated by the Delegation 

of the United Kingdom. They were not covered by the existing text. He there-

fore considered the less specific wording proposed in document DC/70 to be su-

perior to the existing text. 

960. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that when the Convention had been drafted 

the eventual content of the various national legislations had been unknown and 

\ 
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it had been thought to be not without usefulness to insist on the provisions con-

tained in Article 30(1). In his view it was not absolutely essential to preserve 

Article 30(1) (a). He nevertheless wished to say something further on the matter. 

In the proposal submitted by the Delegation of South Africa the provision was trans-

ferred to paragraphs (1) and (2) of Article 3. In reality the question of reme-

dies for third parties involved not only those to whom a right was granted but 

also those who might contest that right. Perhaps that point had been somewhat 

lost from sight. One had to bear in mind that the Convention not only accorded 

rights; it also created obligations and possible remedies. 

961. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) noted that neither the exis-

ting text nor any of the proposals covered the last point mentioned by the bele-

gation of France. The provision contained in Article 30(1} (a) was quite unneces-

sary but it seemed to be the general wish that it should be preserved to avoid 

such misunderstandings as might arise if it were deleted. In his opinion, the 

best solution was offered by the proposal submitted by the President of the Con-

ference. 

962. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco) believed that Article 30(1) (a) could be preser-

ved just by inserting the words "the same" before "legal remedies" and by speci-

fying more clearly who benefitted from those remedies. 

963. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that the amendment pro-

posed by the Delegation of Morocco would simply restate the national treatment 

principle. He believed that the only justification for Article 30(1) (a) was 

that it required the remedies provided by a State to be "effective." 

964. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation had 

noted earlier that it saw no real reason, in view of Article 3, for having 

Article 30(1) (a) (see paragraphs 664 and 673). If something was to be included 

in the revised text then his Delegation would certainly prefer the wording pro-

posed by the President of the Conference. 
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965. Mr. M. JACOBSSON (Sweden) said that there was a certain merit in not changing 

the existing state of affairs. His Delegation endorsed what had been said by the 

Secretary-General and supported the proposal submitted by the President of the 

Conference. 

966. Mr. J. F. VAN WYK (South Africa) said that, in view of what had been stated 

by the other delegations and to assist the meeting, his Delegation withdrew its 

proposal, as reproduced in document DC/79, and supported the proposal submitted 

by the President of the Conference. 

967. Mr. W. VAN SOEST (Netherlands) said that his Delegation supported the propo-

sal submitted by the President of the Conference. 

968. By 8 vote~ in 0 avo~ to 1 aga~n~t, with one ab~tention, it wa~ dec~ded to 

adopt a~ A~t~cle 30(1) (a) the p~opo~al ~ubm~tted by the P~e~ident o6 the Con6e~-

ence and ~ep~oduced in document VC/70. 

A~t~cle 32B: Relat~on~ Between State~ Bound by V~66e~ent Text~ (Cont~nued 6~om 

733) 

969. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 32B(2). 

970. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands) announced the withdrawal by his Delegation 

of its proposal for amendment as appearing in document DC/55. 

971. It wa~ dec~ded to adopt the p~opo~al ~ubm~tted by the Delegation o6 the 

Fede~al Republ~c o6 Ge~many and ~ep~oduced ~n document VC/42 ~n place o6 the 

6~~~t pa~t o6 A~t~cle 32B(2), end~ng ~n the V~a6t at the ~emicolon. 

\ 
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972. Subject to the dec~~~on ~e6e~~ed to ~n the p~eced~ng pa~ag~aph, and ~ubject 

to the dec~~~on ~ega~d~ng con~equent~al change~ ~e6e~~ed to ln pa~ag~aph 721 

above, ~t wa~ dec~ded to adopt A~t~cle 328(2) a~ appea~~ng ~n the V~a6t. 

A~tlcle 34A: Except~onal Rule~ 6o~ P~otect~on Unde~ Two Fo~m~ (Cont~nued 6~om 

84 7) 

973. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 34A(2) and invited the 

Delegation of the United States of America to clarify its proposal, as appearing 

in document DC/32, to replace the word "novelty" by the word "patentability." 

974. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that the purpose of his 

Delegation's proposal was to provide for the theoretical requirement under his 

country's Patent Laws to examine plant varieties for non-obviousness. It was 

not easy to explain the potential or actual meaning of non-obviousness. There 

had been very little litigation on the matter over the course of the years. The 

most recent court decision dealing with the matter had simply ruled that non-

obviousness was a very nice requirement of the Patent Laws. Its application, if 

any, to plant patents was uncertain, but, being a formal requirement, it had to 

be dealt with in some way. If the requirement had to be met that would mean 

that the United States of America had, in some way, to evaluate the amount or 

degree of distinctness present in a new variety submitted for patenting, dis-

tinctness, of course being a requirement of Section 161 of its Patent Laws. 

That would be tantamount to judging new varieties for important differences, as 

required by Article 6(1) (a) of the Convention. Mr. Schlosser said that he 

wished to stress that his Delegation had nothing in mind beyond the practice ex- , 

amined by the Committee of Experts on the Interpretation and Revision of the 

Convention and approved of in many discussions and during a visit to the United 

States of America. 

975. Mr. M. JACOBSSON (Sweden) expressed his concern that the use of the word 

"patentability" would cover not only' the criterion of "novelty" but also the 

criteria of "homogeneity" and "stability." 
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976. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that he did not see ho-

mogeneity or stability as presenting a problem since they were taken for granted 

where vegetatively propagated plants were concerned and the Plant Patent Law was 

only applicable to such plants. 

977. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that he accepted that the provisions of Arti-

cle 6 in respect of homogeneity and stability were automatically satisfied in 

that only vegetatively propagated plants were eligible for patenting in the Uni-

ted States of America. He was, nevertheless, still disturbed by the inclusion 

in the text proposed in document DC/32 of the words "notwithstanding the provi-

sions of Article 6." He had stated earlier that he could not accept the substi-

tution of "patentability criteria" for the whole of Article 6 (see paragraph 844) . 

He had noted that the Delegation of the United States of America had confirmed 

that the substitution related only to the criterion of "novelty." If one wished 

to keep the word "patentability" he would prefer the reference to Article 6 to 

be restricted to that or those parts of it that were being substituted. 

978. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) suggested that the genuine 

difficulty raised by the Delegation of France might be overcome by saying: "not-

withstanding the relevant provisions of Articles 6 and 8." He noted that the 

provisions of Article 6(2), for example, were in no way affected by the proposal 

submitted by the Delegation of the United States of America. 

979. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that in principle his 

Delegation shared the hesitation expressed by the Delegation of France. He 

would appreciate further clarification of the difference between "patentability 

criteria" and "novelty criteria." 

980. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that there were two al-

most universal criteria of patentability, namely that the invention had to be 

new or novel and that there had to be an inventive step or non-obviousness. He 

believed that the Delegation of the United States of America was concerned that 

the word "novelty" stricto ~ did not include the concept of the inventive 

step or non-obviousness, whereas largo ~ it did of course include it. 

j 
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981. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) noted that Article 6(1) (a) of 

the Convention stated that: "a variety must be clearly distinguishable by one or 

more important characteristics .... " The meaning of the word "important" had 

not been discussed by the Conference but within the Union it had been decided 

that for practical purposes it referred to characteristics suited to the purpose 

of establishing distinctness. He wished to know whether, under the concept of 

"patentability criteria," and in view of the requirement of non-obviousness, on-

ly functionally important characteristics could be used in examining a variety. 

982. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that in his country 

the characteristics used in examining a variety were not limited to functional 

ones. 

983. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that he still thought, having listened to 

the discussion, that it was a pity to use the general expression "notwithstand-

ing the provisions of Article 6." He would prefer the reference to be limited 

to certain provisions of Article 6. In view of the fact that the scope of ap-

plication of Article 34A(l) had been extended (see paragraphs 828 to 836) the 

derogations to be provided for in Article 34A(2) needed rather careful considera-

tion. 

984. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) wondered whether it might 

help to resolve the concern felt by the Delegation of France if the expression 

"novelty criteria" were retained and if reference were made to "Article 6(1) (a)" 

rather than just to "Article 6." 

985. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that he did not think 

that the wording proposed by the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany 

would resolve the problem. The word "novelty" was insufficient to encompass the 

concept that his Delegation was trying to take care of, namely that of non-

obviousness. His Delegation was not attempting to add a substantive requirement 

or to make it more difficult to obtain a plant patent than it was in other coun-

tries. The purpose of its proposal was simply to take care of a formality in 

its country's Patent Laws. 

') 
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986. The PRESIDENT said that it seemed to him that some matters dealt with in Ar-

ticle 6(1) (b) also needed to be covered by the derogation to be included in Arti-

cle 34A(2). For instance, the very last sentence of Article 6(1) (b) stated that: 

"The fact that the variety has become a matter of common knowledge in ways other 

than through offering for sale or marketing shall also not affect the right of 

the breeder to protection." He understood that under the Patent Laws of the Uni-

ted States of America publication was prejudicial to novelty. 

987. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that he wished to with-

draw the proposal he had made (see paragraph 984). His Delegation proposed, how-

ever, that an analysis be made of Article 6 to determine which parts had to be 

mentioned in the derogation provided for in Article 34A(2). 

988. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that his Delegation 

would appreciate time to consider the various points made in the discussion. 

6ottow~ng mee~~ng. (Con~~nued ~~ 993) 

) 
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990. Mr. W. GFELLER (Switzerland) said that he would like to make a short state-

ment regarding the conclusion by the Union of a headquarters agreement with the 

Swiss Confederation, as provided for in Article 23A(3). When that matter had 

been discussed he had unfortunately found himself without instructions from the 

Federal Political Department (see paragraph 933). Having consulted with that 

Department he was pleased to be able to inform the Conference that the competent 

authority in that Department saw no difficulties in concluding such an agree-

ment. 

991. The PRESIDENT thanked Mr. Gfeller for his statement and asked that it be re-

corded in the minutes. 

992. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that he also wished to 

express his sincere thanks to the Government of the Swiss Confederation. 

A~~icie 34A: Exceptional Ru!e4 6a~ P~atec~ian Unde~ Twa Fa~m4 (Continued 6~am 

989) 

993. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 34A(2) and invited the 

Delegation of the United States of America to comment on the previous day's dis-

cussion of its proposed amendment as appearing in document DC/32. 
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994. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that his Delegation, 

having considered again all the factors involved in its proposal, wished to re-

tain it, with one qualification. In his Delegation's opinion "patentability 

criteria" was the only expression that could be safely used when talking about 

the application of patent laws to the protection of plant varieties. It under-

stood, however, that the use of that expression could be taken as an untoward 

use of words. Accordingly, his Delegation wished to pursue its proposal by spe-

cifying that the reference to "the provisions of Article 6" related only to 

"Article 6 (l) (a) and (b)," thereby limiting the applicability of the patentabi-

lity concept to those two portions of the Article. 

995. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation be-

lieved that the revised proposal of the Delegation of the United States of 

America overcame the difficulties raised in the earlier discussion. It there-

fore wished to support that revised proposal. 

996. Mr. J. BUSTARRET (France) said that his Delegation also found that there-

vised proposal of the Delegation of the United States of America met the con-

cerns that it had expressed the previous day. Consequently, his Delegation al-

so supported that revised proposal. 

997. The PRESIDENT ruled that the oral amendment to document DC/32 proposed by 

the Delegation of the United States of America was such that a further written 

proposal was unnecessary. 

998. Subject to the o~a! amendment ~eco~ded ~n pa~ag~aph 994 above, A~t~c!e 

34A(2) wa4 adopted a4 appea~~ng ~n document VC/32. 

A~t~c!e 38: Settlement o6 V~4pute4 (Cont~nued 6~om 768) 

999. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 38 and invited the Delega-

tion of the United Kingdom to introduce its proposal for amendment, as reprodu-

ced in document DC/74. 
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1000. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) regretted that Mr. Parry was not present 

to introduce the proposal. It was based on the proposal submitted earlier by 

the Delegation of the Netherlands and reproduced in document DC/57. In essence 

it retained paragraphs (2) (a), (b) and (c) of that proposal, whilst deleting para-

graphs (2) (d), (e) and (f) thereof. 

1001. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) noted that his Delegation had 

expressed serious concern about the proposal of the Delegation of the Netherlands 

when it had first been introduced (see paragraph 765). That proposal, if adopted, 

would make it very difficult for the United States of America to adhere to the 

Convention. The text of Article 38 in the Draft had been considered very care-

fully by the Department of State and that text was acceptable to the United 

States of America. Both the proposal submitted by the Delegation of the Nether-

lands and that submitted by the Delegation of the United Kingdom spelt out in de-

tail the arbitration procedure to be followed. For Mr. Winter that was all the 

more unusual since, in the Draft and in both the proposals in question, the de-

cision to refer a dispute to arbitration was to be a voluntary one "at the re-

quest of all the parties concerned." His Delegation therefore entreated the 

Delegation of the Netherlands and the Delegation of the United Kingdom to revert 

to the basic proposal in respect of Article 38, as appearing in the Draft. 

1002. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that the reason for including in his 

Delegation's proposal details of the procedure to be followed was that it wished 

to prevent disputes from becoming blocked because of disagreement between the 

parties·regarding rules of procedure. His Delegation wondered whether it was 

really so difficult, once one had accepted that a dispute should be referred to 

arbitration "at the request of all the parties concerned," to further accept the 

inclusion in Article 38 of some simple rules of procedure. It felt that some 

rules had to be included and it was quite willing to give consideration to the 

simplified proposal submitted by the Delegation of the United Kingdom. 

1003. Mr. M. JACOBSSON (Sweden) said that his Delegation tended to share the con-

cern expressed by the Delegation of the United States of America. It wondered 
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whether the inclusion of detailed rules might not make it more difficult to 

achieve an agreement between the parties to submit a dispute to arbitration. 

Mr. Jacobsson said that, for the time being, he did not wish to comment at 

length on the proposals reproduced in documents DC/57 and DC/74. He did just 

wish to note, however, that his Delegation doubted the wisdom of the provision 

that, as a last resort, the President of the Council could be asked to desig-

nate one or more of the members of the arbitration tribunal. It was also some-

what hesitant about paragraph (2) (d) of the proposal of the Delegation of the 

Netherlands. 

1004. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that he had to state that it would be 

impossible for France to sign a text containing the provisions proposed in the 

Draft. His Delegation therefore greatly favored the procedure proposed by the 

Delegation of the Netherlands and amended by the Delegation of the United King-

dom. As he had said previously the Delegation of France would withdraw its own 

proposal for amendment, as appearing in document DC/61, so long as that other 

proposal was adopted (see paragraph 760). Should it not prove possible to 

reach agreement it saw no inconvenience in deleting Article 38 in its entirety. 

1005. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that, on the basis of 

his experience in other conventions dealing with private property, he considered 

that it would be most desirable either to completely suppress Article 38 or to 

limit it to optional provisions. First, it was most unlikely that a State 

would litigate with another State on the basis that a new plant variety had 

been refused protection, for example, as a result of a misinterpretation of the 

Convention. It was unlikely because the procedure was so expensive and so com-

plicated. Secondly, it was a fact of international life that several States, 

as a matter of policy, would not sign treaties containing compulsory provisions 

on the settlement of disputes before a compulsory jurisdiction. 

1006. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that he did not intend 

to repeat the difficulties posed for his country by the proposals under dis-

cussion. As a compromise, his Delegation could certainly accept the suggestion 

made by the Delegation of France that Article 38 might be deleted. 

) 
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1007. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (France) said that his Delegation wished to formally pro-

pose that Article 38 be deleted. 

1008. The PRESIDENT, noting that Rule 39 of the Rules of Procedure provided that: 

"Proposals for amendments relating to the same text shall be put to a vote in 

the order in which their substance is removed from the said text, the furthest 

removed being put to a vote first and the least removed being put to a vote last," 

asked whether there was support for the proposal of the Delegation of France 

that Article 38 be deleted. 

1009. Mr. M. JACOBSSON (Sweden) said that his Delegation seconded that proposal 

of the Delegation of France. 

1010. By 6 vote~ ~n oavo~ to 1 aga~n~t, w~th two ab~tent~on~, ~t wa~ dec~ded to 

om~t A~t~c.f.e 3 8. 

A~t~c.f.e 13: Venom~nat~on o6 Va~~et~e4 o6 Plant4 (Cont~nued 6~om 497) 

A~t~cle 36: T~an4~t~ona£. Rule4 Conce~n~ng the Relat~on&h~p Between Va~~ety 

Venom~nat~on4 and T~ade Mad.& (Cont~nued 6~om 555) 

A~t~cle 36A: Except..i.ona£. Rule& 6o~ th.e U4e o6 Venom~nat~oM CoM~4t~ng Solely 

o6 F~gu~e~ (Cont~nued 6~om 555) 

1011. The PRESIDENT reopened the discussion on Article 13 and invited the Chair-

man of the Working Group on Article 13 to introduce its report. 

1012.1 Mr. w. GFELLER (Chairman of the Working Group on Article 13) said that the 

Working Group had met on eight occasions and, in accordance with the mandate gi-

ven by the Conference meeting in Plenary, had prepared a proposed new text for 

Article 13, which it recommended the Conference to adopt. It also recommended 

the Conference to adopt four declarations concerning respectively the interpreta-

tion of paragraphs (1), (5), (7) and (8) of that text and to delete Articles 36 

and 36A from the Draft. 
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1012.2 Mr. Gfeller then said that the Report of the Working Group, circulated the 

previous day as document DC/78, also referred in parts I and II to formal matters. 

The names of the States represented and of the experts invited to assist the Work-

ing Group were listed there. 

1012.3 Mr. Gfeller asked the Conference to particularly note that the new text 

recommended by the Working Group was in the English language. It was reproduced 

as the Annex to the English version of document DC/78. That text was the re-

sult of long discussions and was a synthesis of a variety of opinions. He there-

fore stressed to the Conference that even the smallest change might endanger the 

whole proposal. As Chairman of the Working Group he wished to express his war-

mest appreciation to all who had participated, both for their lively and equita-

ble approach and for their extraordinary willingness to find the compromises 

which had enabled the proposal to be formulated. 

1012.4 Mr. Gfeller said that he wished to refer in particular to paragraphs (1) 

and (2) of the proposal. Paragraph (1) recommended member States to consider 

the variety denomination to be a generic designation and to ensure that the free 

use of the variety denomination was not hampered in so far as there were no prior 

rights of third parties in the designation so registered. That formulation had 

made it possible to avoid the controversial questions raised by the proposals 

contained in paragraphs (4) (a) and (8) (b) of document DC/4. The remaining seven 

paragraphs of the text recommended by the Working Group largely followed the pro-

posals found in the Draft, in document DC/4, and, as far as paragraph (8} was 

concerned, in document DC/12. Paragraph (2} provided a limited opening for vari-

ety denominations consisting solely of figures. Consequently the derogation pro-

posed in the Draft in Article 36A would be unnecessary, always assuming that the 

Annex to document DC/78 was adopted. The Working Group had also been of the 

opinion that Article 36 in the Draft should be deleted. 

1012.5 Mr. Gfeller concluded by saying that he was sure that those who had parti-

cipated in the Working Group would be willing to answer any questions that the 

Conference might have. 
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1013. Mr. w. GFELLER (Switzerland) said that, as Head of the Delegation of 
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Switzerland he would like to propose the adoption of Article 13 in the English 

language version reproduced in the Annex to the English version of document 

DC/78, and of the other recommendations recorded in that document. 

1014. The PRESIDENT thanked Mr. Gfeller and the Working Group for its achieve-

ments and asked whether there was support for the proposal of the Delegation of 

Switzerland. 

1015. Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation 

seconded the proposal of the Delegation of Switzerland. 

1016. Mr. s. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that his Delegation 

also supported the proposal of the Delegation of Switzerland. 

1017. By 10 vote4 ~n 6dV04 to none dgd~n4t, w~th no db4tent~on4, ~t Wd4 dec~ded 

to ddopt A4t~cle 13 d4 dpped4~ng ~n the Annex to the Engl~4h ve44~on o6 document 

VC/78, to ddopt the ~nte4p4etdt~on4 ~n 4e4pect o6 pd4dg4dph4 (7), {5), (7) dnd 

(8) d4 dpped4~ng ~n pdge 2 o6 thdt document, dnd to delete A4t~cle4 36 dnd 36A 

64om the V4d6t. 

1018. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (Chairman of the Drafting Committee) said that in some 

instances the wording of Article 13 in the Annex to the French version of docu-

ment DC/78 did not reflect accurately the English text just adopted. In this 

particular case it was the English text that prevailed and the Drafting Commit-

tee would therefore align the French text of Article 13 on that text. 
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A~~~c!e 5: R~gh~~ P~o~ec~ed; Scope o6 P~o~ec~~on (Con~~nued 6~om 918) 

1019. The PRESIDENT noted that Article 5 was the only Article that remained to 

be adopted. He therefore proposed that the meeting be adjourned to allow the 

Working Group on Article 5 to begin its work. 

1 0 2 0. The p~o po~a.! o 6 the P ~e~~den~ 't.e 6 e~~ed ~o ~n the p~eced~ng pa.~a.g~a.ph wa..o 

a.dop~ed. 

(Adjou~nmen~) 

\ 
~~ 
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1021. The PRESIDENT advised the Conference that the Working Group on Article 5, 

under the chairmanship of Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Netherlands), who was supported by 

Mr. R. Derveaux (Belgium) and Mr. G. Curotti (Italy) as Vice-Chairmen, had com-

pleted its discussions. He invited Mr. Duyvendak to introduce the Report of 

the Working Group on Article 5, as appearing in document DC/82. 

1022.1 Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Chairman of the Working Group on Article 5) said that 

it was his pleasure to introduce the report reproduced in document DC/82. It 

contained a resume of the outcome of the discussions held on October 17, 18 and 

19. The recommendations and decisions of the Working Group were recorded in 

paragraphs 8, 9, 12, 13 and 15 of and in Annexes I, II and IV to the report. In 

other paragraphs of part III of the document the Conference would find a record 

of a number of interpretations and understandings arrived at by the Working 

Group. 

1022.2 Mr. Duyvendak then expressed the wish that the good contacts established 

and the discussions held in the Working Group would continue and that it might 

eventually prove possible to agree on a more elegant expression than "the repro~ 

ductive or vegetative propagating material, as such." 

1022.3 Mr. Duyvendak concluded by thanking the Vice-Chairmen, Mr. Derveaux and 

Mr. Curotti, for the support they had given him. 

1023. The PRESIDENT thanked Mr. Duyvendak for his report and, noting that there 

were no objections, declared it to be adopted. 
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1024. By 6 vote4 in 6avo~ to none again4t, with 6ou~ ab4tention~. it wa4 decided 

that the V~a6ting Committee ~hould ta~e into con4ide~ation Annex I to document 

VC/82. 

1025. The Recommendation on A~ticle 5, ~ep~oduced in Annex IV to document VC/82 

wa4 adopted. 

1026. Subject to the deci4ion ~eco~ded in pa~ag~aph 1024 above it wa4 decided to 

adopt A~ticle 5 a~ appea~ing in the V~a6t. 

1027. The PRESIDENT, noting that the first reading of the revised text of the 

Convention had been completed, proposed that the meeting be adjourned to allow 

the members of the Steering Committee to discuss with the Secretariat the arrange-

ments for the final reading and signature of the text. 

1028. The p~opo4al o6 the P~e4ident that the meeting be adjou~ned, a4 mentioned 

in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph, wa4 adopted. 

(Adjou~nment) 

1029. The PRESIDENT informed the Conference that the final reading of the text, 

as drafted by the Drafting Committee, would take place on Saturday, October 21. 

The final adoption of the revised text would take place at noon on Monday, 

October 23, and the text would be laid open for signature immediately thereafter. 

The PRESIDENT concluded by announcing that there would not be a final act of 

the Conference for adoption by delegates. 

1030. The meeting wa4 adjou~ned until Satu~day, Octobe~ 21. 

(AdjouAnment) 
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1031. The PRESIDENT invited Mr. A. Parry (United Kingdom), as a Vice-Chairman of 

the Credentials Committee, to present the Report of that Committee in the ab-

sence of its Chairman, Dr. H. Graeve (Federal Republic of Germany). 

1032.1 Mr. A. PARRY (Vice Chairman of the Credentials Committee) said that he 

did not propose to read to the Conference the entire Report. It was contained 

in document DC/83 which had been circulated to delegates that morning. Para-

graphs 5 to 9 of that document set out the details of the considerations of the 

Credentials Committee. The credentials of the Observer Delegation of Canada 

had been presented after the Report had been prepared. A reference to Canada 

should therefore be inserted in paragraph 7(a) of document DC/83. 

1032.2 Mr. Parry then referred to paragraph 10 of the Report where it was re-

corded that: "The Committee expressed the wish that the Secretariat should 

bring Rules 6 ("Credentials and Full Powers") and 10 ("Provisional Participa-

tion") of the Rules of Procedure to the attention of delegations not having 

presented credentials." 

1032.3 Mr. Parry concluded by referring to paragraph 11 of the Report. He no-

ted that the mandate given by the Committee to its Chairman "to examine and to 

report to the Conference upon any further credentials and full powers which 
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might be presented by delegations after the close of its meeting" had been trans-

mitted to him by Dr. Graeve, Chairman of the Committee, who had had to return to 

Bonn the previous evening. 

1033. The PRESIDENT thanked Mr. Parry for presenting the Report of the Creden-

tials Committee. He noted that there were no remarks thereon. 

1034. Subject to the add~t~on o6 a ~e6e~ence to Canada ~n pa~ag~aph 7(a), a~ ~e-

0 e~~ed to ~n pa~ag~aph 1032. 1 above, the Repo~t o6 the C~edent~al~ Comm~ttee w~ 

adopted a~ appea~~ng ~n document VC/83. 

Adopt~on o6 a Rev~4ed Text o6 the Convent~on Subm~tted by the V~a6t~ng Com-

m~ttee 

1035. The PRESIDENT said that he wished, before inviting Mr. LaclaviAre (France), 

as Chairman of the Drafting Committee, to present document DC/84 containing the 

Draft Convention prepared by the Drafting Committee, to thank that Committee and 

the Secretariat for their intensive efforts. 

1036.1 Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (Chairman of the Drafting Committee) said that the 

Drafting Committee had thoroughly examined the text of the Convention as adopted 

by the Conference meeting in Plenary. The Committee had limited itself to en-

deavoring to put that text into correct language, the principles thereof having 

been settled. It had done its utmost to avoid the introduction of any substan-

tive changes; that would have exceeded its purpose. It had also thoroughly ex-

amined the titles of the Articles. It had done its utmost to ensure the clo-

sest possible concordance between the French, English and German versions of 

the text. Even though the text provided that the French text prevailed in case 

of any discrepancy among the various texts, the Committee had done its utmost, 

by aligning the English and German texts as closely as possible on the French 

text, to ensure that there were no discrepancies. The Secretariat had repro-

duced in document DC/84 the results of the Committee's work. 

) 
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1036.2 Mr. Laclavi~re concluded by thanking the members of the Drafting Committee 

for the patience that they had shown. He thanked the Secretary-General of the 

Union for his assistance during the Committee's discussions, especially in mat-

ters of treaty law. Finally, he thanked the Secretariat for the diligence it 

had shown and for the preparation of document DC/84 for examination by the con-

ference. 

1037. The PRESIDENT thanked Mr. Laclavi~re and proposed that the meeting be ad-

journed for one hour to allow delegates an opportunity to study the text submit-

ted by the Drafting Committee, as reproduced in document DC/84. 

1038. The p~opo4d! o6 ~he P~e4~den~ ~hd~ ~he mee~~ng be ddjou~ned, d4 men~~oned 

~n ~he p~eced~ng pd~dg~dph, wd4 ddop~ed. 

(Adjau~nmen:t] 

1039. The PRESIDENT opened the discussion on the revised text of the Convention 

as submitted by the Drafting Committee and reproduced in document DC/84. (here-

inafter referred to as "the text of the Drafting Committee") 

1040. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation was concerned to 

establish whether the word "revised" in the Title of the text of the Drafting 

Committee was correct. The Preamble to that text, for instance, referred to 

the Convention of 1961, as "amended by the Additional Act of 1972." The same 

reference occurred in some Articles; Article 34(1) (A~:t~cle 328(1) ~n ~he D~d6~), 

for instance, included the words "the Convention of 1961 as amended by the riddi-

tional Act of 1972." 

1041. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) noted that the word "amen-

ding" was included in the title of the Additional Act of 1972. He also noted 

that the title of Article 27, both in the Convention and in the text of the 

Drafting Committee, was "Revision of the Convention." In his opinion, both terms 

were valid but the latter was considered to be the better. 
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1042. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (Chairman of the Drafting Committee) noted that the 

Drafting Committee, in which the Netherlands had been represented, having spent 

a considerable time on the matter under discussion, had unanimously adopted the 

word "revised." 

7043. The T~t!e o6 the Convent~on w~ adopted a~ p~opo4ed ~n the text o6 the 

V~a6t~ng Comm~ttee. 

7044. It wa~ dec~ded that the adopt~on o6 an A~t~c!e would ~mply the adopt~on o6 

the t~tle o6 that A~t~cle 6o~ the pu~po~e~ o6 the adopt~on o6 the Table o6 Con-

tent-6. 

1045. Mr. P. w. MURPHY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation wondered whether 

the phrase "has gained general acceptance," which appeared in the second "Con-6~-

de~~ng" in the Preamble, accorded with "a pris une grande importance" in the 

French text. 

1046. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (Chairman of the Drafting Committee) said that the com-

ment made by the Delegation of the United Kingdom was pertinent. He believed 

the English text to be better but, in the first place, the Drafting Committee 

had been unable to find a better translation and, in the second place, he thought 

that it would not be too serious if the Preamble allowed of a slight difference 

of interpretation in this one instance. 

7047. The P~eamble. wa-6 adopted a-6 p~opo4ed ..(.Yl the te.xt o6 the V1ta6t~ng Comm~tte.e. 

7048. A~t~cle.-6 7 to 4 (corresponding to the Articles bearing the same numbers in 

the Draft) we~e. adopted a-6 p~opo4ed ~n the te.xt o6 the. V~a6ting Comm~ttee, with-

out di4cu-64ion. 

- ~/ 
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1049. Mr. H. KUNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation had 

no comments to make on the wording of Article 5, but it did wish to question the 

use of small Roman numerals in paragraph (l) of that Article. It appeared that 

the numbering system followed in the text of the Drafting Committee was that 

arabic numerals indicated paragraphs within an Article, that small letters of 

the Roman alphabet indicated subparagraphs and that small Roman numerals indica-

ted subdivisions thereof. Article 4 provided a good example of that system. In 

conformity with that system, and as shown in Article 26(1), the subdivisions of 

Article 5(1) should be indicated not by small Roman numerals but by small let-

ters of the Roman alphabet. 

1050. Mr. J. SPANRING (Yugoslavia) drew the attention of the Conference to the 

standard recommended by the International Organization for Standardization for 

numbering in written documents. That standard required the use of just arabic 

numerals and decimal points. 

1051. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (Chairman of the Drafting Committee) thought that the 

observation made by the Delegation of Yugoslavia was very relevant, but the Con-

ference had decided that, as a general rule the existing text of the Convention 

should be changed as little as possible. If that decision had not been made 

then other changes in presentation that had been sought would have been accep-

ted. Consequently, he believed that it would be better not to revise the num-

bering system for the time being. 

1052. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Chairman of the Working Group on Article 5) said that 

the proposal of the Delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany would create 

a text for Article 5(1) that went beyond the intentions of the Working Group on 

Article 5. The use of small letters of the Roman alphabet would be wrong since 

it indicated subparagraphs. He would propose ~~at the small Roman numerals in 

the text of the Drafting Committee be replaced by dashes. 

1053. Mr. S. D. SCHLOSSER (United States of America) said that his Delegation 

found Article 5(1) as proposed in the text of the Drafting Committee to be com-

pletely acceptable. The three items in that Article were perfectly clearly de-

signa ted. 
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1054. Mr. R. DUYVENDAK (Chairman of the Working Group on Article 5) said that 

what was in question was not a matter of substance but of having a systematic way 

of numbering paragraphs, subparagraphs and so on. He noted, by way of an example, 

the use of small letters of the Roman alphabet in Article 35(2) as proposed in 

the text of the Drafting Committee. 

1055. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that there was no fixed 

numbering system in the text of the Drafting Committee. Equally, there was no 

fixed system in the existing text of the Convention. It was usual when drafting 

a treaty to employ small letters of the Roman alphabet only to indicate subpara-

graphs and to employ small Roman numerals only to indicate enumerations. In the 

text under consideration, however, small letters of the Roman alphabet were 

employed for both purposes and small Roman numerals were employed for further 

subdivisions. Dr. Bogsch thought that the best solution would be to replace each 

small Roman numeral in Article 5(1) by a single dash, as proposed by the Chairman 

of the Working Group on Article 5. 

1056. Mr. H. KUNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation se-

conded the proposal of the Chairman of the Working Group on Article 5. 

1057. The PRESIDENT said that the way in which Article 5(1) was now drafted could 

give the impression that the prior authorization of the breeder was required for 

each of the three activities mentioned. It was, however, to be understood that 

the producer could offer for sale and sell the material produced, and that the 

breeder could not require royalties to be paid more than once. 

7051. It wa¢ decided to ~eplace each 4mall Roman nume~al in A~ticle 5(7) by a 

4ingle da4 h. 

1059. Subject to the deci4ion ~eco~ded in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph, A~ticle 5 

(corresponding to the Article bearing the same number in the Draft) wa4 adopted 

a¢ p~opo4ed in the text o6 the V~a6ting Committee. 

.J 
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1060. A4Z~cle~ 6 zo 12 (corresponding to the Articles bearing the same numbers 

in the Draft) we4e adopzed a~ p~opo~ed ~n the zext o6 the V4a6t~ng Comm~ztee, 

w~thout d~~cu~~~on. 

0291 

1061. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (Chairman of the Drafting Committee) said that he had no-

ticed that the wording of the French text of Article 13(8) could give rise to 

some confusion. In the expression "ou une indication similaire A la d~nomina-

tion varil!tale enregistr~e" it appeared that the "indication" was "similar" to 

the "denomination." He proposed to overcome the problem, if the Conference 

agreed, simply by putting a comma after the word "similaire." 

1062. Iz wa~ dec~ded to ~n~e4t a comma ~n the F4ench texz o6 A4t~cle 13(8! be-

tween the wo4d~ ~~~~m~la~4e" and "a." 

1063. Mr. J. SPANRING (Yugoslavia) suggested that, in view of Article 29 of the 

International Code of Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants, 1969, the abbreviation 

for the word "cultivar" (cv.) should be inserted at the end of the first sentence 

of Article 13(1). 

1064. The PRESIDENT noted that there was no support for the suggestion made by 

the Delegation of Yugoslavia. 

1065. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that his Delegation under-

stood that the Conference, in adopting Article 13 as proposed in the text of 

the Drafting Committee, in effect confirmed its earlier acceptance of the inter-

pretations set forth in the Report of the Working Group on Article 13. (See pa-

ragraph 1017) 

1066. Subject to the dec~4~on 4eco~ded ~n pa4ag~aph 1062 above, A4t~cle 13 

(corresponding to the Article bearing the same number in the Draft) wa4 adopted 

a4 p4opo~ed ~n the text o6 the V~a6t~ng Comm~ttee. 
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1067. A~~icie4 14 ~o 20 (corresponding to the Articles bearing the same numbers 

in the Draft) we~e ~dop~ed ~4 p~opo4ed in ~he tex~ o6 ~he V~~6~ing Commi~~ee, 

wi~hou~ di4cu44ion. 

1068. Mr. B. LACLAVIERE (Chairman of the Drafting Committee) suggested that it 

would be more logical if the provisions contained in Article 2l(g) were placed 

immediately after Article 2l(a). He therefore proposed that such change be 

made. 

1069. Mr. W. GFELLER (Switzerland) said that his Delegation seconded the propo-

sal of the Chairman of the Drafting Committee. 

1070. I~ w~¢ decided ~h~~ A~~icte 27 (g) 4houtd become A~~icte 27 (b) ~nd ~h~~ 

A~~icte 27(b) ~o 16l inciu4ive 4houtd be ~enumbe~ed ~cco~dingtq. 

1071. Subjec~ to ~he deci4ion ~eco~ded in ~he p~eceding p~~~g~~ph, A~~icte 27 

(corresponding to the Article bearing the same number in the Draft) W~4 ~dop~ed 

~4 p~opo4ed in the ~ex~ o6 ~he V~~o~ing Commi~~ee. 

1072. I~ w~4 decided, ~4 ~ con4equence o6 the deci4ion ~eco~ded in p~~~g~~ph 

1070 ~bove, ~o ~epi~ce ~he ~e6e~ence ln A~~icte 22 ~o A~~icte 27(d) bq ~ ~e6e~-

ence ~o A~~icte 27(el. 

1073. Subjec~ ~o ~he deci4lon ~eco~ded ln ~he p~eceding p~~~g~~ph, A~~icte 22 

(corresponding to the Article bearing the same number in the Draft) w~¢ ~dop~ed 

~¢ p~opo4ed in the ~ex~ o6 ~he v~~6~ing Commi~~ee, wi~hou~ di¢CU¢4ion. 

7074. I~ w~¢ decided, ~4 ~ con4equence o6 ~he deci4ion ~eco~ded in p~~~g~~ph 

1070 ~bove, ~o ~ept~ce ~he ~e6e~ence ln A~~lcte 23(3) ~o A~~icle 21(g) bq ~ 

~e6e~ence ~o A~~lcte 21(b). 
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1075. Subjec~ to the deciaion ~eco~ded in the p~eceding pa~ag4aph, A4ticle 23 
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(corresponding to the Article bearing the same number in the Draft) waa adopted 

aa p4opoaed in the text o6 ~he V4a6ting Committee, without diacuaaion. 

1076. A4ticlea Z4 and 25 (corresponding to the Articles bearing the numbers 23A 

and 24 in the Draft) we4e adopted aa p4opo4ed in the tex~ o6 the V~a6ting Commit-

tee, withou~ diacuaaion. 

1077. It waa decided, by analogy wi~h ~he deciaion 4eco~ded in pa4ag~aph 1058 

above, to ~eplace each amall let~e4 o6 the Roman alphabe~ in A4ticle 26(7) by a 

1078. Subjec~ ~o ~he deciaion ~eco4ded in the p4eceding pa4ag4aph, A4ticle 26 

(corresponding to the Article bearing the same number in the Draft) waa adopted 

aa p4opoaed in the ~ex~ o6 the V4a6ting Commi~~ee, without di4cua4ion. 

1079. Mr. K. A. FIKKERT (Netherlands) said that his Delegation wished to know 

whether the effect of Article 27(1) would be that even a slight amendment of 

one Article would require the signing of a totally new Act. It noted that Arti-

cle 27(1) of the existing text of the Convention said: "This Convention shall 

be reviewed .•. ,"whereas the text of the Drafting Committee said: "This Con-

vention may be revised It wished to be sure that the possibility of amen-

ding the Convention by means of an Additional Act, as had been done in 1972, re-

mained open. 

1080. The PRESIDENT thought that the Delegation of the Netherlands could rest as-

sured that it would still be possible to amend the Convention by means of an Ad-

ditional Act. 

1081. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) said that he agreed with 

the interpretation given by the President of the Conference. 
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1082. A~ticle 27 (corresponding to the Article bearing the same number in the 

Draft) Wa4 adopted a¢ p~opo4ed in the text on the V~a6ting Committee. 

1083. A~ticle4 28 and Z9 (corresponding to the Articles bearing the same numbers 

in the Draft) we~e adopted a¢ p~opo4ed in the text o6 the V~a6ting Committee, 

without di4cU44ion. 

1084. Mr. J. F. VANWYK (South Africa) wondered whether the words "of the Union" 

should be inserted after the word "State" in the second sentence of Article 30(1). 

1085. Dr. A. BOGSCH (Secretary-General of the Union) suggested that the best so-

lution, which would also bring the English text closer to the French text, would 

be to replace the full stop at the end of the first sentence of Article 30(1) by 

a semicolon and to continue: "in particular, it shall:". 

1086. It wa¢ decided to amend A~ticle 30(1) ~n the way 4ugge4ted by the Sec~eta~y-

Gene~at o6 the Union and ~e6e~~ed to in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph. 

1087. Subject to the deci4ion ~eco~ded in the p~eceding pa~ag~aph, A~ticle 30, 

(corresponding to the Article bearing the same number in the Draft) wa¢ adopted 

a¢ p~opo4ed in the text o6 the V~a6ting Committee. 

1088. A~ticle4 31 to 36 (corresponding to the Articles bearing the numbers 31, 

32, 32A, 32B, 33 and 34 in the Draft) we~e adopted a¢ p~opo4ed in the text o6 

the V~a6ting Committee, without di4cU44ian. 

1089. Mr. P. W. MURPHY (United Kingdom) said that his Delegation wished the 

minutes to record that the United Kingdom accepted the final phrase of Article 

36(1) as adopted (co~~e4ponding to the A~ticle bea~ing the numbe~ 34(1) in the 

\ 
j 
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v~a6t, a~ amended by the Can6e~ence (¢ee pa~ag~aph~ 749 and 750) I, on the basis 

that the substance of that provision had not been affected. Specifically, the 

United Kingdom would interpret that provision as relating to those territories 

for the external relations of which it was for the time being responsible. 

1090. A~ticle¢ 37 to 41 (corresponding to the Articles bearing the numbers 34A, 

35, 37, 39 and 40 in the Draft) weJte adapted a~ pllapa¢ ed in the text a 6 .the 

VJta6ting Committee, without di~cu~¢ian. 

1091. Mr. H. KUNHARDT (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation 

wished to question the reference at the end of Article 42(5) (caJt~e~panding to 

the AJtticle. beaJting the numb etc. 41 ( 5 I in the V-'!.a6tl to any declaration made under 

Article 36(3) (a). That Article related not to the making of a declaration but 

to its taking effect. It was Article 36(1) that related to the making of a de-

claration. 

1092.1 Mr. G. LEDAKIS (Legal Counsel, International Bureau of the World Intel-

lectual Property Organization (WIPO)) regretted that the reference in Article 

42(5) to Article 36(3) (a) was erroneous. It should be replaced by a reference to 

Article 36(1). 

1092.2 Mr. Ledakis also noted that the words "any notification received" had 

been omitted in error from the English text of Article 42(5). Those words 

should be inserted after the word "accession." Also in the English text of 

that Article the word "declarations" should be replaced by the word "declara-

tion." 

1092.3 Mr. Ledakis concluded by confirming that the final part of Article 42(5) 

in the English text should read: " .•• the deposit of instruments of ratification, 

acceptance, approval and accession, any notification received under Articles 34(2), 

36(1) and (2), 37(1) and (3) or 41(2) and any declaration made under Article 36(1)." 
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1093. 1~ wa¢ dec~ded ~o amend A~~~c!e 42(5) ~n ~he manne~ ~nd~ca~ed by M~. Ledak~¢ 

and ~e6e~~ed ~o ~n pa~ag~aph 1092.1 above. 

1094. 1~ wa¢ 6u~~he~ dec~ded ~o ~ep!ace ~he 6~nal pa~~ o6 A~~~c!e 42(5) ~n ~he 

Engli4h ~ex~ by ~he wo~ding given by M~. Ledaki4 and ~e6e~~ed ~o ~n pa~ag~aph 

7092.3 above. 

1095. Subjec~ ~o ~he deci4~on4 ~eco~ded in ~he ~wo p~eceding pa~ag~aph¢, A~~i-

c!e 42 (corresponding to the Article bearing the number 41 in the Draft) wa4 adop-

~ed a¢ p~opo4ed ~n ~he ~ex~ o6 ~he V~a6~ing Comm~~~ee. 

Adop~ion o6 Recommenda~~on4 on A~~ic!e4 4 and 5 

1096. The PRESIDENT drew the attention of delegates to documents DC/86 and DC/88 

which contained respectively the texts of the Recommendations on Article 4 and 

Article 5, as edited by the Secretariat on the basis of the Draft Convention, of 

document DC/76 and of Annex IV to document DC/82. (See paragraphs 248 and 1025) 

The final adoption of those recommendations would take place on Monday, October 

23, immediately after the final adoption of the revised text of the Convention. 

1097. Mr. w. T. BRADNOCK (Canada) said that when he had made a short statement 

during the opening meeting of the Diplomatic Conference he had expressed the 

belief that the amendments proposed for consideration would make it possible for 

Canada to eventually become a member of the Union. He wished to congratulate 

the Member Delegations on the understanding shown for the difficulties posed for 

his country by the original Convention. His Delegation greatly appreciated the 

compromises made with a view to overcoming those difficulties without destroying 

the spirit of the Convention or altering anything in the original intention. It 

fully endorsed the revised text, which seemed likely to be adopted on Monday, 

October 23, and hoped that, in due course, Canada would sign and ratify the Con-

vention and would play a full part in the Union. 

) 
./ 
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1098. Mr. M. TOURKMANI (Morocco), speaking on behalf of the Delegations of Hun-

gary, Iraq, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Senegal and Yugoslavia, and of his own 

Delegation, expressed their admiration of and gratitude for the competence, elo-

quence and objectiveness manifested by the President of the Conference in his 

conduct of the discussions. They also wished to congratulate him on having re-

conciled, to the satisfaction of all participants, points of view that had been 

diametrically opposed. Mr. Tourkmani said that he would like to conclude by 

presenting a declaration: "The Delegations of Hungary, Iraq, the Libyan Arab 

Jamahiriya, Senegal, Yugoslavia and Morocco - con4ciou4 of the importance of in-

creasing agricultural production in a world in which the number of people was 

continually expanding; convinced of the part to be played by new varieties of 

plants in improving agricultural production; pe~4uaded of the necessity for pro-

tection of the rights of breeders as an encouragement to the intensification of 

research into the improvement of plants - de~i~ed to join the International 

Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants and to maintain close coop-

eration with it. Nevertheless, they declared that they were not in a position 

to do so for as long as States acting contrary to human rights and principles, 

such as South Africa, continued to form part of the Union. They expressed 

their gratitude to the Council of the Union for having invited them to partici-

pate in the Diplomatic Conference." 

1099. The PRESIDENT thanked the Delegation of Morocco for its intervention and 

said that its declaration would be noted in the minutes. 

1100. Mr. H. J. WINTER (United States of America) said that as the Head of an 

Observer Delegation he wished to thank all of the Member Delegations for their 

fine spirit of cooperation and for their helpfulness in arriving at compromises 

on some very difficult problems. His Delegation was most pleased with the out-

come of the Diplomatic Conference and he could say that, on the basis of the 

very successful deliberations and the resulting revised text of the Convention, 

the United States of America intended to sign on Monday, October 23. His Dele-

gation also wished to congratulate the President of the Conference for his gui-

dance and inspired leadership which had enabled the Conference to arrive at a 

revised text which he hoped and believed would be adopted unanimously. Finally, 

0·297 

Mr. Winter expressed his Delegation's gratitude to the Secretariat for its excel-

lent work throughout the Conference. 
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1101.1 The PRESIDENT thanked the Delegation of the United States of America for 

its very kind words and said that he wished to acknowledge the very real help he 

had received from the delegates. 

1101.2 The President then said that he wished, before giving the floor to the 

Delegation of Mexico, to draw the attention of the Conference to a statement sub-

mitted by that Delegation and reproduced in document DC/81. The President con-

gratulated the Delegation of Mexico on its statement. 

1102. Mrs. 0. REYES-RETANA (Mexico) said that her Delegation wished to thank the 

President of the Conference and the Member Delegations for having invited its 

country to participate in what had been, in its opinion, a very successful Dip-

lomatic Conference. Also, her Delegation just wished to support the declaration 

made by the Delegation of Morocco. 

1103.1 Dr. D. BORINGER (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Delegation al-

so wished to express its satisfaction with the course taken by the Diplomatic 

Conference. It believed that the Convention in its new version represented a 

meaningful compromise among the various points of view of all the States and or-

ganizations that had participated. On the basis of what had been achieved in 

1961 the new version would now make it possible for all interested States to 

cooperate internationally in the field of plant variety protection, especially 

States of the Third World, the active interest of which was very much welcomed. 

The outcome of the Conference was positive and the Federal Republic of Germany 

would sign on Monday, October 23. 

1103.2 Dr. Baringer then said that the agreeable course taken by the Conference 

and the high level of debate had been assured by the skilful way in which the 

President of the Conference had guided the discussions. The expertise and pa-

tience of the Chairman of the working groups had also made a decisive contribu-

tion to the successful outcome of the proceedings. An important contribution 

had also been made by Dr. Bogsch, Secretary-General of the Union, with excellent 

_) 
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support from Dr. Mast, Secretary General of the Conference and Vice Secretary-

02~9 

General of the Union. Excellent support had also been given by the staff of the 

Office of the Union and of the International Bureau of the World Intellectual 

Property Organization. His Delegation wished to express its special gratitude 

to the interpreters who had shown an excellent mastery of very difficult techni-

cal terminology. Without their translations several contributions would not 

have been so fully developed from the linguistic point of view. 

1103.3 Dr. Beringer concluded by saying that, in the opinion of his Delegation, 

the new version of the Convention was distinguishable by several important cha-

racteristics from the existing text, was sufficiently homogeneous in all three 

languages and was to be wished a long-lasting stability. 

1104. Mr. s. AGUILAR YEPEZ (Mexico) said that he wished to thank again the mem-

bers of the Union for having given his country the great opportunity of partici-

pating in the Diplomatic Conference. He appreciated the way in which his Dele-

gation had been received by all the Member and Observer Delegations. 

Mr. Aguilar Yepez concluded by acknowledging with gratitude the kind remarks of 

the President of the Conference regarding his statement, as reproduced in docu-

ment DC/81, and by reading that statement to the Conference. He hoped that his 

general statement would be useful to delegates who might visit his country and 

that it would assist in establishing a basis for a future in which Mexico might 

have the opportunity of joining the Union. 

1105. Dr. F. POPINIGIS (Brazil) thanked the members of the Union, the Council of 

the Union and the Secretariat for having invited his country to participate in 

the Diplomatic Conference as an Observer Delegation. Work on the drafting of 

plant variety protection legislation had been in progress in Brazil for some 

four years. He hoped that it would be possible for Brazil to join the Union at 

some time in the future. Mr. Popinigis concluded by congratulating the President 

of the Conference and the Secretariat on the successful outcome of the Conference. 
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1106. Mr. M. LAM (Senegal) said that he wished to express to the members of the 

Union the appreciation of the Government of Senegal for the opportunity to ob-

serve the entire proceedings of the Diplomatic Conference. His Delegation had 

found them most informative and believed itself to be in a position to faithful-

ly report to the Government on the high level of debate and on the importance of 

the results achieved. It was convinced that it could act as the Ambassador of 

the Union and that it could provide its Government with all the advice necessary 

to enable a favorable decision to be reached as regards the steps to be taken re-

garding membership of the Union. 

1107. Mr. R. LOPEZ DE HARO (Spain), on behalf of the Delegation of Spain, congra-

tulated the President on the excellent way in which he had conducted the Confer-

ence. He also congratulated the Secretariat on its work and extended his congra-

tulations to all the members of the Union for the understanding they had shown in 

revising the Convention and making it more accessible to further States. He 

hoped that the Government of Spain would soon reach a decision regarding the 

eventual signing of the new Convention. 

1108.1 The PRESIDENT said that, although there would be one further meeting on 

Monday, October 23, he wished to take the opportunity to thank the Chairman and 

Vice-Chairmen of the committees and working groups and all the delegates for the 

positive cooperation shown during the Conference. As a result of that coopera-

tion the desired result had been achieved. The President said that he also 

wished to thank Dr. Bogsch, Dr. Mast and the staff of the Union and of the World 

Intellectual Property Organization for their great assistance and for the very 

high volume of work so efficiently completed. Last but not least, he wished to 

thank the interpreters for their contribution. 

1108.2 The President concluded by acknowledging all the kind words addressed to 

him and said that those words should be addressed to all who had taken part in 

the Diplomatic Conference. 

j 
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1109. The PRESIDENT opened the last meeting of the Diplomatic Conference. He in-

formed delegates that it was four years to the day since the work on the interpre-

tation and revision of the Convention had begun. On October 23, 1974, the deci-

sion had been taken to establish the Committee of Experts on the Interpretation 

and Revision of the Convention. That decision followed a meeting with represen-

tatives of several non-member States and international professional organiza-

tions. held to ascertain the wishes and desires of interested circles. For him, 

therefore, the meeting in progress represented the culmination of what had begun 

exactly four years earlier. It really was a day of great importance. 

Adop~~o~ o6 the Seco~d Repon~ o6 the Cneden~~a£4 Comm~~~ee 

1110. The PRESIDENT invited the Secretary of the Credentials Committee, in the 

absence of its Chairman and Vice-Chairmen, to present the Second Report of that 

Committee. 

1111. Mr. G. LEDAKIS (Secretary of the Credentials Committee) said that, as re-

corded in paragraph 11 of document DC/83, the Credentials Committee had authori-

zed its Chairman to report to the Conference on any further credentials and full 

powers which might be presented after the close of its meeting on October 19. 

Mr. Parry, as a Vice-Chairman of the Committee, had already reported on the re-

ceipt of the credentials of the Observer Delegation of Canada. (see paragraph 

1032.1) Subsequently, the Secretariat had received the credentials and full 

powers of the Member Delegations of Belgium and Italy and the credentials of the 

Observer Delegation of Mexico. 
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1112. The PRESIDENT thanked Mr. Ledakis for presenting the Second Report of the 

Credentials Committee. He noted that there were no remarks thereon. 

7773. The Second Repo~~ o6 ~he C~eden~~~~~ Comm~~~ee, ~~ p~e~en~ed o~~~iy by ~he 

Sec~e~~~y o6 ~he Comm~~~ee, w~~ ~dop~ed. 

F~n~i Adop~~on o6 the Rev~~ed Text o6 ~he Conven~~on ~ubmi~~ed bq ~he V~~6t~ng 

Comm~~~ee 

1114. The PRESIDENT introduced document DC/89 which combined document DC/84 and 

the amendments thereto, as adopted on Saturday, October 21. (see paragraphs 

1035 to 1095) 

1115. Dr. H. MAST (Secretary General of the Conference) confirmed, at the re-

quest of the President of the Conference, that the text reproduced in document 

DC/89 was exactly as adopted by the Conference on October 21. 

1116. The ~ex~ ~ep~oduced ~n documen~ VC/89 w~~ un~nimou~iy ~dop~ed ~~~heRe-

vi~ed Tex~ o6 ~he Conven~ion, ~ii ten Membe~ Veieg~~~on~ p~~t~c~p~~~ng ~n ~he 

vo~e by ~how o6 h~nd4. 

Adop~~on o6 Recommend~~~on~ on A~~~cie~ 4 ~nd 5 

1117. The PRESIDENT introduced documents DC/90 and DC/91, which contained res-

pectively the texts of the Recommendations on Articles 4 and 5, as previously 

circulated on Saturday, October 21, in documents DC/86 and DC/88 respectively. 

(see paragraph 1096) 

1118. The Recommend~~~on~ on A~~~cie4 4 ~nd 5, ~~ ~ep~oduced ~e~pectiveiy ~n 

documen~~ VC/90 ~nd VC/91, we~e ~dop~ed un~nimou4iy. 
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1119. The PRESIDENT informed the Conference that there were no statements to be 

adopted for inclusion in the Records of the Conference and that there was no fi-

nal act to be adopted. 

1120. Mr. H. AKABOYA (Japan) expressed the congratulations of his Delegation on 

~~e fact that the new Convention had just been adopted unanimously. The new 

Convention might be quite satisfactory for his country and he hoped that it 

would be possible for it to join the Union at an early date. Mr. Akaboya con-

eluded by expressing his deep gratitude for the excellent leadership of the Pre-

sident of the Conference and for the kind cooperation of the Secretary-General 

of the Union, of his staff and of all who had taken part in the Conference. 

1121. H.E. Mr. F. BENITO(Spain) said that his Delegation wished to endorse the 

congratulations expressed by the Delegation of Japan on the unanimous adoption 

of the new Convention. His Delegation found the new Convention very positive 

and would make all necessary efforts to recommend the Spanish authorities to 

sign it, as provided for in Article 31, as soon as possible. 

Cfo~ing o6 ~he Con6e~ence 

1122. The PRESIDENT declared closed the Diplomatic Conference on the Revision 

of the International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants. 

In so declaring the President said that he was sure that he could rely on all 

those who had taken part to use their best endeavors to promote the earliest 

possible entry into force of the Revised Text of the Convention. 

[Annex II follows] 
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